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Experience the Camel taste in Lights and Filters.
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"That night I was listening to the bass player cook. As his hands went spidering up and down the strings his thum-thum-thum became the group's heartbeat—and mine too. In my living room, I had traveled once again to that smokey little jazz club long ago."

A JVC High Fidelity System can take you to another time and place, with components that reduce six different kinds of distortion down to inaudible. Nothing interferes with the reality of your music. You're there.

We take you there.
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...and then came the SE-9.

35 years ago, to satisfy listening preferences, serious music lovers had to redesign their listening rooms. Remove the drapes. Add a rug here. Rearrange the upholstered sofa there. Get rid of that crystal chandelier! Bass and treble tone controls came later, and they helped—but only a little. When you needed a boost in that lowest bass region, you had to accept boosted upper bass and mid-range tones as well—whether you needed them or not.

By 1958, the first equalizers appeared. They allowed you to alter specific bands of tones to suit the needs of the listening room—and the music program. With special mics, a pink noise generator, and a real-time analyzer, you could electronically adjust your system to your listening preference. If—that is—you didn’t mind spending several thousand dollars and a half hour adjusting and readjusting controls to enjoy a half hour of listening.

Then came Sansui’s remarkable SE-9 Compu-Equalizer. It takes the guesswork and the frustration out of equalization. At the touch of a button, the SE-9’s built-in pink noise generator feeds its signals first to one speaker, then the other. Sounds picked up by the SE-9’s calibrated microphone are then analyzed by its microprocessor. Sit back and watch in amazement, as the SE-9’s motorized system moves each of its 16 fader controls (8 per channel) to create the curve that yields precisely flat response at your preferred listening location.

Touch another button, and the curve is memorized for future, instant recall. Move to another location—even another room—and the SE-9 can create and store a new curve—up to four of them.

At last, after 35 years, a perfect equalization system without errors or frustration. And, at a price that makes perfect equalization affordable for all serious music lovers.

See the SE-9 and Sansui’s truly complete line of high quality components and systems at your Sansui dealer today. Or write to us for details.
No hangover!

Hangover—a rather loose term to describe the stored energy resonance in a loudspeaker, the principal cause of coloration that immediately tells you you’re listening to a loudspeaker. Take it away and there’s a new world—the loudspeakers have nothing more to say instead there’s just the orchestra and the magic of the music.

If music is an important part of your life, then a pair of ESL-63 loudspeakers could be the best investment you’ve ever made.

Perhaps even something to celebrate about.

For further details and the name and address of your nearest QUAD ESL-63 retailer, write: QUAD, 425 Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

In Canada: May Audio Marketing Ltd., Longueil, Quebec J4G 1P8

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound

© 1982 QUAD
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for the closest approach to the original sound
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WHY PUT TWO FILTERS INTO ONE GREAT COMPACT DISC PLAYER?

Kyocera goes to double lengths to make sure there's no distortion in its DA-01 Compact Disc Player. It's got both digital and analog filters—so nobody hears distortion.

The advantage of digital and analog filtering systems.
Modern technology has made analog filters pretty effective. But there can be a problem—analogue filters by themselves render limited performance. By combining an analogue filter with a digital filter, and precisely applying both types in just the right way, the limitations found with analog filters are not there anymore. Thanks to the unique use of these filters, and an impressive array of very advanced circuitry, the Kyocera CD Player provides accurate, crystal-clear, life-like sound.

The awesome specs that only digital can provide.
Needless to say, the Kyocera DA-01 comes through with some specs that are mind-boggling: A full 90 dB dynamic range...flat frequency response from 20-20,000 Hz...quiet 90 dB S/N ratio...and total isolation 90 dB channel separation.

And, just in case you didn't realize it, with the fabulous disc player system, as provided in Kyocera's DA-01 Player, there is no contact between disc and playback head. No ticks, clicks, pops, scratches or record wear. And the DA-01 plugs right into your present audio system—Kyocera or others—just like a conventional turntable.

Easy to use, but total control of every function.
The DA-01 is easier to use than a modern cassette deck—slide the compact disc into the disc compartment, shut the door and hit the play button. With the DA-01's feather-touch controls, you can play the whole thing (60 minutes a side) repeat a track...scan...pause...skip...advance...index...and program up to 24 different segments with an electronic memory. A functional LED digital panel tells you program running time and just where the optical scanner is on the disc.

Admittedly, our DA-01's are carried only by selected dealers. If you have trouble finding one, contact: Kyocera International, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren, NJ 07060 (201) 560-0060.
The goal in designing the Mercury Topaz was simple: When the driver takes the wheel and touches the accelerator, the car should respond. Instantly.

The way Topaz accomplishes this is by integrating a remarkable combination of driving and handling tools in a 5-passenger car. Power brakes, front-wheel drive for traction and rack-and-pinion steering for precise control are all standard.

Its new 2300 HSC engine utilizes High Swirl Combustion technology for smooth, responsive power, particularly in stop-and-go situations. The engine is linked to an on-board EEC IV computer that's capable of processing 1,000,000 engine commands per second for smooth operation.

The handling is enhanced by a fully independent suspension system with front and rear MacPherson struts which help isolate shock from the driver, while still giving a superb feel of the road.

The result of all this is a car that responds precisely to hills, curves and straightaways because it responds precisely to its driver.

Experience it for yourself. Call us toll-free at 1-800-MERCFAX for the name of your nearest Lincoln-Mercury Dealer and a copy of the 1984 Topaz catalog.

The 1984 Mercury Topaz. A car as advanced as those who will own it.

INSTEAD OF DWELLING ON HOW YOU'LL RESPOND TO IT, LET'S DISCUSS HOW IT RESPONDS TO YOU.

Get it together—buckle up.
Mike Line
Dear Editor:
I would like to offer additional information to Bert Whyte's "Behind The Scenes" column in your March 1983 issue.

Brueel & Kjaer has recently introduced a completely new line of studio microphones. These microphones are a totally new design, from capsule to connector. They have no parts in common with the 4133 or any other B & K instrumentation microphone.

There are two acoustical designs available. One has characteristics very similar to the 4133. The other has a lower self-noise level because it has a slightly larger diaphragm. Both designs are available either for standard P48 phantom powering or for use with a special power supply which results in a transformerless system.

A complete description of these new studio microphones can be obtained from B & K Instruments, Inc., 185 Forest St., Marlborough, Mass. 01752.

John R. Bareham
Applications Engineer
Brueel & Kjaer Instruments
Marlborough, Mass.

Superbstation
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to your February 1983 article, "WFMT: Satellite Superstation." I live in Snowmass Village, Colorado, a small town about eight miles away from the infamous Aspen, and receive cable TV through Canyon Cable. I am currently receiving WFMT via cable at 98.1 FM frequency. The sound is superb! In the stereo mode, which is the mode I constantly listen to WFMT, the cable quality is better than that of the local radio station, KSPN 97.7 FM. Of all the stations on the cable, WFMT is by far the best.

I was impressed with the coverage and inside story that Rich Warren and Daniel Queen presented in the article. In short, the story and the station are nothing short of superb.

Derrick DeCarlo
Snowmass, Colo.

Gleaming Insights
Dear Editor:
"WFMT: Satellite Superstation" by Richard Warren and Daniel Queen in the February issue of Audio provided an excellent insight into the engineering considerations that have gone into building one of the world's best fine-arts FM stations. There is much food for thought and also practical solutions to audio problems faced by any station attempting fine-arts programming.

We at Leaming Industries appreciate being noted as pioneers in stereo transmission by satellite. It should be noted that the original "deviation enhancement" system designed by Leaming Industries also delivered WFMT with a 68 dB signal-to-noise ratio, and did so on a completely linear (non-companded) system with both superior frequency response and lower distortion. This transmission system is still in use to transmit stereo TV audio to [cable networks] HTN Plus and Bravo!, as well as transmitting many stereo programs on thousands of miles of microwave systems, both here and in Canada.

Unfortunately, the article failed to note that Leaming Industries also manufactures a stereo processor that can receive WFMT as well as the host of new radio services that now use the Wegener sliding de-emphasis "compression" system.

Information on stereo and monaural programs transmitted on subcarriers above video on satellite transponders is difficult to come by. We have assembled a list of these programs that may be of interest to readers of Audio. There are new additions and changes of assignment taking place from time to time, mostly without prior announcement, so this list is based on the best information available at this time. It should also be noted that there are many subcarriers being transmitted that carry facsimile or data signals or even no signals at all, so this is not a list of all transmitted subcarriers, but only those of interest to Audio enthusiasts.

F. F. McClatchie
Marketing Agent
Leaming Industries
Costa Mesa, Cal.
The World's MOST VERSATILE Stereo Preamplifier

Control Versatility of a Recording Studio... Sound to Delight the Audio Connoisseur

THE SOUNDCRAFTSMEN CX4200 PREAMP/EQUALIZER

THE PREAMP: Starting with four completely independent Mono Phono Preamp Sections to accommodate two turntables with vanishingly low distortion and -97dB noise, every conceivable operational control is combined in the CX4200. Fully-Adjustable Capacitance Loading from 50 to 800 picofarads for perfect matching of any cartridge, including Moving-Coil types. Built-In CX Decoding Circuitry lets you enjoy the newest audiophile records. Low-Impedance Headphone Amplifier for private listening. Inputs for Audio from VCR or Videodisc. Cross-Dubbing between three Tape Docks. Sub-Sonic Filter operating from 15Hz down.

THE SIGNAL-PROCESSOR PATCH BAY: Allows you to use any combination of Sub-Sonic Filter, CX Decoding, Equalizer, Mono A&B and any External Signal Processor, either for listening or tape recording, by simply pushing buttons—no cable switching!

THE EQUALIZER: Probably the finest octave-band equalizer available, due to the employment of Precision Wire-Wound Inductors in the octave-filter circuits, instead of ordinary IC "chips." The result is greater gain, lowest possible noise and distortion and completely neutral sonic qualities. Only Soundcraftsmen Equalizers feature the exclusive Differential/Comparator® circuit which allows you to instantly adjust the Equalizer for Maximum "Headroom" so necessary with CX, dbx, Digital and Dolby-encoded recordings—regardless of the EQ curve selected! This adjustment is accurate to a phenomenal 0.1 dB readout and employs balancing LED's for visual verification.

THE CX4200 has been called "The Ultimate Preamp," yet it is a superb value at only $699. Other Soundcraftsmen Preamps with similar features and performance start at $419.

The World's Finest Stereo Components Are Still...MADE IN U.S.A.!
"I contend that the sound of music is also dependent upon harmonic content, etc., calling for frequency responses way above 20 kHz."

Shy on Samples

Dear Editor:

I was interested to read Leonard Feldman's test report on the new Sony compact digital disc player (Audio, November 1982) and noted his enthusiasm for the concept. There is no doubt that there is a requirement for a system to relieve us of the problems associated with record handling, dust and static pops and all the other drawbacks of the present LP disc. In years to come, people will be amazed at the quality which was achieved with what in effect is a mechanically coupled system (stylus riding in a groove).

Our speakers were designed to work the way your ear was designed to hear.

Perfectly.

The human ear is a marvelous listening mechanism. Its full-range, single-element diaphragm lets you detect all the subtle details of a fine musical performance.

Because all Acoustat electrostatic speakers utilize a full-range single element just like the human ear, they are capable of reproducing the performance exactly as it was recorded. Acoustat speakers provide musical enjoyment unequaled by any other loudspeaker system, regardless of price.

We'd like you to hear the full story of Acoustat speakers and electronics. Call us toll free for the name of your nearest dealer, then give your ears the music they deserve.

Acoustat's Trans-Nova® Preamplifier and Trans-Nova® Twin-200 Power Amplifier.

Dimensions of model Three/M speaker shown: 72"x28"x3½"

My disappointment with the new system lies, however, with the low sampling rate of 44 kHz. For speech telecommunications, the accepted sampling rate is twice that of the highest frequency, i.e., in a speech telephone channel of 200 to 3,400 Hz, the sampling rate of 8,000 Hz gives satisfactory speech reproduction.

However, music is not speech. Agreed, few people can hear as high as 20 kHz (half the compact digital disc's sampling rate), but I contend that the sound of music is also dependent upon harmonic content, transients and rise-times calling for frequency responses way above 20 kHz. My feelings were reinforced by hearing a radio interview with a well-known conductor who said the low frequencies of the new discs are radically improved "but they still haven't got the higher frequencies right."

There is no doubt the lower frequencies are considerably improved; bass drums now have a tonal quality and no longer just a "boom." A frequency of 20 Hz or so, which can be difficult to reproduce on a master tape, can be perfectly reproduced when sampled at the 44-kHz rate, but the transient of a cymbal or the harmonics of a violin cannot be accurately reproduced by encoding the amplitude of just two or three samples of its waveform. I would like to see a sampling rate closer to 100 kHz adopted before the system becomes too standardized.

In conclusion, I would like to add how much I enjoy Audio, and have done so for many years. Keep up the good work!

Keith L. Robinson
Mt. Royal, Quebec
Canada

Editor's Note: Readers should note that the upper limit of human hearing is the upper limit, whether we are talking about primaries or harmonics. Now if Mr. Robinson is saying that digital recording does not properly handle the range where normally only harmonics exist because of too low a sampling frequency, then he has a very strong argument, one where the jury is still out. However, the sampling frequency has been standardized, at 44.1 kHz, and it is just such standardization which allowed disc and player makers to bring the system to market.—E.P.
Maxell XL I-S and XL II-S are the ultimate ferric oxide cassette tapes. Precision engineered to bring you a significant improvement in dynamic range.

XL I-S provides exceptionally smooth linear performance characteristics with high resolution of sound and lower distortion.

While XL II-S has a greater saturation resistance in higher frequencies resulting in an excellent signal to noise ratio.

How did we achieve this?

**IMPROVED EPITAXIAL PARTICLES.**

Maxell engineers have managed to improve the Epitaxial magnetic particles used on both tapes.

By developing a crystallization process that produces a more compact, smoother cobalt ferrite layer on the gamma ferric oxide core, they've been able to pack the particles more densely and with greater uniformity on the tape surface.

This increases maximum output level and reduces AC bias noise which in turn expands the dynamic range.

**IMPROVED EPITAXIAL PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS:**

MORE UNIFORM COBALT-FERRITE LAYER

GAMMA-FERRIC OXIDE

COATING THICKNESS: 10-11A (1A = 1/10,000,000 mm)

So you get a better signal to noise ratio, greater resolution of sound and higher output levels.

Of course, greater dynamic range isn't the only reason to buy Maxell high bias XL II-S or our normal bias equivalent XL I-S.

Both tapes have more precise tape travel and greatly reduced distortion levels.

You'll see both these improvements covered in detail in future Audiophile Files. In the meantime, we suggest you listen to them.

For technical specification sheets on the XL-S series, write to: Audiophile File, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074.
Contrary to the expectations of many nay-sayers, the Compact Disc players and discs have been accorded an enthusiastic reception by consumers. As a consequence, both are in short supply. However, that may soon improve here. Billboard recently quoted Hans Gout, senior CD director at Polygram, as considering it an "overriding priority" that the Compact Disc substantially penetrate the U.S. market.

Even though the software shortage is particularly acute, enough discs have come to hand to demonstrate that although there is much to admire, many of them have sonic anomalies which are very off-putting. I refer most especially to the shrill and strident sound of the first and second violins in classical recordings. In my CD reviews, which first appeared last issue, I made particular note of this problem. I took pains to point out that the objectionable sound is not an inherent fault in digital recording, but rather a consequence of close multi-miking techniques and the use of microphones which many feel have an overbright, "tizzy," high-frequency response. In the past, the bright top end of these microphones may have been attenuated by the processing loss and noise masking of analog recording. In digital recording no such losses occur, and therefore any sonic imperfections are starkly revealed.

Apparently, many of those who bought CD players and discs have discovered the problem of the strident strings and other sonic aberrations. Miraculously, the negative comments of these people seem to have reached the right ears. The following excerpts are from an article by Jim Sampson which appeared in a recent issue of Billboard: "The superior sound quality of the Compact Disc is leading to changes in recording technology, away from a dry studio acoustic and from elaborate multi-miking. That's the opinion of Dr. Andrew Holschneider, president of Deutsche Grammophon Productions."

"Several critics felt the digital sound of the Berlin Philharmonic in large orchestral works was 'harshly' brilliant. And the English Concert Compact Disc of Vivaldi's 'Four Seasons' features very bright string tone and 'background street noise."

"... As producer of The English Concert on DG/Archiv, Holschneider agrees that the CD medium demands new technical standards: 'It is a real challenge and we're learning. . . .'

"The choice of a hall has become much more critical, he says. 'It cannot have too dry an acoustic, because the CD sound is itself clearer.' And Holschneider will reconsider locations poorly isolated from the outside, such as London's Kingsway Hall or Henry Wood Hall, where his 'Four Seasons' was recorded.

"The multi-microphone techniques of the 1970s might soon be replaced by the twin-mike sound of the 1950s. Says Holschneider: 'A recording technology which tries to reproduce the music as simply and naturally as possible is the best.' He points to Gunther Breest's two-mike production of Verdi's 'Falstaff' under Giulini [conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic] as a good example."

Well, Hallelujah! That certainly is a step in the right direction, although even if only two microphones are employed for a recording, the use of the offending overbright microphone is to be avoided. Depending upon the acoustics of the recording hall, the engineers can use quite a number of two-microphone configurations such as the Blumlein coincident crossed figure-of-eights or the M/S (middle-side) with a forward-facing cardioid and the lobes of a figure-of-eight mike facing left and right.

The same story in Billboard states that "perhaps the most frequently heard critical complaint so far is the marketing of analog recordings as 'digital audio.' Indeed, the first mass-produced CD from PolyGram's Hanover plant last August was Claudio Arrau's analog Philips recording of the Chopin waltzes. Nowhere in the packaging is the recording's non-digital ancestry acknowledged."

"At DG Productions, however, there is a clear policy that, for the present, all CDs will come from digital masters. Holschneider says he expects that analog-mastered repertoire will appear on the yellow label sometime in the future, but not as part of the first year's releases."

Some English critics seem particularly annoyed with the mislabelling or non-labelling of recording origin on CDs. Some Japanese CDs have been made from analog recordings. I don't think this is necessarily reprehensible if the recording is of high quality. In fact, it would be extremely stupid to ignore the riches of analog recordings in the vaults of the record companies. Consider the fact that Dolby A noise reduc-
Space-contoured Sound.

Introducing the finest listening instruments Acoustic Research has ever built. The AR9Ls and 93Ls. Two speakers that reach such shimmering highs and thundering lows they evoke a new experience in high fidelity. An intensified sonic experience in which listener, living space and speakers form an integrated relationship. Where optimum sound is achieved within the natural acoustics of the living space—not just in a scientific test chamber. This experience we call Space-contoured Sound.

To contour sound to human living spaces, both the 9Ls and 98Ls feature a revolutionary driver. A Dual Dome™ mid-high-range configuration that eliminates crossover interference and achieves totally coherent dispersion. In the 9Ls, we’ve introduced a down-firing woofer coupled with a Bass Contour Chamber. When you hear it, you’ll know why Acoustic Research is more than our name.

AR

Hear what you’ve been missing.

TELEDYNE ACUSTIC RESEARCH 10 American Drive, Norwood, MA 02062, USA. Dunstable, England.
The sound engineers at most of the world’s great classical recording studios* have at least one thing in common.

*Decca, Deutsche Grammophon, CBS, Capitol, EMI, Polygram

They all choose B & W loudspeakers to monitor the fidelity of their recordings.

**Exciting summer values are now available**

B&W

the Best in the World

Distributed by
Anglo American Audio Co. Inc., Box 653, Buffalo, NY, 14240. (416) 438-1012

Member of Misobanke International Group
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FREE

McIntosh

STEREO CATALOG and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

SEND TODAY!

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

"It’s not reprehensible to make CDs from analog recordings of high quality. It would be stupid to ignore the riches of analog in the record-company vaults."

**Editors Note:**

- Analog masters are, in fact, less likely to sound overly bright on CD than are digital masters made with analog mike techniques. And it might be possible to make two-hour transfers from treasured monophonic performances.—L.E.

One thing I have noticed with various CD recordings is that, under the instructions for cleaning digital discs, each company seems to have its own idea of how this should be done. Most warn against the use of solvents such as benzine, gasoline, carbon tetrachloride, etc. Some warn against the use of any liquid. Yet others tell you to use ethyl alcohol or warm, soapy water! Most seem to agree on one point: The discs should be cleaned from the
HERE'S A TECHNOLOGY STORY THAT'S TRULY ABSORBING.

Every story has a protagonist and an antagonist. And this one's no different.

The hero, in this case, is an unassuming, little technological breakthrough from Pioneer called the Dynamic Resonance Absorber™ (DRA).

And the arch-villain, the ever-present Resonant Tone-arm Vibration.

What the Dynamic Resonance Absorber does, to make a long story short, is to absorb the resonant frequency of the tonearms on all of our new turntables.

Thereby eliminating distortion which causes music to lose clarity and accuracy of reproduction.

As if this weren't thrilling enough, there's also an exciting subplot. The DRA eliminates acoustic feedback that results when the turntable is too close to speakers played at high volume.

How the Dynamic Resonance Absorber causes all this to happen is actually quite simple, as most acts of genius usually are.

The DRA is composed of a damper made of extremely dense butyl rubber enclosed in a weighted collar on the tonearm.

Working within the precisely weighted collar, the butyl rubber acts just like a spring. When the pipe of the Polymer Graphite™ (PG) tonearm vibrates, the “spring” compresses and simultaneously soaks up vibrations.

That's why Pioneer can virtually promise that muddy reproduction is an out-of-date story. And why transient response is far more accurate. In fact, as you can see on the chart, the cartridge output (with DRA) closely resembles the original input.

Furthermore, frequency response, as you can also see, is tremendously flat.

But, while the Dynamic Resonance Absorber is a real blockbuster, it's not the only story here.

Every Pioneer turntable also features a Stable Hanging Rotor™ that improves stability by reducing friction which decreases wow and flutter.

A zero-clearance dust cover allows you to place the turntable flush against a wall, yet still open it all the way.

And another convenience item: all controls are located outside the dust cover.

In addition, the PL-S70 (shown here) has two other ease-of-operation features: an automatic disc size selector (ADSS) and auto repeat function.

Naturally, you'll want to audition each new Pioneer turntable with Dynamic Resonance Absorber at your earliest convenience.

If only to convince yourself that this story falls in the non-fiction, not the science-fiction category.
talisman
(tal’ iz man) An object endowed with the ability to focus or concentrate power; a magical stone.

Technology unlocks magic. The new Talisman MC phono cartridges are as fundamentally superior to conventional moving coils as moving coils are to moving magnet cartridges. Only Talisman uses the Direct Field Focus™ design, which locates the coils at the precise focusing point of a powerful Samarium Cobalt magnet. Extra magnetic components are eliminated. Transparency and coherence are improved.

TALISMAN S—Sapphire tube cantilever, laser-mounted line-contact stylus.
TALISMAN B—Boron tube cantilever, laser-mounted line-contact stylus.
TALISMAN A—Aluminum Magnesium cantilever, nude-mounted elliptical stylus.
Talisman... the jewel and metal object that unlocks the magic in your records.

Talisman by SUMIKO, Inc., P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley CA 94705
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

the perfect combination...
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of silence, then vanishes. The progression of musical events seems real, tangible, almost visual in its presentation. .

Bryston believes there is a need for reference standards of musical accuracy. That is why we designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only reason for existing is to provide the most faithful electronic rendition of a musical signal possible within the bounds of available technology. Write to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where you can listen to our perfect combination.

IN THE UNITED STATES:
P.O. Box 4, Berlin, VT 05032
(802) 253-6199
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

IN CANADA:
P.O. Box 1004, Ottawa, Ont., Canada K1P 6G3
(613) 521-0000
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

"I've seen a CD gunked with peanut butter, then washed with a mild detergent, and another slashed with a penknife. Both played back flawlessly."
What the world's most critical listeners think of JBL is a matter of public record.

To capture the excitement, intensity, and creativity of today's popular music, recording engineers use some of audio's most sophisticated equipment. From computerized mixing consoles to advanced digital recording systems. And to get the most out of these components, recording professionals rely on equally advanced monitor loudspeakers—JBL.

In fact, a recent Billboard magazine survey revealed that over 66% of the major recording studios in the U.S. use JBL speakers. But that's only part of the story. Because, of the top 25 albums recorded in 1981, 22 were mixed or mastered in studios equipped with JBLs.*

So if you'd like to hear your music the way it was meant to be heard, visit the audio specialists at your local JBL dealer. JBL loudspeakers are available at selected AAFES-Europe Sound Centers and other (military or audio) retail outlets.

And now for studio quality sound in your car, JBL introduces its new line of automotive loudspeakers.

*Equipment information compiled from The Mix and Billboard directories and phone surveys.

JBL Incorporated, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, P.O. Box 2200, Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A.

First with the pros.

JBL/harman international
Amazing but true! You can win the incredible Nakamichi Mobile Sound System gift wrapped in a 1983 BMW 318i! Just drop into your nearest Nakamichi Mobile Sound dealer and fill out an entry form. That's all there is to it! But bring your favorite cassettes along. This system will amaze you! It's unlike any other mobile-sound system ever created.

Only the TD-1200 Mobile Tuner/Cassette Deck has NAAC—the unique Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction system that automatically aligns the playback head in each direction to extract the last iota of performance. Only the TD-1200 senses when the music has stopped and fast winds to the end of tape for quick reversal. Only the TD-1200 is powered by the unique Nakamichi SLT motor that virtually eliminates wow and flutter. And, the TD-1200 gives you a choice of EQ and Dolby B or C noise reduction to accommodate the many tapes in your collection.

That's not all. Tone controls are specifically designed to compensate for automobile acoustics, and the TD-1200's 10-preset quartz-PLL synthesized FM/AM tuner has the pulling power, selectivity, and immunity to multipath that you need on the road.

The PA-300 Mobile Power Amplifier is incredible—70 watts per channel continuous power, with a dynamic range of more than 115 dB and distortion under 0.003%! Matched with the Nakamichi SP-400 3-way Mobile Speaker System, the TD-1200 and PA-300 bring home music fidelity to the road!

The Nakamichi Mobile Sound System—it not only rivals the finest home equipment, it outperforms most of it!
Entry Forms Available At
Your Nearest Authorized Nakamichi MSS Dealer

Grand Prize
1983 BMW 318i with a complete Nakamichi Mobile Sound System—TD-1200 Tuner/Deck, PA-300 Power Amplifier, and SP-400 Loudspeaker System

First Prize
Nakamichi Mobile Sound System

12 Second Prizes
Nakamichi Windbreaker Jackets

Entry forms and complete contest rules are available from your local authorized Nakamichi Mobile Sound dealer. Open to all residents of the United States, except employees and their families of Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation, C.B.S. Inc. and members of the judging organization.

 voz where prohibited by law.

*TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
ONE IF BY LAND, TWO IF BY CD

It's about time now for some direct thoughts in this space on that absolutely remarkable phenomenon, the CD. No—not the Certificate of Deposit! I mean the Compact Disc, so named originally by Philips to parallel the Compact Cassette.

The CD is, well, almost here. Though not yet quite in a practical way, so you can go out and buy it in any old place where you happen to live. But the noise of its coming, like Paul Revere's warning about the British, is overwhelming. You will find descriptions and tests in the most exquisite detail in every mag around, including this one. Still, I find it hard to believe. At last, the New Technology in its total audio fulfillment! Almost too much to grasp.

Actually, I haven't heard a CD in the flesh, myself, since the new system was first announced more than four years ago. Four years? You thought it was the latest? Not exactly. I was at the premier demo, way back then, and I was instantly bowled over. Astounding, no less. Thereafter I have considered the matter closed, from the technical viewpoint. You couldn't buy a CD, after all, nor any player to play it on, so why bother. Leave the CD to the experts, and that's where it has been. It was testing-testing time.

I find myself perversely practical-minded in this respect: interest soared in my breast on two occasions: (a) The launching of some really radical new product idea and (b) the concrete embodiments of same. There is apt to be a large gap between these, and sometimes, alas, it extends to infinity. Nice idea, but... Remember the bird in the hand? Well, the bushes around here are increasingly full of disco compactly, lately, and a handful—soon maybe a flood?—are actually visible and audible. The time has come! On my graph of response you may now see that second peak rising. After four years, plus or minus flat.

Great promise, even greater promises—what now? Let us look at the ball-point pen. We always look at the ball-point pen when something revolutionary starts going practical.

On October 29, 1945, only weeks after the end of the Big War, the pen was launched for all & sundry at Gimbel's in New York. At a price that made us gasp, as I can easily remember I did a bit of calculating: In our little dollars, I figure it came to maybe 80 or 100 bucks for each and every pen. That's exactly the way it felt. And yet at the end of the very first day, some 10,000 pens had been sold. No time wasted on promises; it was bang-bang, launch it, sell it. To be sure, the ball point had an advantage over our CD—it created its own software, so to speak. But the ball point had an advantage over our CD—it created its own software, so to speak.

Then, the aftermath. I don't remember, speaking of price, whether the ball-point pen actually got down to the 1¢ level, but it came awfully close. Five cents apiece? It remains bottom cheap today, right in with the old lead pencil, and those early thousands have become many millions. Price? Does it matter?

Is this to be the approximate shape, in proportion, for the CD's coming future? Is it to move from the top towards the bottom of the market, mushrooming in reverse, hundreds into millions? Is it technically capable of it? A potent question, but at this point not easy to answer. Surely it will replace, eventually, ALL analog discs now on the market, but with what? Wholly new formats, more than likely. Keep in mind the transistor radio, the pocket calculator, look at the digital watch—month, date, hours, minutes, seconds, special price $3.93. (That's from an actual ad.) For a few more dollars, stopwatches, games, weather reports, the works. The CD system looks dreadfully complex and expensive right now, and costs it. But who knows? Remember the room-size ENIAC—and be prepared. Can we even begin to imagine what the CD may do in its fullest development? It's our first wholly modern disc (not counting the floppy sort), and it's a natural—unimaginably able.

Just remember that the original disc, back before 1900, had in its way this same sort of potential and has had it ever since. Low cost and wide diversity, through its inherent ease of mass production. Emilie Berliner, whose idea it was, knew perfectly well that the cylinder sounded better, but it was inherently unadaptable, clumsy in mass production even with much ingenuity. The disc was a better bet, and so it happened. It isn't far-fetched to suppose that the CD developers have that sort of future aptitude in mind, for all the complications of the system.

Right now, the only thing that is factually positive about the CD is its emerging hardware, first-generation. It's being tested—you've been reading about it for months. It is all it ever was supposed to be (four years ago) and more. Nor is there the slightest doubt about the absolutely enormous technical gap between this all-digital (up to
"Is this CD to be mainly an audiophile device for a while, restricted to the upper crust? And if so, how thick a crust?"

the final D/A element) system and the once state-of-the-art LP and 45. No need for argument! Granted. So let's start moving on.

We're still talking performance. That's the beginning, but we are past the beginning. Now it is: What will it play, where will it fit, what will it replace, and, more important, what will it NOT replace? What new areas will it create, at least for starters? Is this CD to be mainly an audiophile device for a good while, restricted to the upper crust? And if so, how thick a crust? Or will it swallow the whole pie, deep-dish included? Phew, that's a lot of questions and you won't find many answers to them yet.

Needless to say, we'll be keeping tabs here on player and disc performance via ongoing tests. Unless by some unlikely chance the CD just disappears. But indeed it is time for additional thoughts and speculations. It's a wide open field. Your guess might be as good (or bad) as mine—or even that of the CD promoters.

Hey, how about price? Well, you know, prices don't matter much. Prices will take care of themselves, thank you, as other things get sorted out. That's not a thought for slim pocketbooks and wallets, I know. But it is a fact of life that has been digging into my brain these last years. The relation between price and quality doesn't go up and down like the two ends of a seesaw, as we've always thought. (You pay your money and ...) Not any more. Instead, there is a sort of Index, or Quotient, Price/Quality, which, more and more, seems to come last of all, the result of many other determinants. Crazy, but true. Price itself isn't really important. (Except in your business account books.)

Can we even begin to look ahead? Well, at any price, I do not envision, for instance, a Walkman-type CD player for joggers, bikers, et al. (Though there is, oddly, such a player now on sale for analog standard discs.) For this, the cassette is inherently more natural—like athletes, like artists, products seem to have inherent natural aptitudes, you could almost say talents. As well as inherent areas of, shall I say, reluctance. They go along but aren't entirely happy. Ahead of time, though we often deliberately engineer for talent, we can't be sure. We aim to exploit the talents, whether they are what we intended or purely unexpected. But we often end up working with the reluctant areas instead, and with a lot of success, even when older talents no longer seem to match newer conditions. Like athletes, like artists, products seem to have inherent natural abilities, you could almost say talents. As well as inherent areas of, shall I say, reluctance. They go along but aren't entirely happy. Ahead of time, though we often deliberately engineer for talent, we can't be sure. We aim to exploit the talents, whether they are what we intended or purely unexpected. But we often end up working with the reluctant areas instead, and with a lot of success, even when older talents no longer seem to match newer conditions.

The LP, as I've often pointed out, is not really apt for our present automated controls; it was and is basically a manual-type disc. Yes, it works okay with present equipment, thanks to much ingenuity, but it remains clumsy. The CD in this respect is going to be another story—it is a natural for automation. It will fly where the LP crawls! The LP wasn't at all apt for four channels, either, as we sadly discovered. The LP almost made it, the Tate II did, but too late. Again, all that sort of thing is effortlessly taken care of, when desirable, by the CD digital approach. Extra channels right now, not even being used.

And look at the reluctant cassette. One of the more surprising stories in audio, and not yet finished. Think of the reluctant phono arm and the spiral analog groove, reluctantly hi-fi. Triumphs against natural adversity. But there are also those spectacular product talents that suddenly appear out of the blue and fit effortlessly into some unforeseen niche. How little we know ahead of time! The VCR? Video games? How sure we must be, then, as to this astonishing CD with its micro-reading laser, its billions of digital numbers, its continuously varying speed, never fixed (it runs inside to out, turning slower and slower for a constant groove speed), its utterly lavish audio parameters, its wealth of extra channels. What sudden development will come from these? We can just shrug helplessly.

One further theory of mine, pretty obvious to anybody, is that new ideas, new ways of doing things, tend to come long before the ideal equipment is at hand, or even conceivable, to fulfill their promise. Then suddenly—a great blossoming. Tom Edison again—acoustic-powered movies with sound, around 1913. Too soon! They worked, but just barely, as the New York section of the AES recently heard. (The sound, from large cylinders, was restored on tape, the sync worked out by modern methods.) Then suddenly, it all fell together. There were color photographs in the 19th century. I took Agfa starch-grain color plates (one-minute exposure in bright sun) in my youth. Suddenly it was Kodachrome. (I also tried Dufaycolor—remember that?) We tried to fly for centuries and millennia—then came the gasoline engine. Very quickly, we flew. Ideas whose time had come. Calculators back centuries ago. Digital codes from Morse—what else are those dots and dashes? The essential vacuum tube long before the transistor, and that before the IC. And then the chip.

So the CD (the Compact Disc) comes at the top of an enormous wave, in audio surely the highest yet, the most essentially advanced product so far—among so many other miracles that are, even so, encumbered by earlier technology that won't go away. I don't mean to stir up any rivalry. That wave includes too many hundreds and thousands of other product elements, in our field and everywhere else, to bicker over who comes first. But we must understand the sheer enormity of it, this now-blossoming development in so many areas.

So double-cross your fingers, read all about the latest CD promises, keep an eye on the ball-point pen. I expect we'll have a "ball point" CD player before too long, if all goes well, and at a nice popular price. Maybe in the hundred dollar range—not bad. But if you want your CD right now, better count on a thousand dollars or so. That's a lot, as Pepsi put it.
INTRODUCING THE SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The inventor of digital audio processing is pleased to raise the curtain on the CDP-101. Hailed by the discriminating ears at High Fidelity as "the most fundamental change in audio technology in more than eighty years."

There are compelling reasons for such applause.

The CDP-101, based on the world's first compact disc system co-developed by Sony and Philips of Holland, offers concert-hall freedom from distortion, wow, flutter, and other sonic gremlins. Plus an awesome dynamic range exceeding 90dB. To bring you the full beauty of Mahler or the Moody Blues as never before.

This highest of fidelity remains faithful, too. Because the digital discs are read by laser beam, there's none of the physical wear inevitable with tape or vinyl. While the CDP-101 ingeniously ignores scratches, dust, and fingerprints.

Equally ingenious, an infrared remote control even lets you select tracks without budging from your armchair. Yet for all its sophistication, the CDP-101 is thoroughly compatible with whatever sound system you now own.

We suggest you hear the CDP-101 soon. For a sound you can't believe, from the audio innovator you assuredly can.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY

© 1983 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corp. 1 Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656
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Finally, there is car audio that does great justice to your music, your car. And your love of the finest.

Finally, there is Proton Car Audio.

With one of the most sophisticated FM tuning systems available: the Proton Schotz Detector.
For incredibly clean, clear, beautiful reception.
And more stations than you ever thought existed.

With a shock-mounted cassette system of such dynamic range that home recorded tapes play back with astonishing realism.

And you see it here, custom installed in the Aston Martin Lagonda: the incredible Proton 207 Fully Electronic FM/AM Cassette Deck and 271 Equalizer/Crossover, with lights that fade to black at the touch of a button.

Ask to hear all the Proton Status Systems at your nearby Proton Dealer: including powerful, bridgeable amplifiers. And speakers from four inch coxials to twelve inch subwoofers. For your dealer’s location call us toll-free, 800-772-0172.

Proton Car Audio. There’s not a system on the road that can touch us.

1983 Proton Corporation.
19600 Magellan Drive,
Torrance, California 90502.

At this point in time, the marriage of audio and video technology has been consummated, and one of this union's most popular offsprings can be seen in component audio/video systems.

Jensen, a respected loudspeaker manufacturer since the pioneering days of high fidelity, has now diversified their product lines and introduced several quite comprehensive component audio/video systems. Their top-of-the-line system consists of the AVS-3250 25-inch video monitor and the AVS-1500 audio/video receiver. An AVS-4400 videocassette recorder is also available, as are two different models of matching loudspeakers.

I have been evaluating a combination of the AVS-3250, the AVS-1500, AVS-5250 loudspeakers and a JVC HR-7550 VCR. The AVS-3250 monitor is housed in a silver-painted wooden cabinet. Its 25-inch tube has a 110° deflection angle, and horizontal resolution is an exceptionally high 430 lines. The rear panel has two video input terminals (one has a level adjust control to attenuate input signals) which accept the outputs of VCRs, cameras, videodisc players, etc. There is a control for horizontal hold, a 3.58-MHz trap switch (for use with computer graphic displays), a remote-control input jack, a video output jack for connection of a second video monitor, a multiple/normal terminating switch (position dependent on number of video monitors), and an a.c. outlet. On the front of the monitor is a hinged panel behind which are various controls and switches. In the operational position, the "Preset Color" button affords a picture that is set to factory reference standards for intensity, hue, contrast and brightness. In the off position, manual adjustments of these parameters are possible by using the "Black Level" control (essentially a brightness control), "Picture" control (which adjusts brightness, contrast and color intensity at the same time), "Color" control (to adjust intensity), and "Tint" control (for hue adjustment on skin tones). These manual controls are quite interactive. While the overall picture quality in the "Preset Color" mode is really quite good, I found I got the best picture with careful use of the manual controls. The quality of the picture is outstanding, with superb resolution, bright, crisp images, and very pure, well-saturated colors. On a test pattern, the spectrum colors were vividly delineated and black and white was very clean. Comb-filtering and other circuit embellishments have been used to provide images with a significantly higher quality than on ordinary color TV sets.

A video monitor has no TV tuner, so one must use either the tuner in a VCR or a separate outboard tuner. In this Jensen system, the AVS-1500 unit is designated an audio/video receiver, as it also includes a power amplifier. This is probably the most versatile and sophisticated audio/video control unit on the market, with a most comprehensive array of features. First, the AVS-1500 is a 133-channel, cable-ready TV tuner. It is also a quartz PLL FM tuner, an AM tuner, an amplifier with 50 watts of power per channel, and an audio/video switcher. It also has a signal processor and headphone facilities with separate amplifier and control. A wireless infrared remote control duplicates many of the functions on the receiver.

The AVS-1500 is a clean, functional-looking unit with light-pressure touch switches for mode selection. There are digital displays for TV channels and for AM/FM stations. Behind a hinged panel are a multiplicity of switches and controls. The rear panel has various antenna connections plus video and audio inputs and outputs, speaker output terminals for two pairs of stereo speakers, and two a.c. outlets. The best way to describe this complex unit is by function grouping.

The video input and output facilities of the AVS-1500 permit connection to the video monitor via 75-ohm coaxial cable. Other interconnections allow the monitor to be turned on and off by the receiver's remote control. The receiver also has both r.f. and direct video and audio inputs (the latter in stereo) for signals from computers and video games. A 3.58-MHz trap can be switched in for greater picture stability with computer graphics or video games.

With the audio section of the AVS-1500, one can listen to AM (a built-in ferrite antenna is provided) and FM broadcasts. The display panel shows signal strength and station frequency, and both AM and FM can be scanned up or down in frequency, with the receiver locking onto the strongest signals. A memory system permits presetting of six AM and FM stations. One
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF SONY Sansui NIKKO STEREO EQUIPMENT AT PRICES TOO LOW TO MENTION

CALL FOR BEST PRICES AND SELECTION

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVERS

PIONEER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KE7100</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE700</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE6100</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE5100</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE4100</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE3100</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE2100</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JENSEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XR-15</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR-25</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR-35</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR-55</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XR-75</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPL-101</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPL-112</td>
<td>$179.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPL-118</td>
<td>$179.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPL-118F</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SANYO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTC 1</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC 2</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC 8</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC 120</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC 710</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC 180</td>
<td>$289.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLAIRON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAR-312</td>
<td>$124.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR-320</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR-340</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR-302</td>
<td>$179.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR-310</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VERY VALUABLE FEATURE OF THE AVS-1500 IS ITS ABILITY TO RECEIVE SIMULCASTS. IN SIMULCASTING, YOU CAN VIEW THE TV PROGRAM WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY LISTENING TO THE STEREO SOUND BROADCAST OF A PARTICIPATING FM STATION. THIS FEATURE WILL BE EVEN MORE USEFUL WHEN BETA (AND VHS) HI-FI VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS REACH THE MARKET, WHICH WILL ALLOW AUDIO RECORDING WITH NEAR-DIGITAL QUALITY.

THE AVS-1500 HAS A PHONO INPUT FOR MOVING-MAGNET CARTRIDGES AND INPUTS FOR A CASSETTE OR OPEN-REEL TAPE DECK. THE HEADPHONE FACILITIES ARE EXTENSIVE. THE SIGNAL AT THE HEADPHONE JACK IS FROM A SEPARATE AMPLIFIER WITH ITS OWN VOLUME CONTROL. THE HEADPHONE MODE SELECTOR GIVES A CHOICE OF TV, OTHER VIDEO SOURCES, FM, TAPE AND PHONO. BASS, TREBLE AND BALANCE CONTROLS ARE FURNISHED, AS IS A LOUDNESS CONTROL.

THERE ARE BUTTONS FOR "SYNTHETIC STEREO" AND "ACOUSTIC ENHANCE" (AMBIENCE). THESE FEATURES WORK ON SIMPLE PHASE-MANIPULATION PRINCIPLES AND ARE ABOUT AS EFFECTIVE AS MOST OF THEIR TYPE—IN OTHER WORDS, A MARGINAL IMPROVEMENT. A DEFINITE PLUS FOR THE AVS-1500 IS THE INCLUSION OF A NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR DNR NOISE-REDUCTION CIRCUIT. USED JUDICIOUSLY, A USEFUL AMOUNT OF HISS CAN BE REMOVED WITHOUT UNDULY ATTENUATING HIGH-FREQUENCY RESPONSE. THERE ARE INPUT TERMINALS FOR A PAY-TV DECODER AND A BUTTON ON THE FRONT PANEL TO ACTIVATE IT, WITH A STATUS INDICATOR LIGHT AS WELL. THE REMOTE CONTROL LETS YOU PUNCH IN THE NUMBER OF A DESIRED TV CHANNEL OR SCAN UP OR DOWN; FOR AM AND FM, YOU ONLY HAVE THE CHOICE OF MANUAL UP/DOWN TUNING OR UP/DOWN SCAN, SELECTED BY A SWITCH ON THE RECEIVER. THE REMOTE ALSO HAS A POWER SWITCH FOR THE ENTIRE RECEIVER/MONITOR SYSTEM, A MUTE CONTROL, NUMBERS FOR INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL SELECTION AND AM AND FM MEMORY PRESETS, AND BUTTONS TO ACTIVATE THE PAY-TV DECODER AND FOR SIMULCASTS.

THE SPEAKERS FOR THE JENSEN COMPONENT A/V SYSTEM ARE SMALL, ACOUSTICALLY-SUSPENSION TYPES WITH FAIRLY SMOOTH RESPONSE AND SURPRISINGLY GOOD BASS OUTPUT. THEY ARE SPECIFICALLY FITTED WITH INTERNAL SHIELDS SO THEY CAN BE PLACED CLOSE TO EACH SIDE OF THE TV MONITOR, THUS PREVENTING THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE SPEAKERS FROM DISTORTING THE TV PICTURE. I TRIED USING HIGHER QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS, AND WHILE I GOT A MUCH
Jensen's AVS-1500 is not just a TV tuner, but an audio/video receiver, probably the most versatile and sophisticated on the market.

better sound, I did have to move them at least 3 to 4 feet from the sides of the monitor to avoid picture distortion.

The question naturally arises, does the individual looking for a high-quality component audio/video system really need all the facilities offered by these Jensen units? I think the system is really first-class in its video aspects—it would be hard to fault the quality of the TV images. The audio system certainly is a vast improvement over conventional TV sound, and I must say everything worked very well. However, I have a feeling that some people would prefer their own audio system to match up with Jensen's excellent video. Perhaps a simpler video tuner would be a good idea.

Admittedly, my thinking may be too ingrained by the ways of the audiophile. Looking at the other side of the coin, I can understand that the type of customer who might consider the purchase of a typical rack system could very well be attracted to these components. The Jensen AV system would afford essentially the same facilities of most good rack systems, plus a superior video system, all brought together in a neatly integrated package.

Flash: JVC VHS Hi-Fi Introduced

JVC has just unveiled VHS Hi-Fi at the Consumer Electronics Show in response to the Beta Hi-Fi introduction six months back (Audio, May 1983). But it will be more than six months before product is available. Audio specs are the same as for Beta Hi-Fi: response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 80 dB S/N, 0.3% THD, 0.005% wow and flutter, and 60 dB channel separation.

The new audio tracks are recorded directly under the video ones. Unlike Beta, the VHS Hi-Fi system uses separate audio heads on the video head drum. At 1 to 2 MHz, the new signals are lower in frequency than the video luminance (2.4 to 4.4 MHz, though apparently only the upper half is used). Lower frequencies penetrate the tape more deeply, allowing the audio tracks to be read through the overlying video in playback. Head azimuth differences (± 6° for audio, ± 30° for video) minimize crosstalk between the overlapping sidebands of the two signals.
"PERFORMANCE MAKES ALPINE / LUXMAN SYSTEMS WORTH EVERY PENNY..."
AND IT'S OUR SELECT DEALERS WHO HELP YOU GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH."

Reese Haggott, Executive Vice President/General Manager

It all comes down to performance. That's why at Alpine/Luxman, we go to such extreme lengths to isolate and incorporate the innovations, technologies and refinements that can bring you a step or two closer to perfection.

Take dbx for example. It's a superior noise reduction system engineered to completely eliminate amplifier and tape noise. And with the Alpine 7347 and Luxman X-series components (shown at left), Alpine/Luxman is the first to bring the superior performance of dbx to both car and home audio.

But while advanced engineering can promise unheard-of performance, it takes a sophisticated audio specialist to properly tailor that potential to your particular listening environment.

Which is why we also go to the lengths we do to pick and qualify every one of our select audio dealers.

And why they go to such lengths to insure the Alpine and Luxman products they recommend, install and service will more than live up to your expectations.

You select Alpine/Luxman because you want the finest.

So we want to make sure you get your money's worth.

THE EIGHT SEASONS

Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Elmar Olivier, violin; Gerard Schwarz.
Delos D/CD 3007.
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. The English Concert, Simon Standage, violin; Trevor Pinnock.
Archiv 400 045-2.

Duplication of the standard repertory is already obvious in the pattern of initial CD releases, and reviewing these two Seasons side by side makes for interesting musical and technical observations.

First, the Schwarz/Olivier collaboration is a thoroughly modern one which treats the solo instrument in a virtuoso role. The tempi are brisk, but in no way rushed. The playing by the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra is polished and well-nigh flawless. Sonically, the orchestral balances are excellent, with a warm, but not overly reverberant, ambience. The solo instrument is in natural perspective with the rest of the ensemble.

By comparison, Pinnock’s approach is to recreate, through the use of ancient instruments and performance practice, what might have actually taken place in Vivaldi’s day. Even the playing pitch has been lowered a half-tone to the standard of that day. Instead of the suave sound of modern strings and bowing practice, The English Concert produces a sound that takes a bit of getting used to. The loosely strung bows and slight vibrato produce a much thinner texture. The overall timing for Pinnock’s performance is just over 37 minutes, compared to 39:21 for Schwarz, and this indicates that some of the movements are quite fast—which the leanness of the ensemble seems to support quite well. Standage is no measure for Olivier, but then Pinnock’s conception of the work does not put the soloist in a virtuoso role.

Musically, take your choice. In sonic terms, though, there is no denying that the Delos version gives the listener a better idea of what the potential of CD really is.

One last note: The Delos program booklet recreates the facsimiles of the original sonnets which were published with the concertos, just as was done in their LP release.

John M. Eargle

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 5. Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormandy.
Delos D/CD 3015.

This second item in Delos’ initial CD release presents the Philadelphia Orchestra under fairly simple miking conditions (three omnidirectionals). The sound is quite free of the business that often results from multi-miking—especially when followed through digitally to the final playback step without intervening analog stages. The strings have a natural sheen that will convince many diehards that there is no demon in digital, and I heartily recommend this disc to them.

Contrasted with Maazel’s recent CD reading with the Cleveland Orchestra, Ormandy’s reading is a more personal one, and much of the real power is saved until the last movement.

Overall, this CD is a pleasant surprise and an important addition to the catalog.

John M. Eargle
When you shop for audio components it doesn’t take long to recognize the stuff designed by the marketing committee.

Lots of brightwork. Knobs for the sake of knobs. Impressive styling for impressionable people.

At ADS that kind of ‘gingerbread’ is out.

Function and excellence are in.

It’s a philosophy that’s made our speakers famous. And, now we’ve applied it to a brilliant new series of components: ADS Atelier.

A cassette deck, receiver, and turntable appeared late last year. While everyone seems to love their looks, what’s impressed reviewers most is their “outstanding performance.”

A new tuner, amplifier and speaker system have just been introduced. They bristle with features that make enthusiasts drool: 16 digital pre-sets on the tuner; 100 watts of power per side in the amplifier, two tape deck loops, etc. And the speakers (in matte black which seems to have become everybody’s favorite color) sound simply superb.

Another bit of good news: each component is housed in a module of the same size and shape, so that what you buy tomorrow will be compatible with what we introduce next year.

Beside Atelier, ADS makes other components for people with grown up tastes. Speakers, mini-speakers, car speakers, amps and subwoofer systems.

If your ADS dealer is out of literature (which is entirely possible given the growing enthusiasm for high quality and good taste in this country) write to us. Analog and Digital Systems, 218 Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01187. Or call 800-824-7888 (in CA 800-852-7777) Operator 483.

**ADS Atelier.**
"On this CD, one can even hear Claudio Arrau's often agitated breathing and the minute clicks of his fingernails on the keys."

Arrau's piano is somewhat bright, but of excellent timbre and regulation. The uncanny clarity inherent in CDs seems to elucidate piano recordings more than almost any other kind. One hears all the trappings of live performance, including the performer's often agitated breathing and the minute clicks of fingernails on the keys. These are details which are perfectly natural, but which are so often lost through traditional LP processing.

For my tastes, the playing is too monochromatic, with not enough exploration of contrasts. In anyone's hands, however, all 14 of these works are too much for one sitting.

John M. Eargle

This disc presents the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra in its "Pops" role. These works are characteristically done, and von Karajan lavishes more care on them than perhaps they deserve. The sound is broad, cohesive, and luminous, and there is no objectionable "spotting" of instruments in the miking approach. I was surprised by careless editing at the end of "The Blue Danube." This is the kind of thing that CDs expose mercilessly—and the kind of thing that one rarely detects in a DG recording.

This CD represents fleshing out of the catalog with the potboilers that have always been at the core of the

With breakthroughs in cantilever design, winding technology and new stylus shapes, our next generation of moving coil cartridges represent the ultimate in accurate sound reproduction.

Beginning with our new 13D Nova. It has a solid diamond cantilever only 1.3mm in length — one-fifth the size of a conventional cantilever. The result is an ultra-wide frequency response of 20 to 100,000Hz, for unparalleled musical accuracy.

Our new 17DS features a tapered diamond cantilever, 1.7mm in length, for reduced mass and near perfect high frequency tracking ability. The 17DS also features a breakthrough Micro-Reach stylus — a shape that prevents change in music quality due to stylus wear. The Micro-Reach stylus is capable of a wide (20 to 90,000Hz) frequency response, low distortion, wide dynamic range and exceptional musical accuracy.

Last but not least, our new 19A features a solid 1.9mm aluminum cantilever for minimal dispersion, accuracy and structural integrity. Best of all, the aluminum cantilever provides a new standard in affordable moving coil technology.

Hear why Dynavector is The World Leader in Moving Coil Cartridges. Write or call for the name of a Dynavector audio specialist near you. Dynavector Systems USA, 1721 Newport Circle, Santa Ana, CA 92705. (714) 549-7204.

© 1983 Dynavector

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card
Introducing command performance music. Introducing the R-100, the most astounding, musical-sounding receiver ever to come from Yamaha. Or anyone.

There's 100 watts RMS per channel (both channels driven into 8 Ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.01% Total Harmonic Distortion) combined with our unique Zero Distortion Rule circuitry to virtually eliminate power amplifier and thermal distortion. But such wonders have been heard from Yamaha before.

The unheard-of part is the phenomenal control the R-100 gives you over your music. For the first time, a five-band graphic equalizer is combined with a microcomputer. This unique Computer-Controlled Sound System (CCSS) allows you to select from five different preset frequency response curves (Loudness, Bass, Presence, Treble, or High Filter), and then further adjust each of the five curves in four different preset variations. You can then store any three of the preset variations in memory for instant recall.

And if you really want to be creative with your music listening, you can adjust the five bands independently to form any frequency response curve you choose, then store it in memory.

The CCSS offers you unparalleled flexibility to tailor the music to your personal taste and listening environment.

And you can control all this (and a lot more) by just pressing the right button on the remote control unit that is a standard accessory.

There's more that comes standard with the R-100. Like Yamaha's spatial expander, dynamic noise canceller, the ability to handle low impedance loads, and the headroom to handle "hot" source inputs.

And there are four more models to choose from, each with the same natural sound Yamaha is famous for.

Whichever one you choose, you'll hear your music like you've always wanted to hear it. Give a listen at your Yamaha dealer. Or write Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
"Lacking adequate engineering support, Barenboim and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra do not come across."

Daniel Barenboim

standard repertory. As beautifully recorded as these works are, there is much more important literature to be explored in this wonderful new medium before settling down to this level of light music. John M. Eargle

Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture; Capriccio Italian; Marche Slav. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim. Deutsche Grammophon DG400035-2.

The musical values inherent in these works have long ago faded, as they have become the big demo pieces of our high-tech audiophile age. The current benchmarks have clearly been set by Telarc, and any recording that does not come across with equal panache is likely to be an also-ran.

As well as the orchestra plays, there is little music to probe here. One might argue that Barenboim plays them with more traditional musical understanding than his counterparts on Telarc, but without equal engineering support, they do not come across. Better wait for the Telarc CDs. John M. Eargle


These arias are drawn from a variety of analog sources dating from 1971 to 1974. They are mostly from Italian operas, with one contribution each from Bizet and von Flotow. Overall, these performances show the singer in his finest form, years before he became a superstar.

The London analog sources hold up quite well, and one is aware of only slightly higher background noise when the disc is played at elevated levels. The dedicated Pavarotti fan will want this CD. Others will find in it the beginnings of the overblown, athletic style that the singer has adopted today. John M. Eargle

There’s something to be said for a truly great album: Platinum. The ultimate in sound reproduction can also be expressed simply: Shure’s V15 Type V-MR—with a Micro-Ridge Tip—for the lowest possible distortion in sound reproduction.

No other component can bring so much sound out of your stereo system for so little cost. A combination of the revolutionary Micro-Ridge Tip and Shure’s extraordinary Beryllium MICROWALL/Be™ Stylus Shank has redefined the upper limits of high-frequency trackability. The V15 Type V-MR also features a Dynamic Stabilizer, MASAR™-polished tip, leveling alignment stylus, and a Duo-Point Alignment Gauge.

Hear the finest in sound reproduction with the V15 Type V-MR at your authorized Shure dealer today.

SHURE®

You’ll hear more from us.

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
HITACHI introduces the next generation in sound...

...and gives you a choice of styles and features.

A technological breakthrough in audio that delivers finer sound reproduction than ever before possible.

The dream is now reality. Introducing the most perfect sound system in audio history. The Hitachi DA-1000 and DA-800 Compact Disc Players. This revolutionary breakthrough in audiotronics shatters the limitations of even the finest analog stereo system. There is greater dynamic range. Virtually no distortion. No wow and flutter. No acoustic feedback. No record wear. The result is the purest, cleanest sound, absolutely faithful to the original recording.

As a leader in this new frontier of digital sound, Hitachi gives you a choice — vertical or front load players. With 10 key or two key programmability and visible or hidden disc design. Both offer advanced features like forward and reverse, cue, repeat and auto search for a unique sound experience. Now you can “be there” for the live performance without ever leaving your living room.

Until you own Hitachi’s Compact Disc Player, you’ve yet to hear the true sound of quality.

Hitachi Sales Corporation of America • 401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220
When you take one for a spin, take your time. There’s a lot this car wants to tell you. Pontiac 2000 is an energetic, state of the art, front-wheel-drive compact. Its performance, fit and finish are impressive, to say the least.

An overhead cam 4-cylinder engine with electronic fuel injection and a 5-speed manual gearbox are standard.

It’s available in sedan, coupe, hatchback or wagon.

As you can see, Pontiac 2000 is quite good looking. As your test drive will prove, it’s also fun to drive. Leisurely or briskly.

And as your Pontiac dealer will show you, it’s very easy to own.

What a car!

Some Pontiacs are equipped with engines produced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries, or affiliated companies worldwide. See your Pontiac dealer for details.
Beethoven: Symphonies Nos. 5 & 6. Philharmonia Orchestra, Ashkenazy. London LDR 72015, two discs, digital or LDR 5-72015, double-play cassette. Introductory offer, $12.98. Available individually: Symphony No. 5, LDR 71040 (album) or LDR 5-71040 (cassette); Symphony No. 6, LDR 71078 (album) or LDR 5-71078 (cassette), $12.98 each.

A wonderfully interesting record and a super bargain at half price, two digitals for the cost of one (while supplies last). The big Russian world performers these days are suddenly becoming conductors, and they bring a somewhat new and at times startling perspective to the old familiar Western-style concert works—the ones that are not written for their own instruments. This is both subtly Russian, in the long tradition going back to the 18th century, and also fresh and new, as such works must be to a specialist instrumental player, who perhaps only does concertos and sonatas in his own solo performing.

The Fifth, which I played first, had me somewhat bothered—but then every performance of that enigmatic work bothers. Surely, this smooth, not very articulate style must have been specifically imposed on the British Philharmonia by "The Ash Can" himself—who else?

So I put off the Sixth for a few days. And what a surprise. This is the toughest symphony of all the big ones for any conductor. Its relaxed, pastoral moods are simply not for today with its hurry and bustle—that is, it simply will not be modernized to fit. Yet most conductors try. Or just flounder. Wow—Ashkenazy, being Russian, has the music down to perfection, utterly relaxed, smooth and slow and gentle (so the thunderstorm really sounds like one, in contrast). I have not heard such a good Sixth Symphony for many years.

Finally, I have often noticed that the big British orchestras tend to respond wonderfully to a real Romantic conductor, whether their own or someone from outside. Never was there a better example! This is a dedicated performance, to use the usual cliché. Far above the call of duty and commercial professionalism.

Is it Ashkenazy or London? An added nicety in this pair of recordings is the inner detail of the music, all sorts of minor but interesting bits that are not often heard so clearly. None is overblown, too loud, too close. Just there, in digital clarity. Could be a bit of London's old multi-mike pickup—so what? It works for the music. P.S. On second hearing I liked the Fifth better. Guess I had by then gotten used to the Ashkenazy style.


Sound: A- Recording: C- Surfaces: B+

This is a flawed crystal, one of the few and so worth noting. Crystal, you may remember, is a company which specializes in recordings of various solo instrumentalists, garnered from the vast numbers of competent performers in schools, colleges, and conservatories the country over. Few of these performers get into big-time star-system operations—which does not mean that they will disappoint you by any means. We should understand that not all the good musicians sport TV-size international reps.

This is a typical Crystal recording, a musical survey of trombone music. Fine! Why not? The problem here is strictly in the engineering, which, I might say, is the essence of the music when it comes to communication. No, not the fi. Nothing wrong there. What is wrong is absolutely fundamental. The trombone is very close and very loud. It dominates the sound; it is obstinately persistent, practically blowing down your neck. The piano, which should certainly be equal in sonic importance, is relegated to an ineffective background, weak and nerveless. Travesty!

I got through side one (Hindemith managed to keep me on the track) but I quit at side two. A waste of time. Too bad, because the performers are both very competent. I do not like a trombone breathing down my neck, no matter how beauteous. Nor will you.

The Malcolm Forsyth Trombone Ensemble. Crystal S224, $8.98.

Sound: B+ Recording: B+ Surfaces: B+

I wish I could review more of Crystal's voluminous offerings. This compa-
"Crystal caters primarily to musicians themselves, giving them stylish, top-flight recordings which are gracefully produced and packaged."

ny caters primarily to musicians themselves, in particular the young and ambitious though not yet super-stellar sort. Big companies generally won't touch 'em, and more is the pity with so much tremendous talent around. Crystal gives them stylish, top-flight recordings, gracefully produced and packaged, which must indeed be a pleasure for all concerned.

You and I, too, are concerned, out beyond the musicians' world, and Crystal knows this also. The company apparently imposes a sort of artistic discipline, evident in most of its offerings. In our recordings, it says in effect, our artists venture out into the great public arena; they must play for a larger, more varied audience than their own musical associates and this means programs of more general interest and stimulus—not mere recitals on disc or tape. Even in such specialty areas as solo offerings of tuba or trombone.

Thus, these youngish trombonists cover an interesting stretch of wind-music history. The first side is all older music, not really meant for the modern trombone but playable on it, with due care and respect. Generally, these people make a good job of the old brass stuff, erring perhaps on the side of too much restraint on their admittedly high-powered instruments, much more potent than the older sackbut. Side two gets into real trombone music and in a way this is a relief—at least the music was written for these instruments. Nice tidbits, including the shortest Bruckner I've ever heard (he of the enormous symphonies!), lasting a minute or so.

The players show their age neatly at one point. Not enough trombones for one piece? Simple. Just do a mixdown and you have all you want.

Music for the Baritone Voice and Symphonic Winds. Antonio Perez; Univ. of Kansas Symphonic Band, Foster. Golden Crest CRS-4187, $9.98.

Better late than—I put this aside way back as a marvelous freak record and managed to mislay it. Just did a replay and, wow, it's great. Of its sort. Better buy quick before the prices go sky-higher.

The cover tells all. Incredible. Our soloist in mid-bellow, mouth wide open. Bald head, gray hair to the sides, natty tuxedo and black tie, neat black moustache and, bulging out on either side, an incredible set of human air tanks, right where the normal neck-line should be. Just looking, one can imagine the rafters quaking, the chandeliers coming down in shards—and that is what you will hear, at least in the voice itself. Biggest, best trained baritone I've heard for years, and why isn't he somewhere more important? Mr. America of the vocal cords.

Only the very best retailers carry this sign.

The only valid and fair method of evaluating audio components involves assessing their performance in circumstances which approach a domestic environment. This implies that only one pair of loudspeakers can be in the room at any time.

The presence of any other transducer, no matter how small, will significantly degrade the performance of any audio system.

The best retailers realize that modern equipment demands higher standards of demonstration than the familiar wall of speakers on wobbly stands.

The best retailers employ only single-speaker dem-rooms.
Yet, with this slightly out-of-tune symphonic band as a background (it includes a harp), he sings ity bits, encore stuff, everything from Mozart and Rossini to Copland, Percy Grainger, Fiddler on the Roof and something called “The Roosters Lay Eggs in Kansas.” I will forgo the inevitable pun on that. In every one of these trifles (as here presented, with a lot of put-on schmaltz), this gorgeous voice wheedles, charms, and belows its golden sound. Well, Caruso managed to end virtually every one of his famed record-sessions with his unique vocal trumpet call! And he often had merely a piano, upright, in a hotel room. So who’s complaining? But this man should get into a better musical framework. Antonio Perez has a voice in a million. Spotty recording, though OK—the voice isn’t always the same distance. Surfaces are good, American made; but, alas, there are licks in bunches. And a very audible low-bass cutting-table rumble. (No, not my table.) Don’t let these minor faults bother you a bit.

**Soap Opera:** The Cambridge Buskers
*Deutsche Grammophon 2532072-10, digital.* $12.98

**Sound:** A  **Recording:** A  **Surfaces:** A—

Buskers in British English are street musicians, a tradition going back centuries. These two, Michael Copley, who plays flute-type instruments, and Dag Ingram, accordion, started more or less as the real thing. Now, of course, they have graduated to the international concert/recording scene—this is not their first record, though a first in digital, if you can tell the difference.

But what music? You’ll be astonished, Grand opera! The real thing, no fake. They specialize in the great Italian items, from Mozart to Verdi and Rossini, but there’s a “Can Can” by Offenbach and even a bit of Richard Wagner, of all totally unlikely composers for street music.

Absolutely unlikely, but by some musical magic, absolutely convincing. The mere length of the various items, most in the standard pop size of three minutes or less, indicates a drastic compression of the vast and time-consuming operatic originals; this is done so naturally and easily that I was not once unpleasantly aware of “cuts” or unfortunate jumps or transitions. Remarkable.

All these enormous opera excerpts are done on one flute, or alternatively a soprano recorder, and one rather small accordion with buttons for harmony on one side and a very short keyboard on the other. You won’t believe it. And especially you will not believe the astonishing virtuosity of Michael Copley, who plays the somewhat clumsy, finger-holed soprano recorder even faster and more accurately than the much larger modern flute with all its fancy keys and levers.

**A LASER MONITOR FOR THE PRIVILEGED FEW.**

The new Celestion SL-6 is like no other loudspeaker in the world.

Designed with a laser, a computer and a blank sheet of paper by a new generation of engineering talent, it began with something never seen before. The microscopic vibrations of drivers in action, frozen in time. Scanned and plotted in exquisite three-dimensional detail by the laser-computer system we call ULTRA.

With the knowledge ULTRA gave us, we could discard the misconceptions and guesswork of conventional speaker design. The results: Two radically different transducers with precise, perfect-piston response. A crossover network of unique simplicity, because the drivers are so perfectly matched. And an enclosure of incredible rigidity.

What's more, the SL-6 is the first compact loudspeaker of studio monitor quality. Smaller than many “bookshelf” units, yet effortlessly handling up to 200 watts per channel.

There is much more to tell. But the most eloquent way to hear it is musically, from the SL-6 itself.

But first, a word of caution: only a limited number are planned for production. Which means its pleasures are limited to a privileged few. That select group of music lovers with the sensory and, yes, the financial resources to appreciate it. If the idea of being among them intrigues you, write or call for more information.

*Ultra-accurate Laser Topographic Response Analysis.*
ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

MILESTONE

Star People: Miles Davis
Columbia FC 38657.

Sound: A- Performance: A

There are few living legends around the world of jazz still in their working prime—the improvisational world waits for the hot new soloist, while last year's news is today's burn-out case, trying to reprise past glories. Miles Davis found himself too close to the edge and took some time off, returning two years ago via Man With a Horn. Although it had magical moments, Man was not the album the world was waiting for. Some said the ensemble just didn't live up to former Miles Davis groups; others thought that despite the title, Mr. Davis' trumpet was blasted out by over-distorted guitars. Star People should be a relief to those Miles Davis fans who felt betrayed by Man With a Horn. It is a very sparse, almost simplistic record that sounds like a throwback to the pre-rock Miles Davis. The main themes include a pervasive blues slant, but, more than that, there is a reliance upon melody and a loose unconcern for being contemporary. The new Miles meets the old Miles, and the listener wins. The only real tip of the hat to 1983 music/technology is the Oberheim synthesizer that Miles plays (to good effect).

Of course, much can be said for the contributions of the band members—Marcus Miller (who currently has his own record on the charts and is producing saxophone virtuoso David Sanborn), Al Foster (a fine drummer whose sound is enhanced by distant-miking techniques), and guitarist John Scofield (debuting in the Miles Davis Band on this LP, playing some wild stuff).

What distinguishes this album, among other things, is the spacious texture of the music which embellishes Miles' trumpet playing rather than fighting it. His phrasing, his choice of notes, and the tone he achieves lend themselves to music with lots of breathing room, rather than the density he sometimes chooses. The blues provides the skeletal frame from which he can leap, without losing any dynamism. What's more, this is the first group of musicians he's had in years who can actually play the blues. His bands of the late '60s and early '70s were too frenetic, and John McLaughlin, though a fine technician, was not able to bend strings in any reasonable approximation of the blues. Gil Evans' nebulous presence may have something to do with the current approach; the album credits don't specify exactly.

Steve Miller

Live! The Steve Miller Band
Capitol ST-12263, $8.98.

Sound: B- Performance: C

Actually a greatest-hits collection in concert clothes. The band turns in well-oiled if mechanical readings with precious little spontaneity. Had they taken a chance or two, this album would have been far more involving.

Michael Tearson

December: George Winston
Windham Hill C-1025, $9.98 (P.O. Box 9388, Stanford, Conn. 94305).

Sound: A Performance: A+

Windham Hill Records specializes in albums of peaceful music. George Winston's previous recordings of solo piano music, Autumn and Winter Into Spring, have been the label's most commercially and artistically successful albums. His latest, December, might prove the most fascinating to date. The timing of its release and choices of material might have pegged it as just a Christmas album, but the extraordinary beauty of Winston's interpretations make December an album for all seasons. What's more, this is the first group of musicians he's had in years who can actually play the blues. His bands of the late '60s and early '70s were too frenetic, and John McLaughlin, though a fine technician, was not able to bend strings in any reasonable approximation of the blues. Gil Evans' nebulous presence may have something to do with the current approach; the album credits don't specify exactly.

Whatever the particulars, this is the album that will restore Miles Davis to his chair as not just a senior statesman of jazz, not just a survivor, but a strong presence firmly in the vanguard of a music he can call his own.

Jon & Sally Tiven
Listen to what the experts have to say...

Then listen to the Boston Acoustics A40 yourself.

The Boston Acoustics Model A40 is a diminutive loudspeaker system capable of high performance at a very low cost... the sound is clear and remarkably wide in frequency for such a diminutive enclosure... the top end is quite smooth and extended in its frequency range... Stereo imaging is excellent... I was pleasantly surprised to find that, although rated for a maximum of only 40 watts, the system can handle very brisk levels without stress or audible breakup... If this loudspeaker were to sell for a few hundred dollars, I would be tempted to say that it is a moderately good bargain; considering its actual price, I think it is an extraordinarily good one.

Richard C. Heyser, Audio

Boston Acoustics' A40 would be hard to beat for dollar value... In music of a lighter texture—chamber music and jazz—this speaker holds its own against larger models costing far more and even in symphonic music the sound is enjoyable, if not overpowering. In particular, the treble dispersion of this little speaker is so good that it attains an aura of spaciousness surpassed only by some of the far more expensive multidirectional speakers.

Hans Fantel, The New York Times

Although the A40 is the smallest and lowest priced speaker system we make, its performance is the equal of any other Boston Acoustics speaker system within the frequency range it covers.

Boston Acoustics' A40... delivers exceptional performance at a very low price... the overall balance and smoothness of the A40's sound are those of a good speaker by any standard... Very few forward-radiating systems we have seen can match its dispersion. Extended listening to the A40 has shown us that there is nothing about its sound to identify it as coming from a smallish, inexpensive speaker... The A40 comes surprisingly close to matching the essential sound quality and character of the best and most esteemed speakers for a small fraction of the cost, and it is hard to imagine a room unable to accommodate a pair of them... With respect to sound quality per dollar, the A40 is surely one of the most cost-effective speaker designs we have seen in recent times; we are impressed.

Julian Hirsh, Stereo Review

Please send me full information on the Boston Acoustics A40.
Here is my name, address, and telephone:

[Name]
[Address]
[Telephone]

247 Lynnfield Street
Peabody, MA 01960
Face Dances, easily outdistances any-
formed by The Who were painful
ny that became a trademark of The
demo here) misses the crucial harmo-
(.done simply as a vocal and guitar
al good novelty from Entwistle and
records would have you believe.
infinitely more creative and capable
popular opinion to the contrary. The
Who are/were not a vehicle for Town-
the majority have remained obscure. If
Some were recorded by The Who, but
if they are anyone's except
suspect that they are anyone's except
Townshend's), it is easy to see where
Townshend's latest effort is a col-
ulation to perform the most pedestrian
Who are/were not a vehicle for Town-
sage that is uniquely his, and of the
Townshend's own words, innocent of
set are the early Townshend experi-
ments rejected by or never submitted
to The Who, songs like "Mamchol", "Politician," "Things Have Changed," and "Cookin'" to name a few. Town-
shend's versions of "Bargain" and
"Behind Blue Eyes" are lovely for a
listen or two. But the work this guy did
for its own sake—without worrying
whether it would be acceptable to Who
fans—that was the Pete Townshend
who earned the reputation as some
sort of genius/conscience of rock 'n'
roll. Once he entered into the relation-
ship with his fans and considered The
Who as a separate entity greater than
himself, his songs were, for the most
different and not necessarily bet-
ter. The most objectionable and self-
conscious traits seemed to show up on
the betterment of the songs.
Townsends the singer destroys Dal-
trey, and Townsend the songwriter is
indefinitely more creative and capable
than the last 10 years of The Who's
records would have you believe. In
short, with the exception of the occa-
sional good novelty from Entwistle
and Kenney Jones' ability to propel a
song, everything good about The Who
is Pete Townshend.
Not that it's always been this way:
Townshend's "So Sad About Us"
(done simply as a vocal and guitar
demo here) misses the crucial harmo-
ny that became a trademark of The
sound, and "Circles" without the
rhythm section is a bit flat. But songs of
a recent vintage, which when per-
formed by The Who were painful
("Squeezebox"), are positively in-
spired. And "Dirty Water," a reject from
Face Dances, easily outdistances any-
thing which showed up on that album.
But the real gems on this two-record
Incidentally, should George Win-
tons music be to your liking, you
might enjoy checking out these other
recent Windham Hill releases: Darol
Anger and Barbara Higbie's violin/pi-
ano duet album, Tideline (C-1021),
and Ira Stein and Russel Walder's pi-
ano/oboe duets on Elements (C-1020).
Michael Tearson

Scoop: Pete Townshend
Atco 7-900631F, two discs. $10.98.

Sound: B+

Performance: A+

After his recent universally dis-
missed solo effort, Chinese Eyes, and
the general downward trend of The
Who one might expect little from a
new Pete Townshend album, par-
ticularly a two-record set. The surprise
is that Townsend's latest effort is a col-
lection of his personal song demos.
Some were recorded by The Who, but
the majority have remained obscure. If
the choices on this album are a fair
indication (and there's no reason to
expect that they are anyone's except
Townshend's), it is easy to see where
The Who have gone wrong. Popular
opinion to the contrary. The
Who are/were not a vehicle for Town-
shend's songs so much as an organi-
zation to perform the most pedestrian
of his compositions, and not necessar-
ily to the betterment of the songs.
Townsends the singer destroys Dal-
trey, and Townsend the songwriter is
indefinitely more creative and capable
than the last 10 years of The Who's
records would have you believe. In
short, with the exception of the occa-
sional good novelty from Entwistle
and Kenney Jones' ability to propel a
song, everything good about The Who
is Pete Townshend.

Pete Townshend

set are the early Townshend experi-
ments rejected by or never submitted
to The Who, songs like "Mamchol," "Politician," "Things Have Changed," and "Cookin'" to name a few. Town-
shend's versions of "Bargain" and
"Behind Blue Eyes" are lovely for a
listen or two. But the work this guy did
for its own sake—without worrying
whether it would be acceptable to Who
fans—that was the Pete Townshend
who earned the reputation as some
sort of genius/conscience of rock 'n'
roll. Once he entered into the relation-
ship with his fans and considered The
Who as a separate entity greater than
himself, his songs were, for the most
different and not necessarily bet-
ter. The most objectionable and self-
conscious traits seemed to show up on
The Who albums, and Scoop is, in
Townshend's own words, innocent of
this crime.

Pete Townshend shouldn't leave his
home to record. He should resist the
temptation to employ other musicians
to communicate a music and a mes-
sage that is uniquely his, and of the
moment. Or if he insists on making
conventional albums like Empty Glass
and Chinese Eyes, he should couple
them with music from his vaults, such
as is found here, as he brags that there
are hundreds more where these songs
came from. This is the music of which
legends are made. Regardless of
whatever ostensible commercial value
it may have, Scoop is the real thing.

Jon & Sally Tiven
The Digital Age is upon us. It will provide a whole new dimension in listening dynamics and clarity—but, only when used with loudspeakers capable of reproducing the range, dynamics and realism digital recording makes possible.

Suddenly, everyone else's speaker systems are obsolete. While fine for standard analog recordings on tape or vinyl disc, they just can't handle the sonic requirements for proper Digital sound.

For nearly three decades, our philosophy and goal at Cerwin-Vega has been to produce a loudspeaker capable of the wide dynamic range, extended frequency response, proper phase coherence, low distortion and high efficiency required for modern music reproduction. Requirements, as it turns out, also necessary for proper Digital sound.

In addition, for the past five years, we've been using digital source material, exclusively, to further perfect our loudspeaker systems. That is why Cerwin-Vega is the first and only loudspeaker company to have a full line of seven "Digital Ready" speaker systems—ranging in price from a few hundred to nearly a thousand dollars a pair, ready, Now!

Cerwin-Vega's Digital Series deliver just what they promise: true Digital sound with all its breathtaking dimension and accuracy. Listen to Digital sound on anyone else's conventional loudspeakers and they'll probably sound like they're wrapped in a wet blanket.

See your local Cerwin-Vega dealer and let your ears do the judging. While all the other companies are still working on their Digital prototypes, you can enjoy a proven Cerwin-Vega Digital Series speaker system in your home, today.

Write for a copy of our technical white paper: "Digital Speaker Systems"
12250 Montague Street, Arleta, Ca. 91331 © 1983 Cerwin-Vega
The Key: Joan Armatrading
A&M SP-4912, $8.98.

Sound: B  Performance: C+

How anyone as special as Joan Armatrading could have escaped popping out a massive hit record is one of life's mysteries. She has always written songs that can startle you with how vivid her thoughts and ideas are. She has a strong personality and an infectiously positive outlook to which self-pity and whining are absolutely alien. Plus she makes terrific records.

The Key is loaded with songs rife with sexual tensions and reversals and yearnings. "(I Love It When You) Call Me Names" is about a "big woman and a short, short man" who loves the abuse she gives him. "Tell Tale" is about losing a lover to both boys and girls. "What Do Boys Dream" is a song only a woman could write, wondering if boys long for the same stuff girls do and guessing they don't. "Foolish Pride" is a lovely reflective ballad that ends with a fade about a minute too early.

Steve Lillywhite, who produced Joan's previous album, Walk Under Ladders, has produced all but two tracks of The Key. His work is filled with daring, angular sounds and lots of surprises. Val Garay did the others, and his tracks are smoother, in L. A. pop style. Clearly there is an effort here to try for that elusive pop hit. The Garay tracks are well-done for the genre, but though Joan is game and gives her all, these just aren't as convincing as the Lillywhite tracks and sound rather tame by comparison.

The Lillywhite tracks are stylistically not far removed from his work with Peter Gabriel and XTC. They share both artists' venturesomeness. Additionally, they employ many of the same players Gabriel uses, notably bassist Tony Levin, drummer Jerry Marotta, and synthesizer whiz-kid Larry Fast. Other contributors include King Crimson's startling guitarist Adrian Belew, Genesis guitarist Daryl Stuermer, and ace hornman Mel Collins. Police drummer Stewart Copeland comes on "Tell Tale."


Joan Armatrading is an exciting, often thrilling artist who is forever trying out unusual sounds and is unafraid of taking risks. These factors have limited her mass appeal, as she tends not to fit into anyone's categories, but they also make her records challenging and exhilarating. The Key is a wonderful musical experience, both despite and because of its split-personality production.

Fame and Wealth: Loudon Wainwright III
Rounder 3076, $8.98.

Sound: B -  Performance: A

For a long time, Loudon Wainwright III has been writing vivid and ironically drawn songs about people caught in the act of living or dreaming. The pictures aren't always pretty, but they are often very funny or touching, or both. Fame and Wealth is his first studio album in five years, and, boy, is it welcome. Produced simply and mostly acoustically, the songs and Loudon are the focus. Unadorned with the trappings and pretensions of commerciality, this might be Loudon's best album.

He sings about growing up in affluent Westchester County, getting drunk and partying disastrously for April Fool's Day morn, watching cartoons on Saturday mornings, not being able to get to his daughter's fifth birthday party, winning the Grammy and everything else, revenge and more. Mostly he performs solo here, his natural element. Four tracks do have additional musicians; Richard Thompson, the brilliant British guitarist, is on two of them. "Five Years Old" gets a tasty little rock band to support it, and "IDTTYWLM (I Don't Think That Your Wife Likes Me)" gets a wonderfully silly cocktail piano and percussion.

Loudon Wainwright III might never find fame and wealth with his delightful songs, but don't let that stop you from discovering Fame and Wealth, a most human album.

Michael Tearson

Loudon Wainwright III
COMPACT DISC IS A REALITY.
THE WORLD'S BEST-SELLING ARTISTS HAVE JUST PUT THEIR NAMES ON IT.

The introductory release from Warner/Elektra/Atlantic provides the discriminating record buyer with a selection of music that will truly demonstrate the superior sound qualities of the Compact Digital Audio Disc.

Warner/Elektra/Atlantic Compact Discs provide the ultimate in state-of-the-art music. The sound cascading out of your speakers recreates the live ambiance of the concert hall. Now you can hear Foreigner like you've never heard them before... the ultimate in high fidelity. The reason: The Compact Disc is read by a laser instead of a stylus. There is no physical contact with the disc; therefore, no wear, tear or loss of quality. With a minimal amount of care this disc will virtually last forever. Each disc provides up to one hour of sound quality unparalleled in the history of pre recorded entertainment.

Compact Discs from Warner/Elektra/Atlantic capture the sound, immediacy and emotional high of the concert hall.

From Asia to Eddie Rabbit, from Stevie Nicks to Grover Washington, Jr. you will have the best in music from Warner/Elektra/Atlantic... a cornucopia of the finest music available in this new format from influential artists such as: Fleetwood Mac, The Cars, Foreigner Jarreau, Donald Fagen, Phil Collins, George Benson, Teresa Stratas, Abba, Christopher Cross, Schimmel, Eric Clapton, Roxy Music. These artists, and many more, have committed their music to the Compact Digital Audio Disc.

Together, we make lasting impressions.
It all started simply enough: I heard and liked the ADS 320i speakers, and got a pair to install in my car. But where it ended up, well. . .

The 320i speakers are unusually easy to place, in most cars. The 1-inch dome tweeter surface-mounts independently of the flush-mounted 5¼-inch woofer, and finding mounting spots for the two crossover modules was just a minor problem.

But my Saab 99 is unlike most cars, which posed a problem. Some of the best speaker positions were already preempted. There was no room for speakers in the dash, and the front top corner of the doors was already occupied by the window crank. Just below the crank and its finger-clearance area was a swoopy, molded bulge in the door's interior panel, able to hold only speakers smaller than the 320i woofers. Below that was the map pocket, but I needed that—not to mention wanting to avoid having my legs and the upholstery soak up the highs from speakers so low mounted.

I already had tried speakers in the top rear corners of the door (ADS 300i two-way plates and AFS Kriket separates). The problem there was that the spot was so far back that my body would block my tweeter's treble from the passenger, while a passenger's body would block his tweeter's treble from my ears.

At the same time, I wanted to upgrade the rest of my system. My old Alpine 7136 cassette receiver was to be replaced by an Alpine 7347, with better specs plus dbx and Dolby C noise reduction and a Programmable Music Sensor to locate selections on the tape. I had also been talking to Rockford-Fosgate about replacing my old, low-power Alpine amplifier with To the right of the Alpine 7347 receiver and AudioMobile SP-300 equalizer are a Philips SBC-177 ultrasonic alarm, and an Audax midrange and tweeter in a custom housing. The open shelf under the radio console will hold other receivers under test; power connections are on the terminal strip just visible to the left. Switches shown control Alpine auxiliary amp. The blue plug on the console's right and the flat, Poly-Planar speaker atop the dash are for a Radio Shack CB transceiver.

"The biggest problem, as always with car stereo, was speaker placement. The solution was custom-made enclosures, just below the dash."

Photographs: Bill Ashley
one of their Punch series, and mentioned my installation problem to them. They recommended New England Radio and Moon Roof, in New Haven, Conn., pointing out that one of the firm's principals had 320i speakers in a Saab already. ADS thought New England Radio would be a good bet, too.

Enter Mark Weir, of New England Radio. His Saab, alas, turned out to be the later Model 900, a far easier car to mount speakers in. In place of my 320i system, he suggested a far more ambitious layout (see accompanying Table), somewhere between a stock installation and an all-out custom job. (I've seen some as high as $16,000!) That would also help me better evaluate stereo units I was to road-test for Audio, so I agreed.

The biggest problem, as always in car-stereo jobs, was speaker placement. Ideally, the speakers should be far forward of the driver and front passengers, to be roughly equidistant from both occupants. In practice, that's not possible. You can approximate it with speaker enclosures in the footwells or flush-mounted speakers in the kick panels lining those wells, possibly equalizing to get rid of any well resonances. But in the Saab, the footwells are too small, and the kick panels rest directly on the inner liners of the fenders. Besides, in that position, knees and the radio console would block high frequencies.

Weir's solution was to mount custom-made enclosures just below the outer edges of the dash, with an Audax soft-dome tweeter and 4½-inch midrange driver in each. Bass was to be provided by KEF B-139 subwoofers in the rear deck. The system was to be triamplified, using AudioMobile crossovers and a mixture of Philips and Rockford-Fosgate amps, plus an AudioMobile preamp (for additional tone control, additional gain, and to power the crossovers). Triamplification let Weir adjust the crossover points to match the way these drivers worked in this particular installation. The AudioMobile unit's plug-in crossover modules made the crossover points especially easy to adjust.

I added a few items to the list. Since the system draws about enough power for light welding, I suggested a low-powered secondary system (based on...
Now that you've got your act together, take it on the road.

Now that you put so much style into so much of your life, it's no wonder you find the Alfa Romeo Spider Veloce so immediately appealing.

But then, if this car had only been intended to satisfy conventional tastes, it never would have needed a body by Pininfarina. Seats of fine Italian leathers. A double overhead cam aluminum alloy engine. And even a classic hand-finished steering wheel.

What you have here is a personal car that, quite simply, does not compromise on anything. Not appearance. Not performance. And most especially not the freedom and enjoyment a truly personal car should keep on giving you.

All in all, this car is tailored to fit you so well, you don't just drive it. You practically wear it.

The $15,500* Spider Veloce.

Let your Alfa Romeo Dealer know how ready you are now. To take it on the road.

* Mfr's. suggested retail price at F.O.S. is $15,495. Actual prices vary by dealer. Destn. chrgs., taxes, dealer prep, if any, optl. equip. and license fees are extra.
“The woofer faced me with a conflict between practicality and sonics. The system looked and sounded good—but it took up more than half my trunk.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine 7347 FM/AM/cassette receiver .................................. $ 599.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMobile SP-300 three-band equalizer-preamp ......................... 309.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioMobile CX-E2 active stereo crossover networks (two, at $244.95) .................. 489.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford Power VI four-channel power amp (bridged to stereo) ............. 680.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockford Power II stereo power amp ........................................ 425.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips EN-220 stereo power amp ........................................... 199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine 3502 stereo power amp ................................................ 349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speakers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audax HD-100-D25, 1-in., soft-dome tweeters (two, at $20.00) .............. 40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audax 12P25FSM, 4½-in. midranges (two, at $25.00) .......................... 50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF B-139, 13 x 9-in. subwoofers (two, at $120.00) ........................ 240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS 320i, two-way separates, with 5½-in. woof'er and 1-in. dome tweeter, per stereo pair ................... 379.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment Cost</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor (Design and Construction) ............................................. $ 1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollandia SunSlider sunroof, installed .................................... 400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips SBC-177 ultrasonic alarm system .................................. 219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>........................................................................ $ 5,383.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An Alpine 3502 that I could more safely run with my engine off and my ignition switch in "Accessory" position. Since the car will also serve as Audio's test bed for road-testing car-audio units, this amp can be switched between the ADS 320i door speakers and rear terminals I had built in (for testing deck-mounted speakers and for acoustical experiments). I also suggested a shelf below the console, to hold receivers or other electronics under test. Power terminals and in/out jacks were to be provided for test purposes, with the antenna jack to be left accessible for the same reason. Then I added a Hollandia SunSlider—a sliding, tempered, dark-glass panel to be inset in the roof; I felt this would let me drive comfortably with my side windows shut, eliminating a source of wind noise which otherwise drowns out the stereo at times. And I added a Philips SBC-177 ultrasonic burglar alarm.

**The Shakedown Cruise**

When I first heard the system, its frequency balance was artificially bright—fine for pop music, but not for classical; New England Radio fixed that before I left the shop for a test drive. The KEF subwoofers really subwooed: Bass was deep and rich when it was called for, as demonstrated on two cassettes—the low organ notes on *The Fox Touch* (dbx EC-7002) and the thunder in the storm sections of *The Power and The Majesty* (Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-004), but it was never heard when the music didn’t call for it. Only by boosting the bass controls inordinately could I overload the woofer or its amp. This was no great surprise, as the Rockford-Fosgate Power VI, with each of its channel pairs bridged together, can deliver 150 watts to each 8-ohm woofer. (If they were 4-ohm speakers, the power would be twice that, of course.) The Power II, unbridged, delivers 75 watts to each midrange driver, while the Philips EN-220 can deliver about 11 watts per tweeter (again, only half what these amps would deliver into 4 ohms), all of which is plenty. In sum, the sound was better than I’ve ever had in a car of mine before (and with more bass than I have at home—gotta remedy that).

The speaker enclosures underneath the dash did not get in my way when I entered or exited the car, as I had feared, and though they did make the interior hood latch a trifle difficult to reach, I don’t have to reach it often. But there were, for the time being, problems. One was obvious from looking at the system—poor stereo perspective. Since each front-seat occupant sits about three times closer to the near front speaker than the far one, the only way to get stereo balance on most music was to crank the balance control way over towards the far side. That “solution” worked fine when I drove by myself, but it just exacerbated the problem for a front-seat passenger. Rock tapes worked okay, because they’re really multi-channel mono, with many instruments appearing only in one speaker or the other; but tapes recorded in real stereo perspective wouldn’t work with the balance control centered. Also, the front speakers still had a slight touch of high-end “tizziness,” which sounded to me like a mild peak, or possibly a faint twinge of distortion somewhere in the tweeter region. (As the car was finished just in time for this issue, I haven’t had the chance to check the frequency response on instruments.)

New England Radio had created a crossover notch between the midrange and the woofer, setting the woofer’s crossover point at 100 Hz and the midrange’s lower crossover at 200 Hz, to get rid of the upper-bass hump so common in car installations. (Being able to set both frequencies independently was one reason Weir had picked the AudioMobile crossovers.) Unfortunately, the 200-Hz midrange cutoff made it all too easy to hear the shift of bass to the rear woofer.
"The sound was better than I'd ever had in a car of mine before, and with more bass than I have at home—gotta remedy that."

The woofer also faced me with a conflict between practicality and sonics. For optimum bass performance, New England Radio had built an enclosure for the KEF subwoofers, divided into two 1.5-cubic-foot, damped compartments. They also built a new panel to go above the trunk of the Saab hatchback (the original slides out to make room for big loads), concealing the woofer beneath a layer of cloth that matched the car's headlining. (That's a nice touch—good-looking, and invisible to thieves.) The amplifiers and crossovers were mounted on a rack attached to the rear panel of this box. The system sounded and looked good—but it took up more than half my trunk, and a big trunk was one of the things I had originally bought the Saab for. From the bass I'm getting, I suspect one woofer will do, though.

When driving, I found that the system could easily be set loud enough to overcome road noise, without distorting. In fact, it was easier to drive my ears into distortion than the system, a sure sign that there's enough power and power-handling capacity on tap. The ultra-low bass needed a slight lift from the bass control under some driving conditions, because road noise is mostly low frequency, but most of the time, I ran the system flat, and liked it that way. There was some distortion on loud music when I turned the Alpine's volume control up and the AudioMobile preamp's down, due either to output overload on the one, or input overloading on the other. Lowering the Alpine's volume to mid-point, and raising the AudioMobile's up, fully solved that problem.

The sunroof did help the sound, as I had hoped. My car doesn't have air conditioning, and driving with the windows open for cool air increases wind noise terribly. With the sunroof and the dash vents open, I was able to run with the windows closed in warm weather, reducing wind noise by 3 to 10 dB, depending on the speed and crosswinds. Come summer, though, I suspect I'll still want those windows open.

Allaying another worry of mine, the roof proved completely leakproof, even in a car wash.

There was one other, small annoyance: The 320i grilles tended to pop off when the doors were slammed—a common problem with speakers mounted at the rear of large doors. Not to leave you in too much suspense, most of these problems have already been solved, as of this writing, and I will have more (perhaps even all) of them solved by next month. I also hope to take this well beyond the stage of problem-solving. The next goal is to get the sound as good as we can, without getting much more extravagant. The goal after that—the final one—is then to cut back, bit by bit, to see how inexpensively we can realize our goal of sonic excellence.

---

Now when you buy JVC VHS videotapes, you can get these little extras.

JVC announces the Video Cassette Giftaway™ that'll make a lasting impression on your eyes and ears. Whenever you buy any grade of JVC's T-120 VHS videotape, you can get more out of it than just outstanding performance.

Start saving tape inserts and you're eligible for up to 24 high-tech goodies. Including JVC high fidelity components like turntables and cassette decks. Even JVC radio cassette recorders and more. All packed with features that only JVC can let you stagger home with.

It's not a contest or a sweepstakes. The only thing you have to enter is your local JVC tape dealer's store. Then grab a flyer for details and start saving your Giftaway inserts.

When you pick up a few JVC VHS videotapes, you never know what you'll walk out with.
Reducing Disc Noise

Q. If I want all the sound available on a disc, must I accept any noise the disc might have?—August Yirsa, Brookfield, Ill.

A. If you want to reduce noise already present on a disc, your recourse would be to what is called a single-ended noise-reduction device, such as the Burwen or DNR. It works essentially on the principle of reducing high-frequency response when there is little high-frequency content in the program material; this cut in treble response simultaneously reduces the apparent noise. When there is appreciable high-frequency content, full treble response is restored, but then the program material masks the noise.

Bias Change in dB

Q. My cassette deck has a manual bias adjustment with five settings above and five settings below "normal" for a given type of tape. Do you have an idea of the bias range covered by these positions, and of how I can relate them to the bias adjustment required by given brands of tape of a particular type?—Name withheld

A. For a given type of tape, most brands fall within about 80% to 120% of "normal" bias. My guess is that each setting of your control produces about a 6% (0.5 dB) change in bias. Accordingly, the minimum and maximum settings of your bias control would respectively produce bias 2.5 dB below and 2.5 dB above the normal setting. This translates into 75% and 133% of normal bias, which is consistent with the 80% to 120% range referred to above.

Setting Record Level

Q. I would like to know at what signal level to record, as indicated by the meters of my cassette deck.—Jimmy Hunter, Fort Myers, Fla.

A. Generally speaking, record-level indicators are calibrated so that whether the indicator is average-reading or peak-reading, one obtains best results (high signal-to-noise ratio without excessive distortion) by advancing record level to the point where the indicator about reaches 0 dB but seldom goes above it. In calibrating the indicator, the manufacturer usually takes into account the characteristics of typical, good-quality tapes. For a peak-reading indicator, 0 dB tends to correspond to about 3% harmonic distortion on the tape. For an average-reading indicator, 0 dB corresponds to a recording level several dB lower, perhaps 6 to 8 dB lower; this provides a safety margin to allow for the fact that an average-reading device lags behind sharp transient signals.

However, tapes do not all have the same characteristics. Some allow a higher recording level than others before 3% distortion is reached. Then one can let recording level exceed 0 dB, typically by something like 2 to 5 dB. One may have to experiment a bit to find how high recording level can be set without encountering noticeable distortion. Further, one may find that maximum satisfactory recording level varies with program material.

"What Should I Buy?"

Q. I am considering the purchase of brand X, brand Y, or brand Z tape deck. Please help me decide which one is best for my needs.—John Q. Public, Main St., U.S.A.

A. I have about $600 to spend on a tape deck. Please advise me which one is the best for the money.—Jane Q. Public, Elm St., U.S.A.

A. It is again necessary for me to issue my periodic reminder that the policy of Audio prohibits the "Tape Guide" column from recommending specific brands and models of audio equipment (except in unusual cases where there is only one of a kind on the market).

The first step in deciding what to buy is to become knowledgeable about the subject matter. One way to do so is by reading the tape deck reviews that appear in Audio and other periodicals. Consult the tape deck directory that appears annually in Audio's October issue to become familiar with the comparative features and specifications of the decks you are considering. Check with your audio store or library for a readable book on the subject of tape recording. LISTEN to the decks you are considering. Using a phono disc of good quality, notice how faithful a copy each of the tape decks can make and how faithfully they can reproduce installation FM noise. See what parts and service warranties come with the decks; find out how far it is to the nearest authorized service agency. Try to find out which tape decks come in least frequently for service relative to the number sold.

Armed with all this information, determine your priorities regarding specifications and special features. Consider the amount of money you can afford to spend and where to spend it—i.e., look around for a store whose reputation you can trust and whose personnel seem both knowledgeable and helpful. Then decide which brand and model offers you the most value.

Updating Heads

Q. Would it be possible to replace the heads on my TEAC 6010 with high-density ferrite heads? I have been told by a technician that the impedance of the new heads is different.—Chandler Ellis, APO San Francisco

A. This type of question is best answered by the manufacturer. He can tell you what replacement heads are suitable for his particular machine and what changes may be required in bias current, audio drive current, equalization, and record-level indication. Another source for such information is Nortronics, which makes replacement heads for a wide variety of tape machines. (You may wish to write Nortronics at 8101 Tenth Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn. 55427.)

How Many Dubs?

Q. I sometimes wish to dub. How often should I be able to dub a cassette tape before a substantial quality loss is noticed?—J. Bill Such, Natrona Heights, Pa.

A. I do not know whether you refer to multiple dubbings from a master tape or to sequential dubbings from one tape to the next. In the case of multiple dubbings, if your master recording is on good tape you probably should be able to run the master tape several hundred times, perhaps 500 or more.

If you are making sequential dubbings—dubs of dubs—you probably should be able to dub only a few times. If the master copy is of poor quality, there is no way you can improve it by dubs.
“Every noise-reduction system has side effects, which may vary with the program material and may be audible to some people and not others.”

can’t go beyond the second or third generation without noticeable increase in noise and, quite possibly, alteration of frequency response. Each dubbing introduces about 3 dB more noise. Thus, the third generation (not counting the master tape) has about 9 dB more noise than the master tape. If you start with a fine deck having signal-to-noise ratio of something like 70 dB (with noise reduction), the third generation dubbing has S/N of about 61 dB, which is still apt to be satisfactory. But if you start with something like 60 dB, S/N of only 51 dB is unlikely to be satisfactory.

The “Ultimate” NR?

Q. I have been shopping for a cassette deck and find some that offer dbx noise reduction. If this is the ultimate in noise reduction, why are so many other decks using NR systems such as Dolby B, C, HX, etc.—Peter Ripley, Sebastopol, Cal.

A. Every noise-reduction system has some deleterious side effects, such as pumping (volume changes), breathing (bursts of hiss), and alteration of frequency response. They may vary with the program material and they may be audible to some persons and not to others. There tends to be a trade-off between amount of NR and amount of side effects. How far a deck manufacturer goes in NR depends on his judgment of the extent to which most consumers can accept the side effects. Hence, Dolby B NR provides less reduction than does dbx. I have heard some persons claim that they can hear dbx’s side effects, while I have heard others claim that it works to their complete satisfaction. You have to decide for yourself, based on what you hear, as to which NR system to buy. Also keep in mind that if NR is not to introduce appreciable deviations from flat response, it is important that frequency response of the deck be very flat prior to NR.

Varying Base Response

Q. Why do I get more bass response with my cassette deck when recording from FM than from phono—Kurt Schwab, Federal Way, Wash.

A. I see no reason why a cassette deck should provide better bass response for one signal source than for another. The reason appears to lie in the signal sources. The phono cartridge you are using may be deficient in bass and/or the phono preamp section of your amp may be deficient.

Head-Cleaning Tapes

Q. What is your opinion of head-cleaning tapes—J. Bill Such, Natrona Heights, Pa.

A. I prefer to remain neutral on this; I cannot guarantee that they will do no harm, nor can I say that any of them will do harm. My inclination is to use a cotton swab with isopropyl alcohol or one of the special head-cleaning solutions available in audio shops.
"While the inroads made by cassette decks may well continue, they don’t necessarily augur complete displacement of open-reel machines."

Line/Line Mixing

Q. I want to mix two line inputs down to one input. My cassette deck has microfoneline mixing. Can you suggest steps I can take to feed a high-level signal into the mike input so that I can use the mixing facilities of the deck?—Robert Martindale, Rich, Va.

A. The problem in using the microphone input is that of overloading the recording amplifier of your tape deck. Therefore, you have to greatly reduce the level of the signal being fed into the mike input. Possibly this can be done via a volume control in the component whose signal is fed to the mike input. [Editor’s Note: Resistor cables, designed to solve just this problem, are widely sold for use with portable recorders lacking line inputs.—J.B.]

Another possibility is to combine the two input signals via a Y-adaptor, and feed the combined signal to the high-level input of your deck. You won’t, however, be able to vary each one’s level in the mix unless your two sources each have level controls. Worst come to worst, you could always buy an inexpensive, passive mixer.

Is Open-Reel Obsolete?

Q. I have accumulated a large number of recorded open-reel tapes. Do you foresee open-reel becoming obsolete 10 years or so down the road, giving way to cassette?—Robert Ehrentraut, Burton, Mich.

A. It seems unlikely that open-reel analog tape decks will become obsolete in as little as 10 years. While the state of the cassette-deck art, including developments in tape, enables a "super deck" to rival the performance of a quality open-reel deck, it costs a great deal of money to achieve this, sometimes well over a thousand dollars. The open-reel format has several advantages over the cassette format, such as greater ease of editing, longer recording time per reel side, more headroom (protection against tape saturation at high frequencies) because of higher speed, choice of speeds, etc.

Still, the cassette deck has made substantial inroads into the market position once enjoyed by the open-reel deck. While such inroads may well continue, they don’t necessarily augur complete displacement of open-reel machines.
Image Rejection

Q. The specs supplied with my tuner boast of a 114 dB image rejection. The tuner was, however, tested by an independent laboratory whose findings were that the tuner only has a 92 dB image rejection.

Upon writing to this component's manufacturer, I learned that measurements of this kind, if not taken in a "screen" room, can be misleading. What is a "screen" room? What are your thoughts on this?—Lowell Knapp, Charleston, W. Va.

A. The question is almost academic. Your tuner's 92 dB image-rejection ratio is excellent in itself. Therefore, unless you are plagued by interference from overflying airplanes (when listening to a weak signal at the high end of the band), the matter of image suppression will be of little consequence.

It should also be taken into account that the better the specification for a piece of equipment, the harder it is to measure this high performance. This is true not only for image rejection but for signal-to-noise ratio, distortion, tuner input sensitivity, etc.

An r.f.-free screen room is a room, or perhaps a "cage" within a room, screened with copper and very well grounded. This keeps any external radio-frequency sources from entering the area and possibly finding their way into the equipment under test, thereby producing erroneous measurements.

With external sources eliminated, the only source of signal is that fed to the tuner's antenna terminals from appropriately calibrated signal generators.

Pipe Organ Twice Over

In the February 1982 "Audioclinic," I think that you misinformed a reader when he questioned you on the subject of how low a pipe organ can play. You state that most pipe organs can produce frequencies down to 32 Hz, corresponding to a 16-foot pedal pipe, and that some other instruments can even get down to 16 Hz.

If the reader was attempting to determine what the lowest sound on a disc recording of, both of which would be, the word "most" should not have been in italics; almost any concert organ worthy of being recorded will have 32-foot pedal pipes.

If he was simply requesting information about pipe organs in general, you should have also added that there are pipe organs that can create frequencies lower than 16 Hz—specifically, the largest organ in the world, housed in Convention Hall in Atlantic City, New Jersey. To really be accurate, the term "largest" is a loss-up between this instrument and the John Wanamaker organ in Philadelphia. The Atlantic City organ has a total of 33,114 pipes and plays in a room the size of four football fields. This instrument has a pedal stop whose largest pipe is an unbelievable 64 feet long; the frequency it produces is 8 Hz! (I will grant you that it is more "felt" than heard, but its effect is quite noticeable.)—Daniel J. Conrad, San Francisco, Cal.

As an organist and audio enthusiast who owns several hundred recordings of pipe organs around the world, I was interested in your response to reader James D. Gibbs in the February 1982 issue which covered the lowest frequency of an organ. Two minor points are here for your consideration:

To say that "most" pipe organs do not have 32-foot stops is a bit misleading because "most" pipe organs never get recorded at all. Of those deemed worthy and important enough to record, a substantial number will have one or more 32-foot stops.

Although I would not expect anyone but a specialist to be aware of it, there is at least one organ in the world that has a true 64-foot stop! This amazing stop (part of an altogether amazing instrument) is in the Town Hall organ in Sydney, Australia—Daniel E. Gathrop, Orem, Utah

"Needle Talk"

Q. Please explain the cause of "needle talk" in record players. In one case I've encountered, the acoustical output from the pickup is very noticeable. Is it possible to reduce or eliminate it?—W. Moroney, Melbourne, Australia.

The IMF Electronics HPCM

The IMF Electronics HPCM does not refer to some exotic new type of Pulse Code Modulation, but designates our new High Performance Control Monitor loudspeaker. However, the allusion to PCM is entirely appropriate since digital sound was a vital tool in the development of our HPCM loudspeaker.

Our design goal was a compact loudspeaker that could cope with the extended frequency response, high power-handling requirements, and wide dynamic range of digital recording. In short, we wanted a compact version of our IMF Electronics Reference Standard Professional Monitor Mark VII.

In fact, the HPCM uses the same 11¼ inch x 8½ inch, high stiffness/low mass, styrene/fibreglass woofer of the Mark VII, which affords true piston-action bass response, and a polymer-cone midrange and chemical dome tweeter, both of which are damped with Ferro-fluid. These drivers are mounted in an in-line configuration in a 26.8 inch H x 14.8 inch D x 11.6 inch W sealed enclosure. The enclosure is constructed of epoxy-impregnated heavy particle board. This extremely rigid and virtually inert material along with heavy internal damping in the enclosure, minimizes resonant colorations. The edges of the enclosure are beveled to attenuate diffraction radiation. The in-line drivers and a third-order crossover network maintains phase integrity and affords precise and stable stereo imaging.

The minus 3 dB point of the HPCM is 37 Hz, and this provides exceptional extended bass reproduction from the new CD digital discs on the market. The HPCM gives the smooth, clean, highly-detailed sound at high power levels that characterizes the IMF Electronics Reference Standard Professional Monitor Mark VII in a compact, no-compromise, cost effective system. Audition the remarkable IMF Electronics High Performance Control Monitor at selected dealers.

IMF ELECTRONICS, INC. 5226 State Street Saginaw, Michigan 48603 Tel (517) 790-2121 Telex 227461
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A. The mechanical motion of a stylus in a groove sets up vibrations in the stylus and record. These vibrations in turn move the air, generating sound waves. Any empty spaces in the phonograph cartridge or headshell will act as resonators, making this "needle talk" or "stylist talk" more audible.

The lower the stylus mass, the less such sounds will be produced. In my experience, the higher the compliance, the less "talk," too.—[R.B.] So changing the cartridge may help.

I suppose one could fill air spaces in the shell with caulking compound [if you didn't mind the extra mass—[R.B.] I have known some cartridge manufacturers to advocate mounting their cartridges solely by such silicon caulking compound, reducing mechanical coupling between cartridge and shell. This can sometimes eliminate dips and peaks in the region of 4 to 6 kHz.

And, of course, closing the turntable's dust cover will muffle sounds.

Combined Use of Receiver and Amplifier

Q. If I upgrade to a better amplifier, can I run the tuner section of my present receiver to the amplifier as a Preamp Out jack?—Roger Ross, Peshastin, Wash.

A. If you upgrade to a separate amplifier, you can connect your old receiver to the new amp as you have suggested. If you take your signal from the receiver's "Tape Out" jacks, only the new amplifier's tone and volume controls will affect the sound. If you take the signal from the receiver's "Preamp Out" jack, both the amplifier's and receiver's tone and volume controls will affect the sound from your tuner section.

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Revox B791
The Straight Line on Precision Engineering

First, a few words about our straight line tracking system — Linatrack®. Under the guidance of a sensitive infrared-interrupt servos circuit, Linatrack® guides the ultra-short (1¾" long) low mass tonearm straight across the radius of the disc, thus eliminating tracking error. Linatrack® mounts most popular cartridges, and the entire tonearm module swings aside for quick record changing.

Next, the heart of the B791: precision engineering. A quartz-regulated Hall-effect direct-drive motor assures absolute speed stability with no cogging effects. Even the vari-speed is quartz-locked, with an LED display to show the nominal speed and exact percentage of deviation.

The Revox B791 is solid, substantial, and meticulously assembled. It is designed for maximum user convenience, sonic accuracy, and exceptional longevity. It is not inexpensive. That's the straight line. Hear the full sound at your nearest Revox dealer.
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Audyssey
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 / (615) 254-5651
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16 feet of exponential bass horn folded into a 4' high enclosure for awesome impact and dynamic range, high efficiency and power handling. We updated a time-honored design with a 15" woofer, 7" midrange, and horn tweeter for a digital-ready speaker for the 80's. Learn more in our free 33-page catalog. (Add $1.25 for faster 1st class mail).
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In 1976, Pioneer introduced the first Supertuner technology. It elevated the car stereo tuner's ability to produce music. And sent every other car tuner maker scrambling back to the drawing boards. Now, just when they've finally caught up to the advanced technology of the original Supertuner, Pioneer introduces Supertuner III.

So long, fellas. See you down the road in another five years or so.

FM CAR STEREO RECEPTION SO CLEAR YOU'LL THINK YOU'RE LISTENING TO A CASSETTE.

Because music and only music is important to the engineers at Pioneer, anything that gets in the way of the music is as annoying to them as it is to you. So they've worked continually to develop technology so sophisticated and advanced it virtually eliminates the maddening interference common to all car tuners.

Like static. FM noise. Strong signals cutting in or bleeding.
on top of weaker ones.

In addition, Supertuner III can capture weak signals from a great distance and lock them in. So, while Supertuner III offers a great many convenience gadgets like other tuners, it offers something that none of the others can.

The clean, clear, FM stereo reception you should be getting in this day and age.

WHICH CAR TUNER GETS THE BEST RECEPTION IS NOW PERFECTLY CLEAR.

Of course, it's one thing to boast that no other FM stereo tuner eliminates the irritants to your listening pleasure like Supertuner III. It's another to prove it. Which is just what Pioneer did.

By road testing Supertuner III against the highest quality stereo tuners currently on the market, the test was conducted in Chicago, Illinois, perhaps the worst FM reception area in the country.

If Supertuner III outperformed the competition here, it would do it anywhere.

Using the same car, with the same antenna, and driving continuously around the same block on the Near North Side (where the world's tallest and third-tallest buildings create FM listening havoc), Pioneer put one tuner after another to the test.

And the clear winner, time after time, was Pioneer's Supertuner III. Downtown, only Supertuner III received stations that came across other tuners sounding like bacon sizzling on a hot griddle. And in the suburbs, only Supertuner III consistently was able to pick up weak stations located downtown, and hold on to them.

Of course, reading this now may impress you. But most likely you'd rather hear the real thing with your own two ears. So, at your earliest convenience, visit your nearest Pioneer car stereo dealer and ask for a demonstration of Supertuner III.

And if, on the drive there, you get static and stations cutting in and out on your car stereo, don't just change stations. Change car stereos.
NEW LOWS IN HOME- BUILT SUBWOOFERS
A free-standing, low-frequency loudspeaker system, or subwoofer, is a proven method of enhancing or, more properly, completing a high-quality full-range loudspeaker system. Simple in concept, the subwoofer provides an elegant solution to several acoustical problems simultaneously. It is the correct choice for the purist, and at the same time is a source of plain old fun.

This article provides the basic information necessary for building a very high performance subwoofer. Many choices are possible along the way, some of these are presented as options, but because this is a construction-oriented article, we have made specific driver and network recommendations to ensure that a properly engineered system will result.

Why a Subwoofer?

Obviously, one benefit is lower bass and more of it. If you have shopped around, you know that some devices marketed as "subwoofers" really don't go down very low, not even as low as some good bookshelf loudspeakers. This article is about the real thing, a box that really reaches into the nether regions of audibility: True, a few full-range loudspeaker systems reach down as deep, but with very rare exceptions they lack the dynamic capability for realism at moderate to high volume levels. Distortion or power compression get in the way—assuming the speakers survive at all.

Do the frequencies that are a subwoofer's specialty really exist in most recordings? Sometimes yes, sometimes no. Suffice it to say that more and more recorded material includes significant information below 40 Hz, and the trend is accelerating dramatically.

Being the real thing, our subwoofer is crossed over at low level and driven by a separate amplifier. It is possible to achieve this crossover at high level but the large inductor required for a low crossover point has significant insertion loss and adversely affects the damping of the driver. More important, though, you want to biampify for the distortion and headroom advantages it brings. Remember that the crossover from the woofer to the midrange in most three-way loudspeaker systems occurs above most musical fundamentals. (In two-way systems, of course, the crossover is even higher.) Bass excursions modulate a woofer's midrange output, removing the low bass to the subwoofers, largely solves the problem. Amplifiers, too, like to be band-limited, and they likewise show their appreciation with lower intermodulation distortion. The net result is a dramatic improvement in midrange clarity, so significant that many listeners consider the lowering of midrange IM to be the primary benefit.

There's another nice byproduct of biampification. Suppose you've never been able to decide between that sweet-sounding tube amp with the mushy bass, and that lots-of-feedback, solid-state workhorse you bought a few years back which sounds kind of harsh but sure has a tight bottom end. For once, you can have your cake and eat it too.

There's more. The balance of low bass, relative to the rest of the frequency spectrum, varies widely from recording to recording. (This is partly because of the limitations of some loudspeakers used inappropriately as control-room monitors. And with your subwoofer, you'll be better informed.) Compensation with tone controls or equalizers isn't satisfying because, by definition, they are rarely centered where you need them, and also because they represent added elements in the audio chain. With a subwoofer, you can raise or lower the bass amplifier level without affecting the rest of the system. This is particularly convenient when the biamp crossover has an LF gain control in easy reach. In our experience, while a "best overall" setting is quickly established for the majority of program material, other recordings cry out for a nudge more or less low bass, and this flexibility is really handy.

A good subwoofer offers increased output, lower distortion and frequency response extending below the lowest notes found on most records. Building it yourself merely adds to the fun. Here are several plans, one of which is certain to suit your particular needs.
If you own stock in the lumber industry and have a direct link to Hoover Dam, you might want to build the 12-cubic-foot, 20-Hz version.

**Computer-generated table of the project subwoofer's performance limits.**

![Table with parameters](image)

If you intend to use a single subwoofer, summing the left and right bass channels, you will eliminate most record warp and any other turntable noise or feedback problems which express themselves as vertical stylus motion. Such motion appears out of phase in the two channels, and when left and right are summed, it disappears. We are recommending a low crossover point (63 Hz)—in part to minimize any loss of localization information when a single subwoofer is used. Aside from the difficulty in hearing directionality below 100 Hz, many recordings are deliberately summed at lower frequencies for disc mastering considerations. Nonetheless, stereo subwoofers have some credible adherents. Follow the requirements of your own ears, floor space, and pocketbook.

Speaking of floor space, though good subwoofers are not small, they allow the use of smaller satellite loudspeakers, and the total space occupied by all three enclosures could well be less than the space required by a pair of conventional loudspeakers of equivalent performance (assuming such an equivalent exists). There's an economic flexibility as well, in that the satellites and main amplifier can be purchased now, the subwoofer and its electronics later.

By now we hope you want to either buy one of these low-frequency contraptions or build one. Here's how to build one.

**The Project Box**

Many articles and technical papers have been written on the theory and design of vented-box bass systems, so we will not encumber these pages with the math and physics of the problem. We chose a vented box primarily because of its very low distortion and extended low-frequency cutoff. We did build and audition a properly designed sealed-box subwoofer using the same driver. When the vented and sealed systems were equalized for similar response, the dynamic performance of the vented system was judged to be significantly better.

The driver we chose is the JBL Model 2245H (Fig. 1), an 18-inch low-frequency transducer designed specifically for low-distortion, high-level professional bass reproduction. It has a...
safe excursion limit of 1 inch, peak-to-peak. Extended bass at reasonable efficiency requires either very large box volume, or large amounts of amplifier horsepower—or both. We sat down with our friendly vented-box designing computer and came away with two interesting candidates. The first is a 12-cubic-foot box tuned to 20 Hz. This is a classic sixth-order alignment requiring 6 dB of boost at 20 Hz and resulting in a system $f_3$ (3 dB-down point) of about 21 Hz. The second contestant is an 8-cubic-foot box, quasi-third-order alignment, tuned to 26 Hz. With 6 dB of boost added at 26 Hz, it becomes a quasi-fifth-order system with an $f_3$ of 26 Hz. For this project, we chose the latter system because of its more moderate size. The 26-Hz cutoff was deemed low enough not to compromise sonic performance.

Our computer provided a table, included here, listing driver parameters and response of the 2245H, and maximum output with respect to thermal and displacement limits when installed in the project box. Note the extremely high output levels. This system is the acoustical equivalent of the JBL Model B460 low-frequency loudspeaker.

You might now ask, "Why equalize?" In order to keep the efficiency up and the box size down, we chose to take advantage of the driver's sizable power capacity and the relatively inexpensive price of amplifier power. Notice that the system has an unequalized $f_3$ of about 35 Hz, which means that the extra power demands of the boost only come into play when there is substantial signal below 35 Hz.

The equalization necessary to flatten the response is shown in Fig. 2. The 2245H can be crossed over as high as 500 Hz, because its midrange response is smooth. A number of low-level crossovers suitable for subwoofers are commercially available. Figure 3 shows the voltage drive of our recommended crossover, the JBL Model BX63 (Fig. 4), which was chosen for this application because it was designed specifically for the present combination of driver and enclosure.

[Editor's Note: Plans for a crossover you can build yourself are elsewhere in this issue.] Figure 5 illustrates the combined subwoofer and crossover response with 3 dB-down points of 26 Hz and greater output above 20 Hz than unassisted driver. Data above diagram are driver parameters for free-air resonance, compliance equivalent volume, and total "Q."

---

Fig. 4—The JBL Model BX63 dividing/summing network.

Fig. 5—Response of BX63 network (top curve) and driver's unassisted output (bottom curve) combine (middle curve) to produce flatter response down to 26 Hz and greater output above 20 Hz than unassisted driver. Data above diagram are driver parameters for free-air resonance, compliance equivalent volume, and total "Q."

Fig. 6—Power compression of project subwoofer. Note lack of compression at levels below 10 watts, slight compression above.

Fig. 7—Distortion at 100 dB drive level. Levels shown for second- and third-harmonic products have been shifted up by 20 dB to fit chart recorder.
and 63 Hz. The quasi-fifth-order alignment includes a subsonic roll-off to unwanted cone motion below 20 Hz.

The performance of the project box is summarized in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 illustrates power compression. Note zero compression as input rises 10 dB from 1 to 10 watts; output tracks with the same 10 dB rise. Over the next 10 dB, from 10 to 100 watts, only 1 to 2 dB of compression occurs; most loudspeakers would never even reach this output level. Figure 7 shows second- and third-harmonic distortion at the 100 dB drive level; -40 dB represents 1% distortion. At this output level, distortion of less than 5% to 10% is very unusual, regardless of loudspeaker type.

**Construction**

We have built several different enclosure shapes for various visual considerations, with no problems acoustically. It is always wise to avoid interior dimensions whose ratios are 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, etc., because such integral ratios often promote severe standing wave problems. For the same reason, it helps to mount the driver approximately one-third of the way down the long side. Our project enclosure (Fig. 8) has internal dimensions of 31 x 23½ x 19 inches. Refer to Fig. 9 for construction details. We recommend 1-inch particleboard or fiberboard, 50-pound density or greater, for the requisite acoustical deadness. Plywood is acceptable, but generally not as dense as composition materials. The panels should be further stiffened by 2 x 4s run the long dimension on each side, top and bottom. These stiffeners should be offset from the panel centers slightly so that they overlap in the corners and can be glued together. A back brace runs from top to bottom and should be cut so that it just touches the top and bottom panels. A baffle stiffener, which should be kept clear of the side panels so that it doesn’t buzz, is also used. All stiffeners should be securely glued to the panels with your favorite brand of white glue. The type of joinery used between panels will depend on your expertise and on the type of finish details you desire: simple butt joints using plenty of glue and an occasional glue block are completely acceptable for strength.
“We chose a vented box for its very low distortion, extended low-frequency cutoff, and significantly better dynamic performance.”

The baffle can be permanently attached (glued in place) or removable (using screws and cleats). If it is to be removable, use caulk to make certain there are no air leaks. The box should be lined with fiberglass on the back, sides, top, and bottom. House insulation glass is fine; if it is foiled-backed, be sure to place the foil side against the cabinet. The port area should be 27 square inches, and the duct length (including baffle thickness) should be 12 inches. We typically use thick-walled cardboard tubes for our ducts. PVC pipe also works well, as do rectangular ducts fabricated from ¼-inch masonite or ¼-inch particleboard. (For a 27-square-inch area, a round tube’s internal diameter should be 5.86 inches.) Remember that as long as the port area is maintained, the cross-sectional shape (round, square, etc.) is not important.

The enclosure proportions are equally suited to lowboy or highboy orientation. We advise you to finish all four sides so that you always have the choice. A non-attached kick base, about 1½ inches high, can now be fabricated so that the system will appear to hover above the floor. This treatment makes the cabinet appear more finished and less bulky. If you wish to build a grille, allow at least 1 inch clearance in front of the baffle for the 2245H frame thickness and forward suspension travel. Use an open-weave cloth, and stretch it tightly so that it doesn’t flap. Too tight a weave will tend to damp port operation.

Considerable current will be flowing to the subwoofer at times, so use, at the very least, 16-gauge stranded wire or a high-quality loudspeaker cable for your internal connections. Use a good input connector such as a five-way binding post, and solder the internal wire to the back of the terminal. Your external wire run should be as short as possible; use premium cable.

**Alternative Designs**

Some of you might be interested in the 12-cubic-foot box mentioned earlier; Fig. 10 gives the necessary construction details. Two systems are possible. The first is a 25-Hz, unassisted fourth-order alignment. The second is a 20-Hz, sixth-order assisted (EQ-required) alignment. The 12-cubic-foot unassisted design gives essentially the same response curve as our 8-cubic-foot project box, and does so without the 6 dB of equalization. Again, the trade-off is enclosure volume versus amplifier power.

If you own stock in the lumber industry and have a direct link to Hoover Dam, then you can build the 12-cubic-foot, 20-Hz enclosure. It requires 6 dB of boost at 20 Hz, in addition to being huge, but will return a 3 dB-down point slightly above 20 Hz. We consider this box to be an interesting exercise, but overkill for almost all program material.
For the rest of you who consider 12 cubic feet too large and 8 cubic feet too little, we have a 4½-cubic-foot offering intended for use with the JBL Model 2235H 15-inch driver. This subwoofer gives essentially the same curve shape as the 8-cubic-foot box, requires the same equalization, and is 4 dB less efficient. The 2235H handles a little less power, so this system has a 6 dB lower overall output capability (still very substantial, however). All of the construction details are the same as for the 8-cubic-foot project box, except that this enclosure was designed with ¾-inch material. The exterior dimensions are 27½ x 20⅜ x 17 inches. The port area should be 13¾ square inches, and the duct 12 inches long (including the battle thickness). For the smaller panel sizes of this enclosure, 1 x 3-inch braces are sufficient. This system is equivalent in dimensions and performance to the JBL Model B380 subwoofer (Fig. 11).

Power Considerations
To provide adequate headroom, no less than 200 watts should be used with any of the subwoofers described. Significantly better dynamic performance can be achieved with larger amplifiers—assuming, of course, that the main loudspeakers and amplifiers can keep up. A meaningful maximum power limit is difficult to set because of the dynamic nature of music. The continuous sine-wave power ratings of the 2245H and 2235H drivers are 300 and 150 watts, respectively. With music as a signal and with the drivers loaded into their enclosures, nominal maximum amplifier power guidelines of 800 and 600 watts, respectively, apply. But if you are willing to travel at your own risk, we'll reveal that, in our experience, the bigger the amp, the better. In our listening room, which is rather large and acoustically dead, our 18-inch, 8-cubic-foot subwoofer is connected to 2 kilowatts of power and has never shown any sign of distress even at peak amplifier output. In short, in most cases the bass amplifier will reach its limit before these subwoofers will reach theirs.

If you are using a single subwoofer and don't have a single-channel amplifier handy, a convenient way to get the power is to bridge a dual-channel amplifier. Depending on its power supply and current capability, a bridged amplifier can produce up to four times its per-channel rating. Most bass is transient in nature, so unless it's a sustained organ pedal or synthesizer, you will be able to get peaks of nearly four times rated power even out of less robust amplifier designs. Of further comfort to the bass amplifier is the fact that, with the project subwoofer, maximum EQ boost occurs at vent resonance, presenting close to a purely resistive load to the amplifier at that point.

Some amplifiers bridge at the flip of a switch; at the opposite extreme, non-inverting designs with no bridging provision require that the input to one channel be inverted by additional circuitry. The BX63 network mentioned above includes both normal and inverted LF outputs, which will quickly bridge the vast majority of dual-channel amps available.

Setting Up
The optimum placement for a subwoofer is generally between the full-range systems, and within 3 feet of a line drawn between them (3 feet forward to 3 feet behind the line). Proper polarity is, of course, critical, and with all the inversions possible in the chain (especially with a bridged amplifier), the best way to check phase is by ear. Repetitive, percussive bass, such as kick drum or bass guitar, is the material easiest to use for this purpose. To the extent that your room allows, experiment with placement using recordings with deep bass content. Shifts in location of 6 inches can have a perceptible effect.

As a starting point for setting level, the bass gain should be advanced just to the threshold where sound above the crossover point begins to be affected by switching the subwoofer in and out. In any case, it won't take much listening to find the right setting subjectively. Typically, subwoofers are set highest when first installed, out of the owner's enthusiasm for his new toy. If the owner is also the builder, his enthusiasm can be described as maximal. After the initial fun, the listener usually finds that setting most satisfying which provides the most realism—in other words, real life rather than larger than life. And once you've experienced a good subwoofer, properly set up, nothing short of that performance level sounds like real life.
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Feeding low bass to subwoofers brings your system several advantages; using a single, center-channel subwoofer brings a few more. The electronics needed for this are easy to build, and can be used with either a mono or a stereo power amp. In conventional systems, the right- and left-channel speaker systems must usually be either large or inefficient—and usually expensive—to get low bass. It’s not always possible to place speakers (especially large ones) so as to achieve both optimum bass and optimum stereo imaging; it’s also hard to design speaker cabinets for both low-bass output and optimum high-frequency dispersion.

With the lowest tones directed exclusively to subwoofers, it does not matter if the right- and left-channel speakers have poor performance at those frequencies. Relatively small, full-range speakers, having excellent sound (from, say, 100 Hz up to 20 kHz), can be part of a first-class sound system despite their low-bass deficiencies. Those speakers can also be placed without regard for the effect on low-frequency reproduction—for instance, off the floor for more natural imaging and better dispersion. Only the woofer need be placed with bass in mind, and it can often be out of sight for aesthetic reasons.

With a subwoofer, distortion often becomes lower. If the subwoofer is fed from its own amp, distortion products from the bass cannot affect the midrange and treble, which are powered separately. By eliminating low-frequency input to the main speakers, the chance of interfering with (or even damaging) high-frequency and mid-range reproducers in poorly sealed enclosures is eliminated.

Using a single woofer for both channels adds some more advantages. First, a single woofer is easier to place (and to afford). Second, a center-channel woofer can reduce (or, some feel, eliminate) turntable rumble. The stylus motions produced by rumble are primarily vertical, producing equal but oppositely phased rumble components in each channel. In the usual stereo system, the rumble sound output from the right and left speakers will not cancel completely, due to inter-channel phase shifts and acoustic factors, and so can be heard. Even if inaudible, they make the speakers and amplifiers work harder (sometimes contributing to distortion from other causes). With a single, center-channel woofer, nearly all rumble is cancelled. Lastly, if only one big woofer and enclosure are required, you can get a bigger and better model for the space and money available.

If any of these advantages appeal to you, read on. This article describes the construction and use of the crossover filters and bass-summing mixer needed to implement a center-woofer system. This particular implementation operates between the preamp and power amplifiers (Fig. 1A), rather than between the power amplifier and speakers. This has several advantages. The mixing and crossover are made at negligible power levels, avoiding the huge and expensive components normally required for a very low crossover frequency, and the subwoofer can be driven directly by its own power amplifier. This results in a high damping factor for the woofer, and no loss of separation between right and left channels or interaction between speakers. Notice that the basic setup (Fig. 1A)

### Table 1 – Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>General</strong></th>
<th><strong>Crossover Frequency:</strong> 100 Hz (selectable, see text)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Impedance:</strong></td>
<td>100 kilohms per channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Impedance:</strong></td>
<td>100 ohms per channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input/Output Level:</strong></td>
<td>1 V rms typical, 5 V rms maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power Requirements:</strong></td>
<td>110 to 130 V a.c., 3 VA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Center Channel</strong></th>
<th><strong>Passband:</strong> D.c. to 100 Hz, -3 dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THD at 1 V rms:</strong></td>
<td>Less than 0.015% at 20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S/N Ratio, 10 Hz to 10 kHz:</strong></td>
<td>120 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Output Level:</strong></td>
<td>8 V rms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H.f. Roll-Off Rate:</strong></td>
<td>12 dB/octave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Right and Left Channels</strong></th>
<th><strong>Passband:</strong> 100 Hz (-3 dB) to 150 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THD at 1 V rms:</strong></td>
<td>Less than 0.006% at 500 Hz, less than 0.015% at 20 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S/N Ratio, 10 Hz to 20 kHz:</strong></td>
<td>114 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Output Level:</strong></td>
<td>6 V rms at 20 kHz, 1 V rms at 100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L.f. Roll-Off Rate:</strong></td>
<td>12 dB/octave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"The electronics needed for a single-channel subwoofer are easy to build and can be used with either mono or stereo amps."

![Diagram of subwoofer system connections]

Fig. 1—System connections for center-channel woofer, using monophonic amplifier (A) or stereo amplifier (B) for center channel.

The optional voltage monitor will glow steadily (red for a positive fault voltage, green for a negative fault voltage).

**Theory of Operation**

This crossover network divides the stereo signal frequencies, providing a derived center-channel signal consisting solely of low bass, and right and left channels consisting of upper bass through treble. The frequency division is done prior to power amplification. A phase inverter stage is also provided so that a standard stereo power amplifier can be used as a center-channel monophonic power amplifier. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

**R and L Channels.** Op-amp IC1A is a unity-gain buffer/driver for the low-pass filter consisting of op-amp IC2B and R4/R5/C3/C4. Like the filters in the left and right channels, this two-pole filter has a 12 dB/octave roll-off and a fairly sharp corner. Op-amp IC4A is a unity-gain inverter that provides an output signal at C(L) jack J5 that is equal in amplitude but opposite in phase to the output signal at C(R) jack J4.

Op-amp IC4B is a voltage sensor that lights LED D3 if a significant d.c. voltage appears at either of the bass output jacks (J4/J5). This provides visual warning of a malfunction in either the preamp driving this crossover unit, or op-amps IC1A, IC3A, IC2, or IC4A.

**Construction Notes**

To get the highest possible S/N ratio, do not route the power transformer's wiring near the circuitry or connectors, and mount the transformer as far from the circuit board as your enclosure permits. For example, you might bolt transformer T1 to one end of a minibox, and use the opposite end to mount connectors J1 through J6.

**Choice of Parts.** There is considerable latitude in the ratings for some of the parts listed in Table II. For example, the low-power (100-mA, TO-92 case) versions of voltage regulators IC5 and IC6 will do nicely, although the equivalent higher power versions listed will work just as well. Similarly, any ceramic capacitor having a voltage rating over 20 V and a capacitance range of 0.02 to 0.1 µF can be used for C7 through C14. The most important consideration for these bypass capacitors is to locate them physically close to their associated ICs.

Although 10%-tolerance capacitors and 5%-tolerance resistors can be used for the filter networks, crossover accuracy may be improved by using high-accuracy, 5% capacitors and 1% resistors.
If the subwoofer is fed from its own amp, distortion from the bass region cannot affect the treble and midrange, which are powered separately.

metal-film resistors. (Both 1% and 5% resistor values are given in Table III.)

The RC4739 (IC1 through IC4) is a dual op-amp specifically promoted as a low-noise amplifier. The RC4136, RM4136 and RV4136 made by Raytheon and by Texas Instruments have identical circuits and specifications. These, however, are quad op-amps in 14-pin packages, so the pin connections are different from those of the 4739, and the parts layout will be more difficult. Still, if you have trouble obtaining the 4739, the 4136 can be used; one for the R and L channels and one for the C channel and sensor. Just be careful in laying out the parts for the R and L channels, to avoid coupling.

The "B" and "Y" adjacent to LED D3 in Fig. 2 refer to the color-coding of the IDI 5100H1/5 leads. If you use a different LED, connect it so that pin 13 of IC4B gets the lead that produces a red glow in D3 when a negative current is applied to it.

Options and Modifications. To further reduce the amount of very low bass reaching the R and L speakers, you may wish to add capacitors in series with the R and L outputs (J3 and J6 respectively). These capacitors introduce additional roll-off, with a 30-Hz -3 dB corner. Their value depends on the input impedance of the R/L power amplifier; typical values are 0.5 μF for 10 kilohms, 0.2 μF for 25 kilohms, 0.1 μF for 50 kilohms, and 0.05 μF for 100-kilohm input impedance. These capacitors will also protect main-channel power amplifiers with d.c. input coupling in the event of a d.c. breakdown of IC1B or IC3B. If your power amplifier is a.c.-coupled, it is probably not worth bothering with these additional capacitors.

The voltage sensor (IC4B and bipolar LED D3) for the center channel is just a bit of fluff added to "use up" the spare op-amp. If your crossover device is located where you can't see the LED, or if you simply do not want to bother with it, feel free to omit D3 and R17.

The crossover frequency specified in Table I is 100 Hz. If this frequency is too high for your situation, you can lower the frequency by changing the values of resistors R4 and R5, and R12 through R15. The nearest 1% and 5% standard tolerance values for various frequencies are listed in Table III; note that some 5% values are made by connecting resistor pairs in parallel or series. [Editor's Note: The values given in Table III cover not only frequencies from 100 down to 70 Hz, but also frequencies as high as 120 Hz. The latter are not recommended, as they make the separation between the main speakers and subwoofer too audible, but are provided where factors such as poor main-speaker performance below 120 Hz necessitate their use.—/B./]

Parts Availability. All parts except for IC1 through IC4 and D3 are available from Digi-Key (Box 677, Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701). Their carbon-film resistors and Panasonic-brand capacitors are recommended for their accuracy and long-term stability. Digi-Key also offers 1%-tolerance, metal-film resistors. The op-amps and D3 are available from Jameco Electronics (1355 Shoreway Rd., Belmont, Cal. 94102; $10 minimum) and from Active Electronics (Box 8000, Westborough, Mass. 01881; $10 minimum). Order their catalogs first, to check prices and availability.

Operating Instructions

To be worth the effort, the center speaker should be a very high quality reproducer over the sub-bass, low-bass, and mid-bass ranges. This generally means a large woofer (or equivalent) housed in a large enclosure that is well coupled to the listening room. [Editor's Note: Plans for such a speaker are elsewhere in this issue.] To add a small, ineffective center-channel reproducer, even to a mediocre stereo system, is a waste of time and money. Like so many things in this world, the center-woofer technique must be properly implemented to be effective.

The choice of crossover frequency requires a little thought and a little
"Driving the subwoofer by its own power amplifier results in a high damping factor and no loss of imaging between speakers."

measurement for best results. If set too high, the listener can discern the direction of the sound coming from the center channel. If set too low, the R and L speakers might have to handle frequencies at which their performance is poor. The 100-Hz crossover frequency specified in the preceding text is merely an average suggested value. The ideal crossover frequency depends on several factors: The capabilities of the stereo speakers and the center woofer, the roll-off rate of the crossover filters, etc. You can and should use the lowest possible frequency consistent with the performance of the center woofer and the R and L speakers. For example, if your stereo speakers sound poor even at mid-bass frequencies, you should choose a relatively high crossover frequency, i.e. 120 Hz. However, if the stereo speakers sound reasonably well in the mid-bass, and only the low bass is deficient, a lower crossover frequency (i.e. 80 Hz) is better. A good choice in most situations would be 100 Hz, which leaves a reasonable margin for error.

After selecting the crossover frequency and soldering in the appropriate value resistors (per Table III), assemble the sound system as follows:

1. Connect the R preamp output jack to the R crossover in jack (J1). Connect the L preamp output jack to the L crossover in jack (J2).
2. Connect the crossover’s R output jack (J3) to the R input jack of the R/L stereo power amplifier. Connect the crossover’s L output jack (J6) to the input jack of the R/L stereo power amp.
3. If you are using a monophonic amp to power the center woofer, connect the crossover C(R) jack (J4) to the amplifier’s input jack. If you are using a stereo power amplifier for the woofer, connect J4 to that amplifier’s R input jack, and the C(L) output (J6) to the amplifier’s L input jack.
4. If you’re using a monophonic woofer amp, connect the subwoofer’s “+” terminal to the amplifier’s “+” connector, and the subwoofer’s “−” terminal to the amplifier’s “−” (i.e. “Common,” or “Ground,” terminal). If you are using a stereo amplifier for the woofer, connect the subwoofer’s “+” terminal to the amplifier’s right “+” output terminal and the speaker’s “−” terminal to the amplifier’s left “+” terminal. (The amplifier’s “Common” terminals are not used.)
5. Make the usual connections between the R and L speakers and the stereo amplifier driving them.
6. Plug the power cord of the crossover device into a switched outlet on the preamp or receiver.

As previously mentioned, the center speaker can be located nearly anywhere in the listening room, preferably in the general vicinity of the R/L speakers. If the center speaker is set too far away, you might notice directionality and/or phase delay between the fundamental bass tone reproduced by the center speaker and the harmonics of those bass tones reproduced by the R and L speakers. The siting of the R and L speakers should be as before, but they should be elevated off the floor a few feet to improve the high-frequency dispersion.

When all speakers have been placed, and everything connected, operate the system and balance the volume between the center channel and R and L channels by adjusting the level control on the center-channel power amplifier. Good listening!
Only dbx Sound Components offer you this many ways to improve the sound of your stereo system. We do it by giving, and by taking away.

Our 3BX Series Two Dynamic Range Expander, for example, gives back up to 50% of the dynamic range that was lost in the recording studio. So your music takes on a new “liveness,” with more impact, drama, definition and punch.

The dbx 120 Subharmonic Synthesizer gives back the deepest bass notes that are lost on records, tapes, and FM broadcasts. Which means that with the 120, you get the kind of bass you hear in a live concert. The kind of bass you can feel.

There are some things dbx taketh away. Like tape noise. The dbx 224 Noise Reduction System audibly eliminates the tape hiss from cassettes and open reels that a Dolby* system merely reduces. The 224 also includes a Disc Decoder for dbx Discs, Digital dbx Discs, and dbx Cassettes.

To complete your system, try the Model 200 Program Route Selector. It lets you “route” the audio signal through as many as three tape decks, a noise-reduction system, and three sound processors.

Of course, you don't just have to read about the dbx difference. You can hear it at your local authorized dbx retailer. Or, for our full line brochure, call or write dbx, Incorporated, Route 303, Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913 U.S.A. (914) 358-6060 TELEX: 13-7441.

* Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
The Kyocera DA-01 Compact Disc player is a substantially looking machine, almost as large as an integrated amplifier or a complete receiver. In fact, equipped as it is with wood side panels and a very attractive, gun-metal colored front panel, the unit could easily be mistaken for a full-featured cassette deck or receiver. The unit has a swing-down hinged door which, when opened, discloses a narrow slot into which a Compact Disc is placed, label facing outward. On the Kyocera, unlike earlier models with similar loading techniques that I have tested, one pushes the disc all the way down into the door, then closes the door manually, much as one would with a front-loading cassette-compartment door. In this, and some other respects, the Kyocera DA-01 is similar in layout to the Phase Linear 9500.

The power on/off switch of this player is located to the left of the disc-compartment door. To the right of this door is a display area which provides a wealth of information about the disc being played. A ruler-like scale with a moving LED behind it tells approximately how far into a record the laser pickup has progressed. A digital readout displays time into the given track being played or total time from the start of a disc, depending upon whether or not a "Total Time" touch button (located elsewhere) is depressed. Surrounding this time display are tiny LED indicators which light up when total time is being displayed, when the programmed selections are being played in selected order, and when a separate "Index" button is touched. (More about the "Index" function in a moment.) A separate digital display shows the...
and reverse buttons, when held in their depressed positions, move the laser pickup rapidly in either direction while the track and time displays follow the movement, allowing you to start playing at any predetermined track or time into the track.

To the right of these large touch-pads are smaller numbered keys, from 0 to 9, which, when used in conjunction with the “Memory” and “C/AC” (Clear/All Clear) keys, allow you to pre-program a sequence of selections in any order you choose. Some of the most innovative convenience features I have yet encountered on any CD player are activated by the last series of touch buttons, located at the extreme right of the front panel. When the uppermost of these, labelled “Phrase,” is touched once, a “mark” is set for the particular location then being played. If the button is touched a second time later on in the disc, the player repeats the section from the first “mark” to the second one, over and over again, until the order is cancelled with the All-Clear button. This proved to be extremely useful in my study of the player when I wanted to hear a musical phrase (or section of a test tone) over and over again for careful analysis and study.

The second button in this row of switches is identified as “Index.” I am told that, in the future, some Compact Discs (particularly classical works which have very long selections, such as complete movements as a single “track” number) may have additional “index” codes within each track. These codes would be listed on the disc’s jacket and could be accessed when you want to hear a particular portion of a long track. If discs encoded with index points are played, and if these are called up by the user, the track display continues to indicate the selected track, while the time display switches from a “minutes:seconds” arrangement to a two-digit representation of the “Index” number called for.

The third button in this group, labelled “Time,” may be used to access any amount of time into a given track of a disc. Using the numeric keypad, you first punch in the track number and then the time, in minutes and seconds. After that the “Time” button is depressed, to let the microprocessor know that you not only want a given track but a given amount of time into that track. Next, press “Play/Start”—or “Memory,” if you want to program several such access points in sequence.

A “Memo Call” button reviews all of the track numbers you have programmed into memory for sequential programming, by flashing each of them on the track display for a couple of seconds. A “Repeat” button is used for playing any given track, or even a complete disc, over and over again. The last button in this group is the “Total Time” button whose function I have already mentioned.

The rear panel of the DA-01 is equipped with the usual left and right output jacks and an output level control.

**Measurements**

Beginning with this CD player test report, I am using two new test discs supplied by Philips. The first of these contains a wide variety of test signals which permit a much more comprehensive series of measurements to be made than is possible with the Sony test disc I have been using up
"This is the first CD player whose low-pass filter is so precisely adjusted that there's no attenuation of response at 20 kHz."

to now. (I'll explain the contents of this disc as I discuss the measurement results.) The second disc contains some 25 different classical and popular musical excerpts, but superimposed upon the surface of this second disc, between selection 3 and selection 9, is an opaque wedge which gets progressively wider towards the outer perimeter of the disc (remember, CD discs are played from inside to outside). This wedge is used to check a player's error-detection and error-correction facilities. A player that can play all the way through track 9, without interrupting play or repeating tracks over and over again with each revolution of the disc, can handle information interruptions that are 900 micrometers long (the widest dimension of the wedge).

Between tracks 10 and 15 are four black dots of increasingly large diameter painted on the surface of the disc. If the system can play through this sequence successfully, its error-detection system has managed to handle a "dust particle" that is 800 microns in diameter. Finally, near the outside edge of the test disc, there is a semi-opaque area that is supposed to simulate a fingerprint.

The first test signals contained on the nonmusical disc are frequency response sweeps, extending from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The sweeps are slow enough for my test instrument to "track" at all but the very lowest frequencies, which are never a problem on CD players in any case. Accordingly, I was able to "plot" response completely electronically, and to graph the vertical sensitivity of the resulting graph so that one division is equal to 2 dB, instead of the usual 10 dB. Both left- and right-channel responses are shown in Fig. 1. With the electronic cursor set to 20 kHz, I read a maximum deviation of only +0.3 dB for the left channel and +0.2 dB for the right channel. To the best of my recollection, this is the first CD player in which the low-pass filter was so precisely adjusted that not only was there no measurable attenuation of response at 20 kHz, but it actually exhibited a very slight rise in response at that frequency.

Several tracks of the Philips test disc are for measurement of total harmonic distortion, not only at mid-frequencies, but over a wide range of frequencies from 41 Hz to 20 kHz. Furthermore, recognizing that, in a digital audio system, best distortion figures are obtained relative to maximum (0 dB) levels, Philips supplies a series of test tones at -24 and at -30 dB so that the tester can measure how THD rises with decreasing signal levels. The three curves of Fig. 2 are therefore much more informative than any data I have been able to supply before. They show THD versus frequency at three different output levels from the player. At mid-frequencies, THD did indeed measure its claimed 0.005%, providing the reference was maximum output. At lower recording levels, however, notice that THD increases, although even at a -30 dB level it was still inaudible, with readings of 0.055%. Because results were virtually identical for the left and right channels, I have not shown two separate sets of curves.

Signals are provided on the test disc at 997 Hz for checking linearity of the playback system. (The odd choice of frequency has to do with avoiding sub-multiples of the sampling rate, 41 kHz.) Levels are 0, -1, -6, -12, -24, -60, -80, and -90 dB. I detected no significant deviation from perfect linearity until the test got down to -80 dB, which my instrument read as -77.6 dB. I suspect that this was not so much a matter of nonlinearity as my test setup beginning to combine noise readings with actual 997-Hz signal readings. Again, results were identical for both channels tested.

The Philips test disc includes two tracks for checking SMPTE IM. With these, I measured 0.016% IM at 0 dB level and 0.06% at a -20 dB record level. Signal-to-noise ratio measured exactly 90 dB with reference to 0 dB (maximum) output level, unweighted. With an A-weighting filter inserted in the signal path to the meter, S/N increased to 97 dB.

Much has been said in print about the effect of sharp cutoff filters in CD players. In the new test disc, Philips gives us several ways to judge the effect of the ultrasonic filters designed into any CD player. Square waves at frequencies of 100 Hz, 400 Hz, 1 kHz and 5 kHz are provided, as are various tone bursts, pulse signals and phase-checking pairs of signals. I found that the 1-kHz square-wave signal is a good one to display (see Fig. 3), since it clearly shows the degree of "ringing" that is produced by the sharp cutoff

---

**Fig. 1**—Frequency response, left channel (top curve) and right channel (bottom curve).

**Fig. 2**—THD vs. frequency, at three output levels.
filter found in this and other players. Judging by other CD players I have tested, it would be fair to say that the square waves of Fig. 3, as reproduced by the Kyocera DA-01, exhibit less ringing than usual. This is no doubt attributable to Kyocera's use of double filtering. A digital filter system is used prior to D/A conversion, thereby enabling the use of a more gentle, analog low-pass filter following the D/A converter in each channel's signal path. As you will see in future reports of this kind, there will be noticeable differences in the amount and nature of this ringing from one design to another.

One of the single pulses incorporated in the Philips discs consists of a single "sample" at full scale, followed by 127 samples at "zero amplitude." As you can see from Fig. 4, this test signal was reproduced with a fair amount of ringing, in both positive and negative polarity, following the unit pulse itself. Again, watch upcoming reports to see how this compares with pulse reproduction from other CD players.

Although there are several phase-check test signals on the new test discs (these are generally of a form where results from one channel are compared with results from the other), the most significant one, to my way of thinking, is one in which a 2-kHz signal is recorded on one channel while a 20-kHz signal is recorded on the other. The notes for the test record say that the positive-going crossing of the zero axis of the lower-frequency signal is supposed to occur at the same instant that the higher-frequency signal crosses the zero axis in the same direction. If you examine the two sine waves in Fig. 5 carefully, you will notice that, in fact, the low-frequency signal crosses the zero axis in a positive-going direction when the high-frequency signal crosses the zero axis in a negative direction. This means that the high-frequency signal is displaced relative to the mid-frequency signal by 180°, which works out to be a phase-error time delay of at least 25 μs (one-half the duration of one cycle of a 20-kHz signal).

Using the musical test disc with the opaque wedge, the "black dot" dust simulations and the fingerprint simulation, I was pleased to note that the Kyocera unit played right through all of the tracks covered by the wedge. In other words, error correction took place over linear distances as great as 900 microns. The system was bothered, however, by the third black dot (second from the largest one), which had a diameter of 600 microns. During the track containing this "defect," there was occasional "skipping," almost as if I was playing a record with a repeating groove, to use a familiar analogy. As for the fingerprint simulation, the Kyocera DA-01's laser pickup ignored it completely, playing right through the selections that were marred by this defect as if it weren't even there.

Use and Listening Tests

Now that you've seen just how much phase shift takes place at high frequencies with a CD player of this type, and just how much "ringing" is evident in a 1-kHz square wave reproduced from a test disc, you are probably wondering if my unqualified enthusiasm for the CD format has in any way been dampened. Well, it hasn't! I still think that, all things considered, the sound I get from a digitally mastered CD reproduced over a high-quality audio system is better than I've experienced from any other program source in the three decades during which I've been involved with audio equipment. The Kyocera player is no exception. It performed reliably throughout the several days during which it became my primary program source. Its "access" features (ability to get to a certain point in the music) are well engineered and relatively easy to use and understand.

My disc collection keeps getting better, and I'm beginning to weed out some of the poorer recordings which, I still believe, do not fully utilize the potential of the digital disc medium. As I find better and better discs with which to test CD players, the units themselves seem to sound better and better. I expect it won't be long before the source material gets so good that I'll be able to hear the subtle differences between players that I'm now able to detect only by measurement. Until that time comes, I will continue to praise CD players as I encounter them, and not try to rank one above another except in terms of operating and convenience features. In those terms, and considering its price, the Kyocera ranks high on my list of favorites.

Leonard Feldman

---

**Fig. 3—**
Square-wave reproduction, 1 kHz.

**Fig. 4—**
Single-pulse test; note ringing.

**Fig. 5—**
Two-tone phase test (2 kHz in one channel, 20 kHz in the other; see text).
B & O MMC 1 
PHONO CARTRIDGE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Type: Moving iron.
Stylus: Contact line, nude diamond, 0.1-mm square.
Radius of Curvature: Contact line.
Cantilever: Single-crystal sapphire tube.
Recommended Tracking Force: 1 gram.
Effective Tip Mass: 0.25 mg.
Compliance: 30 x 10^-6 cm/dyne.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB.
Channel Separation: Greater than 30 dB at 1 kHz, greater than 22 dB from 50 Hz to 15 kHz.
Channel Difference: Less than 1 dB.
Output Voltage: Greater than 0.6 mV/cm/S; greater than 2.12 mV/5 cm/S lateral rms.
Recommended Load Resistance: 47 kilohms, minimum.
Recommended Load Capacitance: 400 pF, maximum.
Price: $445.00.
Company Address: 515 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007.
For literature, circle No. 91

Bang & Olufsen (B & O) has recently introduced a new series of five phono cartridges, and the MMC 1 is the top of the line. They also seem to have refined their well-established moving-iron generating principle, called the "moving micro-cross" (MMC), which transforms mechanical energy to electrical energy. The X-shaped moving micro-cross armature moves within the magnetic field created by the samarium-cobalt ring magnet. The signal voltage is generated in the high-output, low-impedance coils surrounding the pole pieces. The entire magnetic circuit is enclosed in a Permalloy body shell. The single-crystal, hollow-tube, sapphire cantilever is claimed to be five times stiffer than aluminum and 40% stiffer than beryllium. Further, the velocity of sound in the single-crystal sapphire is twice that in
aluminum, reducing any phase distortions at high frequencies. The contact-line, diamond-stylus shank is 0.1-mm square and nude-mounted on the sapphire tube cantilever. The effective tip mass is reported to be 0.25 mg.

The physical appearance of the MMC 1 is not much different from its illustrious predecessor's. I continue to be impressed by the fact that the entire generating system, with its relatively high output voltage, fits into a body that measures approximately 6-mm square and 12-mm long. The MMC 1 was designed primarily as a plug-in cartridge to fit the B & O tangential tonearms. However, a mounting bracket is supplied so that the cartridge can be fitted with any modern tonearm which has half-inch-spaced mounting centers. The MMC 1 is then inserted into the adaptor. The cartridge weighs 1.6 grams and the mounting bracket 1.7 grams, for a total of 3.3 grams. This is certainly one of the lightest cartridges I have ever tested.

The MMC 1 has an attached, hinged stylus guard to protect the stylus while handling the phono cartridge. The stylus is not user replaceable. The cartridge comes with a small stylus cleaning brush and an extra weight for tonearms requiring a heavier cartridge. Each cartridge comes with its own frequency-response curve and a computer-generated printout showing its output voltage, balance, tracking ability, separation, and 20-kHz output level.

Because of its low-impedance coils, the MMC 1, unlike most phono cartridges, does not have stringent loading needs. The usual 47-kilohm resistive load paralleled by a maximum of 400-pF capacitance is most satisfactory.

**Measurements**

The B & O MMC 1 phono cartridge was mounted in a Technics headshell and used with the Technics EPA-A250 (S-shape) interchangeable tonearm unit attached to the Technics EPA-500 tonearm base, which was mounted on a Technics SP-10 Mk II turntable. The cartridge was oriented in the headshell and tonearm with the Dennesen Geometric Soundtracktor.

Laboratory tests were conducted at an ambient temperature of 70° F (21.11° C) and a relative humidity of 72%, ±3%. The manufacturer's recommended stylus tracking force of 1.0 gram was not sufficient when tracking the higher velocities. It was necessary to increase the tracking force to 1.2 grams, with an anti-skating force of 1.4 grams. The load resistance was 47 kilohms, and the load capacitance was 250 pF.

As is my practice, measurements are made on both channels, but only the left channel is reported unless there is a significant difference between channels, in which case both channels are reported for a given measurement.

The following test records were used in making the reported measurements: Columbia STR-100 and STR-112; Shure TTR-103, TTR-109, TTR-115 and TTR-117; Deutches HiFi No. 2; B & K QR-2010, and Ortofon 0002.

Frequency response, using the Columbia STR-100 test record (Fig. 1), was +1, -1.75 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Below 1 kHz there was a gradual descent of the response curve starting at about 2 kHz, with a -1 dB level at 4 kHz, -1.5 dB at 5 kHz, -1.75 dB from 8 to 14 kHz, and then rising to +1 dB at 20 kHz. Separation was 22.25 dB at 5 kHz, 30.5 dB at 10 kHz, 26.5 dB at 14 kHz, and 20 dB at 20 kHz. These data indicate that the B & O MMC 1 phono cartridge has a relatively flat frequency response and a good high-frequency separation. The 1-kHz square-wave response, Fig. 2, was relatively flat, with a single well-damped overshoot followed by a very low ringing. After the arm's anti-resonance unit was disabled, the arm-cartridge lateral low-frequency resonance of the left channel was found to be 7.5 Hz at +6 dB; the right channel was also 7.5 Hz, but at +8 dB. Vertical resonance was measured at 9.5 Hz. The high-frequency resonant point was at 34 kHz.

Using the Dynamic Sound Devices DMA-1 Dynamic Mass Analyzer, the arm-cartridge dynamic mass was measured as 18 grams and the dynamic vertical compliance as 15.5 x 10° cm/dyne at the vertical resonant frequency of 9.5 Hz.
Because of its low-impedance coils, the MMC 1, unlike most phono cartridges, doesn’t have stringent loading needs.

The harmonic distortion components of the 1-kHz, 3.54 cm/S rms, 45° velocity signal from the Columbia STR-100 are: 1.58% second harmonic and 0.25% third harmonic, with less than 0.25% higher order terms.

The vertical stylus angle measured 26°, using the Vertical Tracking Angle Meter (Inclination Meter), Model 3002, developed by the CBS Technology Center.

Other measured data are: Wt., 1.6 g, adaptor, 1.7 g, for a total cartridge weight of 3.3 g; opt. tracking force, 1.2 g; opt. anti-skating force, 1.4 g; output, 0.76 mV/cm/S; IM distortion (4:1): +9 dB lateral, 200/4000 Hz, 2.3%. +6 dB vertical, 200/4000 Hz, 5.0%; crosstalk (using Shure TTR-109), left: −27 dB, right: −23 dB; channel balance, 0.2 dB; track-ability: high freq. (10.8 kHz, pulsed), 30 cm/S, mid-freq. (1000 and 1500 Hz, lat. cut), 31.5 cm/S, low freq. (400 and 4000 Hz, lat. cut), 24 cm/S; Deutsches HiFi No. 2, 300-Hz test band was tracked cleanly to 86 microns (0.0086 cm) lateral at 16.2 cm/S at +9.66 dB and 55.4 microns (0.00554 cm) vertical at 10.32 cm/S at +5.86 dB.

The MMC 1 phono cartridge played all the test bands cleanly on the Shure Audio Obstacle Course Era III musical test record. On the Shure Audio Obstacle Course Era IV, the cartridge encountered some difficulty in playing the highest level of the flute, harp and flute, and flute and orchestral bells test bands. The MMC 1 responded very well inasmuch as level 5 peak recorded velocities, particularly in the combined instruments, exceeds 45 and 50 cm/S, respectively. Generally, commercial records seldom exceed 15 cm/S peak recorded velocity. The Shure Audio Obstacle Course Era V test record was tracked without difficulty at all test bands.

Use and Listening Tests

More than 15 hours of listening was devoted to the musical evaluation of the MMC 1 using the following equipment: Technics SP-10 Mk II turntable, Technics EPA-500 tonearm base fitted with a Technics EPA-A250 (S-shape) inter-changeable arm unit, Crown IC-150 preamplifier, Audire DM-700 power amplifier, a pair of Pentagram P-10 full-range loudspeakers, and the Audio-Technica AT666EX vacuum disc stabilizer. The 4PR Kimber Kabie was used to connect the power amplifier to the speakers.

In the listening evaluation of the B & O MMC 1, I found the sound to be neutral in performance, not unlike its predecessors, imparting neither the sound nor coloration of its own to the music. Sonic clarity was very good, and the bass was well-defined. Tracking ability, transient response, and transparency of sound were very good. I noted that the MMC 1 appeared to favor the human voice, particularly that of the soprano and tenor. Some exceptionally good records I used to audition the MMC 1 were Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring (Philadelphia, Muti, Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-519), San Francisco Swing Express (Sonics Arts Corporation LS-30), Symphonie Fantastique by Berioz (Cleveland, Maazel, Telarc DG 10076), and Joe Marino Plays 28 All-Time Greatest Hits, Vol. 1 (RealTime Records RT-302).

The Bang & Olufsen MMC 1, the newly introduced top model in B & O’s phono cartridge series, is an excellent performer, with good sound, fine tracking ability, and impressive engineering.

B. v. Pisha
Memory is one of the key elements that make computers tick. That's why Tandberg engineers include up to 32k of EPROM in the computerized operating circuits of the TCD 3014 Cassette Deck and memory for 8 preset stations in the Series 3000A Tuners.

But “memory” caused by electrolytic capacitors in the signal carrying stages of stereo components can produce audible distortion in the lower mid-range and bass frequencies.

Electrolytic capacitors used by most manufacturers tend to memorize signals passing through them and impress them on following signals.

This capacitor “memory,” also called Di-Electric Constant, acts like a transparent curtain standing between you and the music, obscuring detail and precision.

Remove this memory effect and you experience greater clarity throughout the lower mid-range and bass plus better stereo imaging.

It's like listening to an orchestra composed of individual instruments rather than a mass of sound.

Tandberg engineers reduced this capacitor “memory” to a minimum by replacing electrolytics with more expensive polystyrene and polypropylene capacitors in all critical audio circuits.

Because this dramatic change only improves sonic quality not specifications, many manufacturers would not have bothered.

But Tandberg engineers share the “creative dissatisfaction” that inspired Vebjorn Tandberg to found the company in 1933. Like Mr. Tandberg, they will not be satisfied until the equipment they design produces sound to equal the reality of the original musical source.

So reducing capacitor memory was just a start.

Tandberg’s “creative dissatisfaction” also meant eliminating ceramic capacitors and integrated circuits in signal carrying stages.

It meant increasing the value of all remaining coupling capacitors to eliminate sonic aberrations.

Finally, it meant hundreds of improvements in the Series 3000 — highly praised components with unprecedented performance specifications — to create the even more remarkable Series 3000A.

Was this intensive commitment to perfection worth it?

Ask Tandberg engineers. They'll tell you that the Series 3000A tuners, amplifiers, and cassette decks come the closest to satisfying their “creative dissatisfaction” of any other audio components available today.

Just think how well they will satisfy your desire for the best in music reproduction.

Visit your nearest authorized Tandberg dealer and let the Series 3000A cure the “creative dissatisfaction” you feel about your present audio equipment.

TANDBERG

Labriola Court, Armonk, N.Y. 10504
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**Manufacturer's Specifications**

- **Power Output:** 45 watts per channel, 8-ohm loads, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
- **Rated THD:** 0.04%.
- **Rated IM:** 0.04%.
- **Damping Factor:** Greater than 60.
- **Frequency Response:** Phono, RIAA ±0.5 dB; high level, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB.
- **Input Sensitivity:** MM phono, 2.5 mV; high level, 150 mV.
- **Phono Overload:** 180 mV.
- **Tone Control Range:** Bass, ±10 dB at 100 Hz; treble, ±10 dB at 10 kHz.
- **Subsonic Filter:** -3 dB at 18 Hz, 6 dB/octave.

**High-Cut Filter:** -3 dB at 7 kHz, 6 dB/octave.

- **Loudness Contour (at -30 dB):** +3.5 dB at 10 kHz, +7 dB at 100 Hz.
- **S/N:** Phono (ref. 10-mV input), 80 dB; high level, 95 dB.
- **Power Requirements:** 120 V, 60 Hz, 230 watts.
- **Dimensions:** 16.9 in. (43 cm) W x 3.46 in. (8.8 cm) H x 7.95 in. (20.2 cm) D.
- **Weight:** 13.64 lbs. (6.2 kg).
- **Price:** $264.95.
- **Company Address:** 20 Commerce Way, Woburn, Mass. 01888.

H. H. Scott's 438A integrated amplifier includes many of the features of Scott's top-of-the-line models. Among them are dual fluorescent auto-range peak-hold power meters, two tape monitor functions, a d.c.-configured output-capacitorless power amplifier stage, loudness contour, electronic circuit protection, subsonic and high-cut filters, plus conventional bass and treble controls.

The power on/off pushbutton is at the upper left of the panel, and just to its right are the dual, peak-reading fluorescent power-output meters which, besides providing peak hold, offer extended dynamic indicating range. When listening to low-level outputs, maximum scale indications are 1 watt. When volume levels are increased beyond that level, full scale reading becomes 100 watts, automatically. A stereo phone jack is below the on/off switch, and just to its right are a pair of speaker-selector buttons. Rotary bass, treble and balance controls come next, followed by subsonic and high-cut filter on/off pushbuttons. Further to the right, seven rectangular pushbuttons handle mono/stereo selection, the two tape monitor loops (including dubbing from tape 2 to tape 1), program source selection (AUX, tuner, phono), and activation of the loudness contour control. A large, calibrated volume-control knob is at the extreme right end.

The rear panel is equipped with the usual input and tape-out jacks, a ground terminal for turntable chassis grounding, two sets of spring-loaded speaker-cable connection terminals, and three convenience a.c. outlets. Before considering the purchase of this amplifier, you should be aware of a notice that was affixed to the inside cover of the owner's manual. It states that the 438A is designed to drive a total loudspeaker load of not less than 6 ohms per channel. This rules out operating two sets of speakers at one time (one pair in each of two rooms) unless you use a pair of 16-ohm speakers. (Even two pairs of speakers rated at 8 ohms would yield a net impedance of 4 ohms if both pairs were connected to the output stages simultaneously.) This admonition also rules out using 4-ohm impedance speakers. However, as I found out during the bench testing, the limitation applies only if you operate the amplifier at or near its rated output level. At low listening levels, 4-ohm speaker loads caused no damage to the sample. Still, it seems to me that any integrated amplifier ought to be able to operate with...
4-ohm loads these days, since so many good speaker systems have that rated nominal impedance. In fact, some manufacturers are making a point of the fact that their amps can handle 2-ohm loads safely.

**Measurements**

The Scott 438A delivered 48 watts per channel at mid-frequencies for its rated THD of 0.04% (Fig. 1). At the 20-Hz test point, it delivered exactly 45 watts, as specified, for that same THD level. At 20 kHz, however, the amplifier was able to deliver only 42 watts at 0.04%. When input signals were increased in level to produce the rated 45 watts at that high frequency, THD rose to 0.2%. SMPTE IM at rated output was also higher than specified, measuring 0.5%, though it did decrease to the rated 0.04% when output levels were backed off to 40 watts per channel. CCIF IM measured 0.01% at rated power output, while IHF IM was a satisfactorily low 0.035%. Figure 1 shows how THD produced by this amplifier varies with power output at low, mid- and high frequencies. Damping factor, measured at 50 Hz, was 40. Dynamic headroom measured 0.6 dB, which means that, at mid-frequencies, short-term power peaks as high as 51 watts or so can be handled without audible evidence of clipping. The 438A consumed 30 watts of power when idling and around 220 watts with both channels delivering rated power on a continuous basis.

Phono frequency response deviated from the RIAA playback curve by +0.6 dB at 15 kHz, by +0.4 dB at 100 Hz and buy a full +1.0 dB at 400 Hz (using 1 kHz as a zero reference point). Frequency response through the high-level inputs of the amplifier extended from 6 Hz to 40 kHz for a 1.0 dB roll-off and from 5 Hz to 55 kHz for the −3 dB cutoff points. Figure 2, a 'scope photo of a spectrum analyzer multiple sweep, depicts the maximum boost and cut characteristics of the bass and treble tone controls. The action of the gently sloping high-cut filter is also superimposed on this 'scope photo, and, as you can see, this filter does little more than could be accomplished by a moderate "cut" setting of the treble control. It was not possible to show the action of the subsonic filter, since its action begins below 18 Hz and this spectrum analyzer sweep runs from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Separate meter measurements confirmed that the low-cut or subsonic filter behaved pretty much as specified.

Input sensitivity and signal-to-noise measurements were all made in accordance with EIA (IHF) Amplifier Measurement Standards, and results are not easily compared with Scott's published specifications. Specifically, phono S/N was measured with an input of 5 mV (at 1 kHz) and with the master volume control adjusted to deliver 1 watt of output. Under those conditions, A-weighted S/N was a satisfactory 77 dB. With a signal of 0.5 V fed to the high-level inputs and volume control once more adjusted to deliver 1 watt to the speaker loads, high-level signal-to-noise measured 81 dB while residual noise (volume control at minimum) was 84 dB below 1 watt. Input sensitivity for the phono input was 0.34 mV (for 1-watt output), and phono overload measured 180 mV, exactly as claimed. Input sensitivity for the high-level inputs was 25 mV for 1-watt output. The action of the loudness contour circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3 and is typical of this type of loudness compensation circuitry.

Use and Listening Tests

While in my opinion the best thing that the Scott 438A has going for it is its price, the unit does offer a remarkable number of useful features and controls normally found on higher-priced, higher-powered models. Given a pair of high-efficiency speakers (having an impedance of 8 ohms), this amplifier will produce a surprising amount of clean sound, but don't try to push it beyond its limits. I did very much like the power meters, if for no other reason than that they gave me a good indication of just how far I could push the amp without running into overload. The auto-ranging feature was nice, too, especially since the 438A is likely to end up in systems whose owners are not looking to produce levels of 110 dB SPL in their listening rooms. Since the amplifier will be used most of the time for moderate levels (or, at least should be), it's nice to have a power metering system that is readable and meaningful even at such low listening levels. The amplifier would be an ideal basic component for a second system or for a system that's going to be used in a school dorm or a summer cottage.

Leonard Feldman
MITSUBISHI
DP-101
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 90 dB.
THD: Less than 0.004% at 1 kHz, 0 dB.
Crosstalk: Greater than 90 dB at 1 kHz, 0 dB.
Wow and Flutter: Below measurable limits.
Output Level: 1.5 V rms at 0 dB.
Headphone Output Level: 20 mW into 8 ohms, at 0 dB.
Power Consumption: 120 V, 60 Hz, 40 watts.
Dimensions: 16⅜ in. (42.4 cm) W x 5⅜ in. (14.5 cm) H x 12¼ in. (31.2 cm) D.
Weight: 23½ lbs. (10.5 kg).
Price: $1,100.00.
Company Address: 3010 East Victoria St., Rancho Dominguez, Cal. 90221.

For literature, circle No. 93

In addition to being among the most expensive, the Mitsubishi DP-101 is, without a doubt, one of the more programmable and display-laden Compact Disc players I have examined to date. Among other things, you can go straight to your favorite track or item on a given disc or you can program playback to hear any tracks on the disc in any order, including repeat-playing of selected tracks. You can repeat any section of a single track, a selection of tracks, or the entire disc from start to finish. You can begin or end playback at any preselected moment within any preselected track or, if you wish, skip to the start of the next track or go back to the beginning of the track currently playing.

All of these programming functions are also controllable from the comfort of your easy chair, using an infrared, 24-function, wireless remote-control unit. The DP-101 also features one of the most elaborate display systems I have encountered in any CD player. Liquid-crystal display digits show the current track number, which section of that track is
being played, and how many minutes it has been playing. Alternatively, at the push of a button, the display will also show the number of items you have programmed and their total playing time. You can also run through a set of programmed instructions, checking the track numbers and playing times to make sure you have selected the right items in the right order. While the program is running, the number of the next track that is to be played is also shown.

The left- and right-channel level meters also double as "address" indicators, showing how many items there are on a disc, how long each item is (to the nearest minute), and the current position of the laser pickup.

**Control Layout**

The power switch and open/close button for the disc compartment are located at the extreme left of the front panel. The front-loading mechanism is motorized; it is only necessary to drop a Compact Disc into a slot in the door, at which point the door closes smoothly, positioning the CD in place for a rapid automatic scan of the entire disc. After a few seconds, several items of information appear in the large display area. These include the track number of the first item on the disc (since this is always "1," it may be a reminder that you've programmed nothing else in), total playing time of the disc, total number of selections and, on the double-purpose level/address display, the approximate length or location on the disc of all selections.

Beneath the digital display area are word blocks which illuminate individually, as required, during programming and playing of discs. These are labelled "Start," "End," "Prog," "Emph," "Repeat" and "Error." The "Emph" light illuminates when the system senses that a disc recorded with pre-emphasis is being played (suitable de-emphasis is automatically switched in, of course), while the "Error" light turns on when you make a mistake in trying to program the system. I made several mistakes in my first attempts at programming this player, simply because there are so many options available and, like most of you, I generally try to figure out a front panel without turning to the owner's manual. That's a mistake in this case: There are simply too many buttons and too many options to figure out on the first attempt. This is not to suggest that the unit is difficult to operate; it simply requires familiarization and time spent with it—and with the owner's manual.

"Play," "Reverse," "Forward," "Pause" and "Stop" buttons are all located along the lower edge of the front panel. The "Forward" and "Reverse" buttons advance play to the next track or return play to the beginning of the track currently playing.

All of the touch buttons used in programming the player are located behind a sub-panel door at the right. Also located behind this door are the "Level" and "Address" touch buttons (which determine what functions are performed by the two fluorescent bar-graphs—level metering or depiction of the location and time of each of the musical selections on a disc), a stereo headphone jack, and a headphone-output level control. Ten of the remaining buttons in this area, numbered from 0 to 9, are used for programming track numbers. Other buttons are used to put the program into memory, to define start and end times for repeat play, and for all the other programming options mentioned earlier. Fast-forward and fast-reverse buttons in this area of the panel let you move the pickup in either direction for any distance. It is relatively easy to determine where you want to position the laser pickup, since the multi-purpose display continues to indicate both the track number and the elapsed time for each track over which the pickup travels when using the fast-forward or fast-reverse functions. In addition, when using these fast-search modes, you
"Arguments about the sound quality of CDs keep cropping up, but my tests convince me we are trying to lump together too many variables."

can hear the sound (at reduced level), making the job of locating a desired point in the disc even easier.

The rear panel of this player is equipped with the usual left- and right-channel line output jacks and a slide switch which should be moved to its "On" setting when the remote control unit is used.

**Measurements**

In my report on the Kyocera DA-01 CD player (elsewhere in this issue), I describe the two new Philips test discs I have begun to use for measuring the performance of CD players and for evaluating their error-correction capabilities. Rather than repeat those details here, I'll discuss the test results and, where necessary, will briefly summarize the nature of the test signals used. In the case of the error-correction checking disc, I will merely mention the nature of the "defects" purposely incorporated in that test disc.

The first test signals contained on the nonmusical discs are frequency-response sweeps, extending from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The sweeps are slow enough for my Sound Tech 1500A to "track" at all but the very lowest frequencies (which are never a problem on CD players). Vertical sensitivity of the resulting graph has been expanded so that one division is equal to 2 dB, instead of the usual 10 dB. Both left- and right-channel responses are shown in Fig. 1; I read a maximum deviation of -0.5 dB for the left channel and -0.6 dB for the right channel at 18.5 kHz.

Several tracks of the new Philips test record are devoted to measurement of total harmonic distortion over a wide range of frequencies, from 41 Hz to 20 kHz. And since the best distortion figures in a digital audio system are obtained relative to maximum (0 dB) levels, Philips supplies a series of tones at -24 and at -30 dB with which the tester can measure how THD rises with decreasing signal levels. The three curves of Fig. 2 show THD versus frequency at three different output levels from the player. At mid-frequencies, THD measured 0.006% referred to maximum output. THD increases at lower recording levels, as expected, although even at a -30 dB level it was still acceptable, with a reading of 0.14%. Results were virtually identical for the left and right channels.

Signals on the test disc at 997 Hz are used for checking linearity of playback. There was no significant deviation from perfect linearity until I got down to -80 dB, which my instrument read as -74.2 dB. This probably was my test setup beginning to combine noise readings with actual 997-Hz signal readings. Again, results were identical for both channels tested.

Two tracks are provided on the Philips test disc for checking SMPTE IM. With these, I measured 0.0065% at 0 dB level and 0.04% at a -20 dB record level. Signal-to-noise ratio measured exactly 97 dB with reference to 0 dB (maximum) output level, A-weighted.

Square waves at frequencies of 100 Hz, 400 Hz, 1 kHz, and 5 kHz are provided on the Philips test disc, as are various tone bursts, pulse signals and phase-checking pairs of signals. The 1-kHz square-wave display (see Fig. 3) clearly shows the degree of "ringing" that is produced by the sharp cutoff filter found in this and other players. If you refer to the report of the Kyocera DA-01 player, you'll notice a slight (but easily discernible) difference in the amount of ringing produced by that unit in response to the 1-kHz square wave, compared with the somewhat greater amount of ringing seen in Fig. 3 here.

The disc's single pulse, which I used to evaluate transient response of this player, consists of a single "sample" at full scale, followed by 127 samples at "zero amplitude." As you can see from Fig. 4, this test signal was reproduced with a fair amount of ringing, in both positive and negative polarity, following the unit pulse itself. Again, if you compare these results with those obtained for the Kyocera unit, you will note that the recovered audio from the Mitsubishi player is out-of-phase relative to the output of the Kyocera model. This arises from the presence of an additional phase-inverting stage somewhere in the post-D/A audio stages of the de-
vice. Alternatively, the D/A converter used by Mitsubishi may, in and of itself, deliver an output which is inverted in polarity relative to the output obtained with the Kyocera unit. While I personally think that this inversion is of no consequence, there have been those who argue that the polarity of the reproduced sound should be the same as that of the original sound waves impinging on the microphones used in the original performance. Since I have no way of telling which of these two polarities of the pulse is "correct," I really can't tell you which of the two players inverts the signal (relative to the way it was recorded) and which does not.

The most significant phase-check signal on the Philips test disc, in my opinion, is one in which a 2-kHz signal is recorded on one channel while a 20-kHz signal is recorded on the other. In this test the positive-going, zero-axis crossing of the lower-frequency signal is supposed to occur at the same instant that the higher-frequency signal crosses the zero axis in the same direction. If you examine the two sets of sine waves in Fig. 5 carefully, you will notice that, in fact, the low-frequency signal crosses the zero axis in a positive-going direction a few microseconds ahead of the high-frequency signal's positive crossing. As closely as I can estimate the angle, the high-frequency signal is displaced relative to the mid-frequency signal by approximately 20°. That works out to a phase-error time delay of around 3 μs. Of course, it is also possible that what has happened is a 380° phase delay (a full 360°, plus 20° more), but I tend to doubt that, based upon the fact that the sharp cutoff filter is, after all, set for its -3 dB point to be outside the desired audio bandwidth.

Using the Philips musical test disc with the opaque wedge, the "black dot" dust simulations and the fingerprint simulation, I noted that the Mitsubishi unit played right through the 800-micron width of the wedge with no muting. It did mute a few times when playing selections that were covered by the thickest width of the wedge (900 microns), but resumed proper play each time, even though the wedge remained that thick. The system was also disturbed by the third "black dot" (second from the largest one), which has a diameter of 600 microns. During the track containing this "defect," there was occasional "skipping" (repeat-playing of the same track over and over again). As for the fingerprint simulation, the Mitsubishi completely ignored it, properly playing right through the selections marred by this defect.

Use and Listening Tests

Arguments about the "sound quality" of digital discs keep cropping up. Some people insist digital discs produce an unacceptable treble sound. This type of sound is variously attributed to "too low a sampling rate," to the fact that the 16-bit system is not enough and we should have standardized with an 18-bit system, and, of course, to phase linearity and the effect of that "brick wall" filter above 20 kHz. My experiments convince me that all of us are trying to take too many variables (the recording engineer's preferences for a certain balance of sound, the speakers used as monitors, the microphone placement, and many more) and lump them together as an explanation for why a given CD player with a given piece of CD software doesn't produce sound that's totally to our liking.

In point of fact, the Mitsubishi DP-101 delivered superb sound whenever it was called upon to play discs which, to my way of thinking, were well recorded in the first place. Was this sound any better or worse than the sound produced by the earlier-tested CD players? Not that I could honestly tell!

As I have already mentioned, the features truly abound, and if you read the 13 pages of the owner's manual telling you how to use all of them, you'll find that after a while the machine isn't difficult to operate. Add in the very handy remote control and the headphone amplifier, which lets you audition Compact Discs even if you don't own an amplifier and loudspeakers that have enough dynamic range, and the asking price for the Mitsubishi DP-101 seems just about right after all.

Leonard Feldman
Manufacturer's Specifications

- **Frequency Response**: 3 Hz to 100 kHz.
- **Distortion**: 0.008%.
- **Input Impedance**: 100 kilohms.
- **Output Impedance**: 150 ohms.
- **Subsonic Filter**: 18 dB/octave below 20 Hz.
- **Low-Frequency Summer**: 12 dB/octave below 200 Hz.
- **Electronic Crossover**: 18 dB/octave, 100 or 800 Hz.
- **Warble-Tone Output**: 100 mV.
- **Signal to Noise**: 108 dB.

**Dimensions**: 17 in. (432 mm) W x 2 1/2 in. (64 mm) H x 6 in. (152 mm) D.

**Weight**: 4 1/2 lbs. (1.9 kg).

**Price**: $249.00.

**Company Address**: 6520 212th S.W., Lynnwood, Wash. 98036.

For literature, circle No. 94.
With the name Richter Scale, Audio Control’s bass equalizer and crossover immediately gives the impression that it can be used for earthquake-type sound. An examination of the front panel provides the clues on how the user might be able to “play Mother Nature.” First, there is a five-section, half-octave equalizer with filter centers at 31.5, 45, 63, 90 and 125 Hz. Each slider has a range from −12 to +12 dB. A pushbutton switch allows inserting a 15 dB boost at 34 Hz, in addition to any boost introduced by the half-octave equalizer.

The unit also has facilities for controlling unwanted low-frequency energy. Switching in the subsonic filter activates a roll-off at 18 dB/octave below 20 Hz, more effective than many filters with shallower slopes. Audio Control’s exclusive “Rumble Reducer” also needs but the push of a button: A crossfeed between channels cancels out-of-phase signals below 200 Hz. Audio Control’s exclusive “Rumble Reducer” also needs but the push of a button: A crossfeed between channels cancels out-of-phase signals below 200 Hz. Most rumble, however, is out of phase (vertical stylus movement), and the Richter Scale’s rumble-reducer circuit cancels this energy out. The summing decreases at 12 dB/octave as the frequency goes up, and has no effect above 200 Hz. Thus, normal stereo imaging is maintained in the important mid and upper frequencies.

To help you adjust the half-octave equalizer correctly, the Richter Scale includes a half-octave analyzer (with extra-damped, VU-type meter), a warble-tone generator, and a plug-in condenser microphone. A push of the “Analyze” button turns on the meter lights, and then the supplied test microphone is placed in the normal listening position. A rotary pot sets the warble tone’s center frequency anywhere from 250 Hz (for level reference) to 31.5 Hz, the lowest equalizer-filter frequency. The warble-tone outputs are fed into the stereo system through any high-level input (such as "AUX"). The procedure for using this handy system will be given later.

Another feature is the built-in, two-way stereo crossover, with either 100- or 800-Hz crossover frequency, switch selectable. The 100-Hz crossover frequency would be the choice for a subwoofer, and 800 Hz would be good when adding an external crossover to a three-way system. This would permit biamping for reduced distortion, driving mid-range and tweeter in each channel with one amplifier and using a more powerful amp for the two woofers. Audio Control notes that the 800-Hz crossover frequency could be changed if needed, increasing the attractiveness of this feature. The crossover design is the derived type, resulting in flat output in the crossover region with either voltage or pressure-wave addition (with the correct positioning of drivers), as opposed to flat total energy response. A center-detent control provides a range of ±20 dB of gain adjustment on the low-frequency output. This greatly facilitates matching the two sets of amplifiers and loudspeakers.

The usual switches for EQ in/out, tape recorder monitor in/out, and power are provided. The white panel designations are easily read against the gray background in all but glaring light, and the positions of the small, black pushbuttons are fairly easy to discern.

Along the back panel are in/out stereo pairs for intercon-
"For accurate adjustment, the Richter Scale includes a half-octave analyzer, a warble-tone generator, and a plug-in condenser mike."

Fig. 4—Responses of the low- and high-pass filters, and their combined voltage response.

Fig. 5—Spectrum-analyzer sweep of 45- and 250-Hz warble tones (see text). Analyzer bandwidth, 30 Hz; sweep rate, 50 Hz/S; sensitivity, 10 dB/div. vertical and 50 Hz/div. horizontal.

Fig. 6—One-third octave response of stage-monitor loudspeaker before (top curve) and after (bottom curve) equalization. Vertical sensitivity, 5 dB/div.; horizontal, 1/3 octave from 25 to 250 Hz.

Measurements

With all special functions switched out and the five sliders in their center detents, responses were checked both with and without the EQ circuits switched in. With EQ, the response was flat within 0.7 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Without EQ, the deviations over the same range were within 0.3 dB. The 3 dB down points were at 3.3 Hz and 118 kHz with EQ and at 2.0 Hz and 113 kHz without EQ. Swept-frequency plots (Fig. 1) were made of individual filter responses and of response with all sliders in maximum positions. The measured center frequencies were within 3% of those specified (31.5, 45, 63, 90 and 125 Hz) except for the highest one, which was at 136 Hz (+8.8%), just fair in accuracy. The maximum boosts and cuts were all within 1.0 dB of the nominal ±12 dB. With an individual filter at a maximum, there was an across-the-band level increase of about 0.7 dB, and this increase grew as other filters were added, up to almost 3 dB with all filters at maximum. The last condition would be quite unlikely, and the major effect of any such shifts would be a need to readjust reference level for the equalization process.

Figure 2 presents the responses with the 31.5-, 90-, and 125-Hz filters set successively at the slider scale markings from -12 to +12 dB. There is a greater shift in "out-of-filter" levels than is desirable, but there is rough correspondence between the actual boosts and cuts and the settings. Many equalizers are much poorer in this regard. Tests with the 63-Hz filter showed that a boost of 5.7 dB (+7 scale) produced a "Q" of 1.0 (a practical limit to avoid ringing).

Figures 3 and 4 plot the responses of the other Richter Scale functions. The ultra-low boost was close to 16 dB at 34 Hz, but the net effect was less because there was an across-the-band level increase of 0.5 dB. The subsonic filter showed its 18 dB/octave roll-off between 3 dB down at 20 Hz and over 20 dB down at 10 Hz. The rumble reducer was checked by feeding matching-level, but opposite-phase, signals to the stereo inputs. The plot shows the 12 dB/octave reduction in level below 200 Hz. In-phase signals are not affected in this fashion.

The low-frequency output of the crossover, when set at 800 Hz, had a boost of close to 3 dB around 700 Hz, and a
The Audio Control Richter Scale is a very flexible and versatile unit for improving bass reproduction. Its general performance is excellent, and its many features (including the two-way crossover), coupled with an attractive price, should make it of interest to audiophiles and semi-professionals alike.

Howard A. Roberson

"Another feature is the built-in, two-way crossover, switch selectable for 100- or 800-Hz crossover points. This permits biamping."

The analyzer section features a highly damped level meter and a warble-tone generator whose frequency is adjustable.
HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number ad, please use this address:
BOX NO. - SPC audio, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

AAA AH "ME" AN AUDIO CRITIC...TAKE PART IN THE CONSUMER HI-FI SURVEY, YOUR JUDGEMENT ON AUDIO EQUIPMENT IS NEEDED. For survey, questionnaires and information send $1.00 for postage and handling to Consumer Hi-Fi, P.O. Box 9206, Milwaukee, WI 53202.

AAA-ASTOUNDING CARTRIDGES: Finest in the World at Shamefully Low Prices. Accuphase, Denon, Dynavector, Grac Fire's, F9E Ruby's, Koetsu, etc. N.W. 100% Quality Controls, Warranties. COD Available, No Price List. "We Will Not Be Undersold." AudioWorkShop (206) 323-4974 24hrs.

AUDIODIOPHILE SPEAKER BUILDER? JORDAN MODS exclusive importer. STRATHAORN tweeter, Polypropylene Drivers, EMIT Tweeters, Dome, IBM-Computerized Designs, Capacitors, Low DC Cots, Crossovers. (Dealers inquire on letterhead) CATALOG $2.00 Sound-box, 841A-A S. American Street, Philadelphia, 19147

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGMA $247., LAMBDA $162., SRX, MK3 $132., SRD-7 $68.; ALL UNUSED/WARRANTY. (212) 784-2929 EYES; (305) 487-1048 EYES.

ABARGAIN: SUPEX SDX2000 $299.; 901ESUPER $130.; 901E SUPER $120.; GRCE FIE $115.; F9E RUBY $165.; P3ERUBYSTYL $120.; ACCUPHASE AC 180.; ADC $189.; TECHNICS 202MKII $120.; TECHNICS ELECTRONIC STYLIUSGUAGE $49; DENON 103D $165. DYN.AV.VECTOR 29R $175.; 170 $299; 1003 $69.; KOETSU BLACK $445.; SA-110DMK $450.; LINN ITTOX $45; TECHNICS EPA100MKII $496.; FIDELITY RESEARCH 64FX $385.; ALL UNUSED/WARRANTY; WON'T BE UNDERSOLD; (212) 784-2939 EYES; (305) 487-1048 EYES.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: AMBER, ASTATIC, ORACLE, CON-RAD-JOHNSON (including PREMIERS), DYNAVECTOR, NAD, OM/ RGS, SNEIL, VPI, THIEL, THRESHOLD, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE, WALKER, ETC. AUDIO FILE, 1202 S. Congress, Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU GIVE THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO ENGINEERS CARTE BLANCHE.

The team of engineers that developed Sony Esprit was not asked to work within the narrow confines of a budget. Nor were they asked to adhere to the compromising deadlines of some production timetable. Or to the arbitrary figures of a spec sheet. They were asked, quite simply, to develop components that would approach, to the closest possible degree, perfect sound.

There is no gimmickry in Esprit components; only those technological improvements that contribute to sound quality were considered meaningful. There is no question marks either. For the Esprit engineers fully researched their equipment before production. Not afterward.

For more information write Sony Esprit, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07636.
FOR SALE

A BETTER SYSTEM? PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO BUY THEIR SOUND DIRECT. Now you can buy the finest in high fidelity components, including esoteric and auto-sound at unheard of prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING provides sensible expert advice, in-house service facilities, and factory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discover America's best kept audio secret. Send for our FREE catalogue to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING, Dept. A, 3085 Boling Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30305 or call 404-233-9500. MC/Visa/Amerex accepted. Sales tax charged to GA. residents only.

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPIECE EQUIPMENT at very low prices! Specialists in CARTRIDGE-TONE-ARMS-TURNTABLES. Great selection of cost-effective components for audiophiles on a budget. Call or write for prices and specials. HCM AUDIO, 1363-G Longfellow Ave., Chico, CA 95926 (916) 343-0556

ACCURATE, QUALITY HOME-CAR AUDIO AFFORDABLY PRICED! Denon Audio, P.O. Box 61041-E, El Monte, CA 91734, (213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends. STAMP BRINGS SPECIALS SHEET. M/C; VISA ACCEPTED!

ACOUSTIC MODEL 3 SPEAKERS, EXCELLENT COND. $95/00 OR BEST OFFER. 312-624-1993 WILL SHIP.

ACOUSTIC SPEAKERS—SUPERB! Free Shipping! Fast Service! READ BROS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276. Also Sony digital (disc and PCM-F1). $975.00 OR BEST OFFER. (213) 960-0787.

ACOUSTIC TURNTABLE $250. Call Terry 402-391-3842.

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS AIR 2.2. Amplified Image Recorder? Just the best amplifier to come along in years and for years to come! This one does play music! Available exclusively through CSA Audio. For info and literature (210) 744-0600.

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE-AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION—BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

ARMS-DESIGN. Great selection of cost-effective turntables at very low prices! Specialists in MINI QUAD PROJECTS. This one does play music! Available exclusively through CSA Audio. For info and literature (213) 991-5330 Tlx 658234 SUMOCORP WKVG

FOR SALE

POWERLINE SPEAKER CABLES: HIGH PERFORMANCE WITH A SPECIAL $15.00 CONNECTOR OFFER!

Upgrade your speaker wire with Powerline, and get $15.00 worth of connectors FREE!

Powerline inductance cancelling speaker wire by Monster Cable is the 'critics choice,' and what the Absolute Sound magazine calls "a highly recommended, excellent sounding cable that is darn near perfect!" Based on an entirely new technology in speaker cables, Powerline brings a level of performance not possible with parallel cables. Incredible smooth highs, natural sounding midrange, and clean deep bass—just by changing from your present speaker cable to Powerline.

Buy Powerline now, and bring in this ad to receive a credit of $15.00 towards the purchase of your choice of Monster Cable's high performance 24 karat gold plated connectors. From the high conductivity Monster Tip"crimp" connector, to the ultimate X-terminator expanding connector; Monster Cable's speaker wire and connector combinations will give you maximum performance from your sound system.
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<th>CUSTOMER SIGNATURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORE ADDRESS</td>
<td>STORE ADDRESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the past 6 years, SUMO electronic audio components have been engineered to reproduce your music perfectly, effortlessly. New SUMO's continue this tradition. The ELECTRA II is the most popular model. It provides the ultimate experience in audio. The SPACE 230 is our most popular component. It is a true high fidelity audio system in a small space. The SPACE 230 is a complete system with a high performance amplifier, speakers, and subwoofer. It is the ultimate audio experience in a small space. For more information, please call 213-838-6555.

For a limited time, receive a money back guarantee on any Qudio product purchased at Park Audio.
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STEVE BALMAIN for THE FINEST NEW EQUIPMENT! ACOUTIC SOTA PS AUDIO SONY KYOCERA HAFER PYRAMID DBX KRELL JANIS SHORTS SONY GRADO BIERING

Qudio Products Inc

QAL ME!

For sale:

SONY Esprit  Sony PCM-F1  McIntosh  Nakamichi  SAE-X  Black Koetsu  Denon  Mitsubishi  Spendor  Quad  B&W  Bang & Olufsen  Tandberg 3000 Series  Kirkhaeter  Obelisk  Shahinian Acoustics  Sequerra Pyramid  Accuphase  ADS  Mordaunt Short  Signet  Supex  Benchmark

425 Park Avenue South at 29th Street New York, N.Y. 10016 212 685-8101/8102

We respect our customers; you can make your own choice from among:

For sale:

BACK MUSIC

455 Valley St. Cambridge, MA 02139 617-547-2727

For sale:

Qudio Products Inc

FUTTERMAN H3AA 5950

DYNACO PAS3 579

LEVINSON HOD SI2,500

SIerra AT200

MUCH MORE CAI I
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HIGIII PERFORMANCE

MINIMUM
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FOR SALE

AMPEx PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used once. $1450.00 bob. $600.00'' bob. $3600.00 and cassettes available. Master Card/Visa. Valtech Electronics, Box 6A, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322-4866.


APT/HOLMAN PLUS—Own the best value in audio today. The Apt/Holman Preamplifier is the most cost effective and quality control to assure optimum performance. ARC SP-6B, D-120s; Thorens TD-126; PS Head-amp transformers, used once. Case of 40, $45.00. 101/2" x 3600' AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE reels, used once. Case of 40, $45.00. 101/2" x 3600' AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE.

FOR SALE

Audio Thank you for advertising in Audio August, 1983. We ship worldwide and have new 120 volt and 240 volt equipment available at affordable prices. Linn, Kef, Rogers, Quad, B & W. Mission and many others. Price list and catalog (519) 337-6656 (After 5pm). British Hi-Fi Mags available.

ATTENTION CANADIANS!! Quality British Hi-Fi component available at affordable prices. Linn, Kef, Rogers, Quad, B & W. Mission and many others. Price list and catalog (519) 337-6656 (After 5pm). British Hi-Fi Mags available.

FOR SALE

Amazing? Isn't it
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5-year-old child by those salesmen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with the components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in a complementary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we represent.

AOCUSTAT • AOCOM • AMPLITON • ASTATIC • AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS • AUDIO DESIGN • AUDIO INTERFACE • AUDIONOTE • AUDIOQUEST • BEARD • BELLES • BURNING • BRB SYSTEMS • COUNTERPOINT • DYNAVECTOR • FRIED • FUSILIER • GRACE • GRADO • ITC • KREIGEL • KROSS • KRELL • KYOCERA • LNN SONDEX • LVEWIRE • MICRO-SEIKI • MONSTER CABLE • NAD • NITTY GRITTY • PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER VIDEO • PRECISION FIDELITY • PROTON • REGA • SNELL ACOUSTICS • STAX • SUXEP • SYMPLEX • SYRINX • TALISMAN • 3D ACOUSTICS • THRESHOLD

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Phone: (212) 423-3923
Fax: (212) 977-5039

We ship anywhere!!

FOR SALE

ARC D-40 LESS THAN 30 HOURS USE—$1150. Dahlquist DQ-L1 crossover—$200; Two Hafer DH-200A's (6225 each); Phase Linear 700 Series II—$550; Nakamichi EC-100 CD player / phono power supply—$150. (403) 388-7687 evenings (CDT).

A.R.C. EQUIP FOR SALE
D-350, $110.50; D-110, $125.00; D-110(B) $149.50; D-90 $110.50; SP-6A $625. OTHER EQUIPMENT: Nakamichi 1000 MKIII cassette recorder, mint w/10' slik mount case $850. Magnepan Unicrat I (torearm) complete $165., Cotter NFB-2, PW-2 $275., Grace C-714 tonearm $75.; McIntosh MR-66 tuner $195.; MR-77 w/ case $450., MR-67 tuner (super) $295. Precision Fidelity C-4(A) tube preamp $350. (A&S) Complete Johnson Nuxor tube head and $350. Sumo "Gold" factory updated $1400. Call 312-273-3861. 8-4 M-F. (Dave)

A&S OFFERS HIGH-END SPEAKER KITS, auto speaker systems and raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers. Meeting the needs of beginners and audiophiles, we carry Audax, Dynaudio, Datford, Jordan, Peerless, JVC, SEAS, Pyra, Seymur, Morel, Volt. Featuring the "Bill Reed" Signature kit and Dynaudio's "Authentic Fidelity" Speaker Kits. Free price list. A&S SPEAKERS Box 1603. 2202 River Hills Drive, Burns, MN 55337 (82) 890-3517.


JENSEN'S STEREO SHOP
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 263-3494

ATTENTION WANTED: MCINTOSH SOLID STATE & TUBE, MARANTZ, ARC, WESTERN ELECTRIC, BERKING, ETC. TUBE EQUIPMENT. 713-728-4343. MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096

A STEAL: Yamaha R-1000 100-WPC receiver. Mint $490 or B.O. (212) 263-3494

ATTRACTIVE PRICES: DYNAVECTOR, GRACE, DENON CARTRIDGES, FULTON, LINN, KOETSU, AC-3 (TUBE), MARANTZ, ARC, WESTERN ELECTRIC, BERNIE, OR B.O. (212) 263-3494

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS: Frank Van Alstine can rebuild most Dyna units and Hafler DH-200 amps with all new internal circuits. We transform Dyna St-80, St-120, St-150, St-300, St-400, St-486, SCA—$600, and Hafer DH-200 amps into state of the art quality rigged POWER MOS-FET amps with new PCB cards, precision parts, mos-fet output circuits, high low inductance power supplies, shielded ground plain construction, totally free of transient distortion. We install new circuits in PAT-5; PAT-4 and PAS-3 preamps; complete with precision controls, exact RIAA equalization, matched precision parts, and achieve complete freedom from transient overload, even on Digital source material. Audiogram says our complete new circuits for the FM-5 & AF-6 make the world's best sounding FM tuner. We offer a 30 day satisfaction guarantee or your money back on our $99 super phono cartridge. Why pay for expensive new equipment when we can make your Dyna units better than new, for much less than new prices? We ship worldwide and have new 120 volt and 240 volt equipment available. Write or call us for our descriptive catalogue.

NY METRO AREA

Audiocom
High technology audio
SERVICE ON PREMISES • CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS • THREE LISTENING ROOMS ON TWO LEVELS • LARGE INVENTORY • PROMPT DELIVERY

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06870
Major credit cards honored. Open 10 AM-6 PM Mon-Sat.
ATTENTION EVERYBODY!!!!

ACOUSTIC

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS

AUDIO QUEST

ADS

AUDIO RESEARCH

B&O

BOSTON ACOUSTICS

CARVER

QUICKSILVER

PENTAGRAM

CSA AUDIO

193 Bellevue Ave, Montclair, NJ 07043

The audio professionals since 1972! Complete customer satisfaction. VISA, Mastercharge accepted!

201-744-0600

SERIOUS INQUIRIES BY PHONE, NO MAIL!!!

AUDIO CONNECTION

IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

TURNTABLES: Denon, Heybrook, Linn, VPI

CARTRIDGES: Argent, Audioquest, Grado, Prima- theman, Win

ELECTRONICS: Beard (tube), Bedini, Electrocompaniet, Magnus, Naim, PS Audio

SPEAKERS: Fusselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Linn, Rogers, Spectrum, Spica, Vandersteen & more

ACCESSORIES: Audiophile Discs, Cleaning Machines, Last, Littlefield, LiveWire, JGA Interconnects

—201-239-1799—

615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044

We offer single-speaker demonstration and request that you schedule an appointment.

AUDIOPHILE START UP SYSTEM

ABOUT $700

Turntable: NAD LEGAT

Cartridge: GRADE GTE + 1

Receiver: NAD 7120

Speakers: FRIED BETA

SOUND BY SINGER

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 663-0925


VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977 with the commitment to offer always the finest in music reproduction for the dollar. Toward this goal there will always be a high degree of pride, love, and personal satisfaction involved in each piece before it leaves our factories. Your Vandersteen dealer shares in this commitment, and has been carefully selected for his ability to deal with the complex task of assembling a musically satisfying system. Although sometimes hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA

(209) 582-0324

THE LISTENING ROOM

590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Mon, Thurs, 10-9 PM

Tues, Wed, Fri, 10-7 PM/Sat 10-6 PM

Credit Cards Accepted

We ship FREE Anywhere in the Continental U.S.

914-472-4558

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO REFERENCE SYSTEMS. Precision components by Audioquest, Belles, Berington, Dayton Wright, Denessen, Perreas, and more. Pre-owned KEF, Linn, Oracle, SOFA

 McIntosh, Paragon. Trades accepted. 1450 Laham Place, Rockford, IL 61103. 815-984-9654, 815-983-9298.

AUDIO RESEARCH SATE $550, SPADA $395 Call Terry 402-391-3842

BANG & OLUFSEN PLUS—Finally, audiophile sound quality coupled with elegant styling. Made in Denmark, you can have European craftsmanship at very affordable prices. Now available—B&B’s newest products in stock! PLUS quality control to assure optimal performance. Shipping anywhere in the continental U.S., DESIGNA-

TION’S STEREO SYSTEMS, 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

BEARD AUDIO SYSTEMS TUBE ELECTRONICS:

BEDINI back & better than ever! Hear the new DE electronics:

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Trade for Acoustab, Belles, Bedini, Classe, Countertop, Perreaux, Music Reference, Ruana, Pyramid, PS, Quicksilver, Oracle, Quadtron, Reference, Ruana. Pyramid, PS, Quicksilver, Oracle, Quad, Sota, Rega, Thiel, Audioquest, Nitty Gritty, etc. AUDIO DOCTOR.

1518 W. Commercial, P.O. Box 390, Buffalo, Missouri 65622, 417-345-7245

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Audio Doctor has moved to serve you better. Send for free list. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 West Commercial, P.O. Box 390, Buffalo, Missouri 65622, 417-345-7245

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS—Dollar for dollar, one of the most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years. Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNA-

TION’S STEREO SYSTEMS, 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5277.

BREAKTHROUGH DEVELOPMENT!!!

Cables That let you hear your system for the first time!! Four years in the making! Discreet Technology Audio Interconnects!!! The difference will startle you. Money gladly returned if you don’t feel totally satisfied!! Send $50.00 for 3-D Acoustics, Vandersteen, and more. Free shipping, fully insured, in the Continental U.S. Just call 404-261-4434 for more information.

CARLSON’S SPEAKER HOSPITAL, Grace, Dynavector, Mission, Harman Kardon, Kenwood, Rega, Thorens, SME, Audible Illusions, Sauter, Sota, Seiguh Kits, Raw Drivers. 1608-641-8590.$3.00 catalog 135 Tower Hill, Pl Thom-

as, KY 41075

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

CHANGE

ORDERS $3 EXTRA FOR HANDLING

PRICES SUBJECT TO

OF TOTAL ORDER 10% OUTSIDE UPS ZONES DOUBLE ABOVE 170 ADD $5

ON ORDERS UP TO 170 ADD $3

SHIPPING

OVER 170 ADD 5%

AD C.60

bcd AND MODEL 4 corner

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

CARVER C-4000 MINT $600.00

QUALITY TAPES

BULK LIQUID!

F. GRAY

MONS


CROWN’S BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE-AMPLIFIERS, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION—BEST PRICES. EAST, (504) 892-4000; WEST, (213) 940-0878.


CROWN'S BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE-AMPLIFIERS, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION—BEST PRICES. EAST, (504) 892-4000; WEST, (213) 940-0878.

• ACOUSTIC ELECT • B&W • THE DAVID BERNING CD • GRAMLIN • DENON • DYNAVECTOR • EOB CANE • FULTON • GOLDMUND • GRAF • GRAF • HAFLER • HILL PLASMATRONICS • JANIS • KEITH MONKS • KINDEL • KOTESU • KONDA • L.AST • LINN SOUND SYSTEMS • L.LUSTRE • MARCOF • MEGASONICS • MONSTER CABLE • MUSIC REFERENCE • NAD • NAKAMICHI • NITTY GRITTY • PENTAGRAM • PLATTER MATTER • PSE • POLK AUDIO • PRECISION FIDELITY • PROMETHEUS • PS • AUDIO • PYRAMID • QUICKSILVER AUDIO • SIGNET • SNEEL ACOUSTICS • SPICA • STAR • SUMO ELECTRIC • SUPEX • TANDBERG • THETA ELECTRONICS • VPI • C.J. WALKER
replacement stylus.

Note Owners of Grace F-9E and F-9L Grace dealer and listen to the F-9E you'll agree after you visit your

sounding cartridge that doesn't

the F-9E Ruby the world's finest

the proven musical superiority of

to combine this technology with

common metal cantilevers,

less resonance and flexion than

with only the finest moving coil

new solid ruby cantilever gives

It's the Grace we put in

Grace's F-9E Ruby is a revolu-

we put in

We have inventory! Fair prices. Same day ship-

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94705

P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705

Listeners are already calling

CROWN SX824—tape deck, with remote, tape counter, and walnut cabinet—$995 Call Terry 402-391-3842

CROWN SL-1 PREAMPLIFIER—$299, DL-2—$1,800 Call Terry 402-391-3842

SPEAKERS KITS OR ASSEMBLED

Highly refined, factory priced, speaker systems for the audio purist. The affordable alternative for those seeking the best.

For brochure, call or write us.

Chicago Speakerworks inc
5700 N. Western, Chicago, IL 60659
Phone (312) 769-5640

STATE OF THE ART
RIBBON MID RANGE

As Manufactured by Stathis

ABSOLUTE SOUND'S REFERENCE MIDRANGE
UNSURPASSED CLARITY
SPACIOUS STEREO IMAGING

System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Sensitivity 86 db / Watt Mean at 1 meter
Dim. 25 1/8 X 5 1/8 inches

Also available with

Advanced flat honeycomb bass drivers, fast leaf tweeters

Recommendation for true State of the Art system, offering savings with no quality sacrificed

EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER

VARIS AUDIO
CALL (201) 671-3074
DAHLQUIST DQ19s, Denon DP600L turntable (new), Dynavector Karat Ruby (new), PS Audio, MCA (new), NAD 1052 (new), Mitsubishi A150C Amp, Kenwood KT80 tuner, Harman Kardon CD-101 Cassette Deck, DBX 122 FM Antenna with Rotis, Mint. Sell as System only, $2,450. 812-299-4214 after 7 PM.

DB SYSTEMS AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:
DBP-2JAU Switch Box with gold jacks $54.95, DBP-6 Phono Equalization Kit or DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit $34.95, DBP-10 Phono Alignment Protractors $21.95, DBP-10 Audio Cable—10 meter, 400 ohm $65.95, DBP-K Cramolin Audio Kit $16.95, DBP-VSP Voltage Spike Protector $14.95. GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS (eight pack) DBP-13A (5 ft) Phono Jacks $12.95, DBP-15SR (1 ft) Phono Jacks $15.95, DBP-13P Phonos Flaps $7.95, DBP-13PM Phonos Flaps $19.95, DBP-14 Space Lugs $5.95, DBP-BAU Banana Flaps $14.95, DBP-BAU Dual Banana Jacks (two pack) $15.95. For complete information write: DB SYSTEMS, Main St., Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5121. Orders under $45 add $2.50 Handling. Dealer inquiries invited.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STANTON, EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOVON, MI- CRO-AcouSTICS, SONUS, ADC and LAST, send SASE. Reference Audio, 368. RindgeNH 03461.

GOLD CONNECTORS, CRAMOLIN, other goodies. Details, SASE. Reference Audio, 368. Rindge NH 03461.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping.

FREE SPEAKER KIT CATALOG 17 proven designs. Also, 200 drivers specifications. JBL + polypropylene Thiele data. $3. GOLD SOUND, Box 141A, Englewood, CO 80151. (303) 789-5310.

FULL WARRANTY—FAST DELIVERY
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG!!

CHESNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.
1128 Jefferson Bl, Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9687

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
STEREO BI-AMP — $199
STEREO TRI-AMP — $250
Level controls and sub-sonic filters, summits, optional. Filters, regulated power supplies, equalizers, are also available.

Free catalog and price sheet

FREE SPEAKER KIT CATALOG 17 proven designs. Also, 200 drivers specifications. JBL + polypropylene Thiele data. $3. GOLD SOUND, Box 141A, Englewood, CO 80151. (303) 789-5310.

GOLD LION POWER TUBES: KT88, KT77, Premium 12AX7, and 684 available from JLV 753 Broadcast Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812, or call 201-968-8771.

GOLDMUND STUDIO TURNTABLE, MOUNTED WITH FIDELITY RESEARCH FR 64-FX ARM. WILL ACCEPT ANY REASONABLE OFFER, MINT CONDITION. CALL 312-824-1993 FOR INFORMATION. WILL SHIP.

GOOD BYE'S, Grado TT + SME $125, Marantz 1158 + bow $145, Quad 33 pres, non harsh $190, Spectro 217 + bow $125, AKG S85 9hrs use $50, Mantaurn Carre- li valve $300, Custom 3Way box Sales tax with Strathams $265, worth every penny, Don (602) 897-0211.

GRAPE CARTRIDGES: HAND PICKED FOR THE BEST. Read Outs For Channel Balance, Crosstal, and Frequency Response. F$E $120.00, F$E Ruby $165.00 ETC. VISA, MASTERCHARGE. COD. Audio Workshop, Box 18909, Seattle, WA 98118 (206) 323-4867.

John VPI uses only high precision machined parts in its construction, no stampings or castings. A space-age, self lubricating material is used for both the vertical and horizontal bearings. The 12 lb. platter is lathe-turned from solid aluminum and lead to achieve greater moments of inertia and superb non-resonant qualities.

The result—a precision analog turntable capable of extracting all the information contained on your records—right down to the lowest frequencies. The HW-19 allows dynamic range response unavailable with other turntables—parallel only by 15 ips master tapes. Simple, yet dynamic—the VPI HW-19 has it all, and for only $665.*

Listen to the unique experience of the HW-19 and all the other VPI quality products at your local audio specialty dealer. Call 212-738-3269 for his name and address, or write to VPI, P.O. Box 159. Dept. AB. Ozone Park, NY 11417.

*Suggested retail price.
The art of shaping sound.

Does your music sound better in the next room? Pro audio kills resonances with SONEX acoustic foam, and now you can too. Control acoustics and turn your room into a studio. At midrange, SONEX has twice the sound absorption of good carpeting for about the same cost. If your dealer doesn’t have SONEX, send us $40 for a sample box of four 24"x24" sheets, or write for our color brochure.

illbruck/usa
techniques with foams
3800 Washington Ave. N. Minneapolis, MN 55412
FOR SALE

LINC PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAME

We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linc and Nam products: turntables, cartridges, arms, speakers, electron-

MCI NTOSH, MARANTZ, Levinson, ARCA bought traded. Other Hi-End sold. Tape, Cassette, Beethoven Model A (exp.) $2500. Bev. RM 1/4 pre $1100. RM X over $375. Den-
nisan ESL110 $425 or C. Vega A30000i am $650. R.C.A. M 2380C 280 $1500. More comp. $650. Dayton Wright SPA latest $550. Oracle - D 6875. Dunon DP7000 T.T. $495. Counterpoint SA2 $600. Other arms and parts-up. Gale T.T. $625. Samsol 9700 rec $475 Optiona RT6015 deck $525, 3 Be Wremote $475. NOTICE. A limited number of repairs will be accepted this summer on hi-end gear only. SOUND INVESTMENTS (212) 377-7282. New York, noon-
ly.

MCINTOSH MC2100 $450, MR71 w/cabinet mint $450, 1960 receiver $800. Top!: AL700. ELCAST communication $11, factory sealed $349. Elcasel is 1/4" wide playing at 3.75 ips with lower wow, flutter, more dynamic range than cassette, signal to noise just under 100 db w/RX1. 3 motor 3 head, die cast frame. RX1 matching DBX factory sealed $250. Sony EL-4 $139. ELCASTE tape. Phase Linear 400AMK2 preamp with/correlator, where walnut panels $200, 2000MK2 w/headamp $200, 4000 washcor-

MCI NTOSH PLUS—McIntosh instruments are the Labora-
tory Reference Standard for the world. McIntosh designs their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and high quality performance. PLUS-FREE test report on your new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping any-
where in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery. Credit cards accepted. DESIGNATION S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (518) 822-5277

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—YOUR PERSONAL MUSIC SHOPPER. Quality jazz/classical recordings, books & unique gift items. $50 for brochures. Musical Concepts, Box 53AAS, Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

MAGNUM'S 95 FM PREAMPLIFIER—the only way to clean FM. Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH original tube covers, cabinets, manuals. Reasonable (805) 446-3862

MARK LEVINSON ML-6a (L2-3A) $5000. Goldmund Studi-
do-T3 $3200. Koetsu Onyx Gold $800. Quad ESL-63 with stands $2200/pr. Janes W1 with interphase A $900. Elec-
trocompanet Ampliwire Iis (mono) $1900/pr. Keith Monks record cleaning machine $1100. Mark Levinson cables & connectors. (415) 341-7980.

MC IN TOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT Bought-Sold-Traded—Eve-
ings & Weekends, 607-865-7500 no answer 607-865-5387 S.D.R., P.O. Box 176, Walton, NY 13856

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

PRICES TOO LOW TO LIST

MANUFACTURER'S NAMES

NEW Models MOST MAJOR BRANDS

MOST RECENT

MUSICAL CONCEPTS - YOUR PERSONAL MUSIC

THRESHOLD CORPORATION

1382 tribute road suite e sacramento california 95815

The Threshold FET one preamplifier and S/1000 STASIS amplifiers are definitive statements in high performance electronics. Incorporating Threshold's proprietary STASIS technology these components realize extraordinary levels of musical accuracy and in combination can stand as an "ultimate" signal processing system. These Threshold models are, however, just the vanguard of a decisivew product series. All Threshold amplifiers, regardless of cost, have fully identical STASIS circuit topologies to achieve performance so accurate that no global feedback, or for that matter any overall corrective system, is either needed or used. Threshold FET one and FET two preamplifiers represent original design concepts that maintain phase and amplitude coherence at unprecedented levels. Manufactured to the highest levels of construction and aesthetics Threshold components are rightfully regarded as fusions of art and engineering.

For a color brochure and technical specifications on the full Threshold line write: Threshold Corporation 1382 tribute road suite e sacramento california 95815

WE WILL

NOT BE BEAT!

SUPER SELECTION! FULL WARRANTY! FAST DELIVERY!

Hi-Fi HIGH END & VIDEO

GOLDMUND RELIETHIEND & CLAMP

GOLDMUND LA DIFFERENCE

The Threshold FET one preamplifier and S/1000 STASIS amplifiers are definitive statements in high performance electronics. Incorporating Threshold's proprietary STASIS technology these components realize extraordinary levels of musical accuracy and in combination can stand as an "ultimate" signal processing system. These Threshold models are, however, just the vanguard of a decisive product series. All Threshold amplifiers, regardless of cost, have fully identical STASIS circuit topologies to achieve performance so accurate that no global feedback, or for that matter any overall corrective system, is either needed or used. Threshold FET one and FET two preamplifiers represent original design concepts that maintain phase and amplitude coherence at unprecedented levels. Manufactured to the highest levels of construction and aesthetics Threshold components are rightfully regarded as fusions of art and engineering.

For a color brochure and technical specifications on the full Threshold line write: Threshold Corporation 1382 tribute road suite e sacramento california 95815

Threshold precision crafted audio components
MOREL MLP-202.

These are the remarkable small loudspeakers whose smooth response and open, dimensional sound are at least on a par with the finest units of many times the 202's size and price. Morel has designed and built speakers and driver units in Israel for over eight years. Now, with the U.S. introduction of the model MLP-202, Morel is prepared to offer the demanding audiophile the highest possible quality at an extremely reasonable cost. ($198. each)

Morel's drivers, manufactured to the strictest tolerances in our own factory, incorporate several notable technological advancements. Utilizing hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique magnet structures having no stray magnetic fields, and special adhesives and coatings, the Morel drivers are exceptional in rise time and coherence. Also, the oversized (3") voice coil in our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will handle hundreds of pounds of weight. Two piece plate, machined out of matching aluminum. 100% balance guaranteed. Optional Tuning System. Non-displaceable. New accessories can be added to the existing turntable. Comes with a 10 guage soft vinyl cover. Many more features! The bottom line: $385.00. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A PICTURE: Please send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104.

MUSICALITY? Keith Yates, a trombonist and director of the Sacramento Opera, uses odd "reference systems": Live Music. That's why conductors, musicians, recording engineers, producers and audiophiles in 21 states and several foreign countries rely on him. If you're after musical results, not gadgets, call Keith Yates Audio, 916-441-0443, or send $2 to Box 161152, Dept. AM, Sacramento CA 95816 for magazine reprints.

The small but surprisingly capable Morel MLP-202 is now available for $198. It is the lowest priced loudspeaker Morel has ever offered, but do not let the price fool you. The MLP-202 is an excellent value. (1-601-323-0750)

ORACLE ALEXANDRIA—State-of-the-Art Beauty with tonearm for under $900! YES! CA Audio (201) 744-0600.

ORACLE "DELPHI" OWNERS. You won't get the best sound your turntable can produce without our beefier, low ripple power amplifiers. Improved circuit range and instrument timbre guaranteed! THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athens Street, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

ORACLE PLUS—One of the finest sounding turntable in the world. The Oracle will greatly improve the total sound of your system. Plus—quality control to assure optimum performance and free shipping anywhere in the continental U.S. DESIGNATOR'S STÉRÉO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5277.

Nakamichi—A very reasonable cost. ($198. audiophile the highest possible quality at an extremely reasonable cost. ($198. each)

Please write for details:
morel
morel acoustic Ltd
industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, nesses ziona
70 451 israel.

tel. 054-70796, telex 31951

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a.
tel. (617) 277-0111

FOR SALE

MERRILL TURNABLE NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS

FOR SALE

NEW 83 RAW LOUDSPEAKER CATALOG, 256. Meniscus Systems, Dept A, 3275 Gladstone, Wyo., MI 49569

1-601-323-0750 FOR LOWEST PRICES: NAKAMICHI, HK, JBL, BOSE, POLK, DBX, GRADO, and more. DYNAMIC SOUND, Box 159, Starviske, MI 39759. 1 PM-9 PM, M-F.

ORACLE ALEXANDRIA—State-of-the-Art Beauty with tonearm for under $900! YES! CA Audio (201) 744-0600.

ORACLE "DELPHI" OWNERS. You won't get the best sound your turntable can produce without our beefier, low ripple power amplifiers. Improved circuit range and instrument timbre guaranteed! THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athens Street, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666.

ORACLE PLUS—One of the finest sounding turntable in the world. The Oracle will greatly improve the total sound of your system. Plus—quality control to assure optimum performance and free shipping anywhere in the continental U.S. DESIGNATOR'S STÉRÉO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5277.

Nakamichi—A very reasonable cost. ($198. audiophile the highest possible quality at an extremely reasonable cost. ($198. each)

Please write for details:
morel
morel acoustic Ltd
industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, nesses ziona
70 451 israel.

tel. 054-70796, telex 31951

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a.
tel. (617) 277-0111

For Sale

MERRILL TURNABLE

MERRILL TURNABLE, 100-B

LISTEN TO THE SPECTRASCAN BPA-100 (BASIC) AND BPA-100M (METRED) HIGH TECHNOLOGY, HIGH DEFINITION AMPLIFIERS. MEETS ALL DESIGN CRITERIA OF OTALTA AND CHERRY. NESTED MULTIPLE FEEDBACK LOOPS. WIDE BANDWIDTH, HIGH SLEW RATE 550HZ. DOMINANT POLAR CONSTANT FEEDBACK, ZERO PHASE SHIFT AND HIGH DAMPING FACTOR FROM DC TO 20KHZ. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY FOR TRUE DC COUPLING AND INCREDIBLY SENSITIVE CONTROL CIRCUIT, ACTS ON POWER SUPPLY, NOT AMPLIFIERS. 100W. 8 OHMS, 175W. 4 OHMS, 350W. 8 OHMS, BRIDGE MONO.

COMING SOON: TWO PREAMPLIFIERS. (MODELS LCA-10 AND LCA-20) ONE 150W AMPLIFIER (MODEL BPA-200B) AND A PAIR OF SPEAKERS (ASHLEY-100L). WRITE OR CALL FOR BROCHURES AND PRICES.

SPECTRASCAN INC.
5923 N. NEVADA AVE.
COLORADO SPRINGS COLO. 80907
303-599-9254

DEALER AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED

REFERENCE QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS

Acoustech, Audiovox, Ariston, Audio Interface, Beveridge, Bipolar, Counterpoint DB Systems, DKB Imports, Decca, Dynavector, Electrocompaniet, Enacs, Etonic Audio Research, Grace, Haffner, IOS, Klaaki, Kimber Kable, Klyns, Koetsu, Korn, Leukosound, Novo, Ortonica, Organic, Phonic, Pets, Precision Fidelity, Fifteen, Acoustics, SME, Smell, Souther, Spica, Stax, Sumiko, Supex, Symmetry, Talisman, Thorens, Triad, VPI, VPS Labs, Call for appointment and/or for information or appointment.

Complete Shipping and Export Facilities Available

Bank Cards Accepted

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT

BOX 225D RIVER FOREST, IL 60305 (312) 771-0660

Reference Audio Laboratories, Inc.
FOR SALE

PINK TRIANGLE TURNABLES AT AUDIO BY CARUSO
in Florida. Call 305-253-4433.

PINK TRIANGLE TURNABLES AT AUDIO VISIONS OF NEW ENGLAND. Call 617-641-0490.

PINK TRIANGLE TURNABLES AT TQINTESSIENCE in Illinois. Call 312-960-3303.

PINK TRIANGLE TURNABLES AT HIGH C STEREO in Virginia. Call 703-777-1799.

PINK TRIANGLE TURNABLES AT PAUL HEATH AUDIO in New York. Call 716-424-4916.


POWER TO THE PEOPLE—Most complete publication on regulated power supply construction. $16.50.

PRIVATE STUDIO SELLING QUALITY AUDIO EQUIP- MENT: amplifiers, decks, microphones, speakers, preamps, processors, turntables, etcetera. Listing available: Studio, 8008 Dery, Houston, TX 77072.

P.S. AUDIO: AN OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENT New Jersey Audiohelp! Hear the clarity/accuracy of the highly-acclaimed PSV preamplifier, 2C power amplifier, and "Elite" integrated amplifier. Call (201) 464-6258, (201) 474-2910.

P.S. AUDIO—FANTASTIC! In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, liver what others only talk about. 37a SASE brings regular- availability on regulated power supply construction. $16.50.

REGA, HEYBOOK, SYSTEMEVEOK, DIRECTION, AUDIRE, ARCAM, HARMON KARDON, KENWOOD PUR- IST, KVOCERA, SHERWOOD, CLARKE SYSTEMS, FRIED, ROGERS, BATTERER, ADDCOM, GRACE, GRADO, LINN, PREMIER, SUPEX plus many accessories and more... E.A.R.S., P.O. Box 659, W. Covina, CA 91790. M/C, VISA, MONTHLY SPECIALS

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CONSUL- TATION—BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

HARMON KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- SETTE DECKS, TURNABLES, PROFESSIONAL CONSUL- TATION—BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0678.

ROGERS LS/5A MODIFICATION. You can keep the characteristic "Rogers" sound while cutting back on distor- tion and rolling. Want more smoothness, transparency and a cleaner high end? Contact THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Allen St., New York, NY 10039. M/C, VISA, MONTHLY SPECIALS

SAVE 75%, BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS. Crossovers, Woolers, Mids, Tweeters Instructions. HI-K, Pro, Auto. Send $2.00 for catalog-refundable. DKI Audio, Davis, I. 61019

FOR SALE

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- AMPLIFIERS, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION—BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

Offers you a new high in audiophile recording! We proudly announce RR-12, "DAFOS," a percussion spectacular featuring the famed AIRTO, FLORA PURIM, and MICKEY HART of the Grateful Dead, playing with a multitude of outstanding musicians. Keith Johnson's unique recording techniques have captured their powerful performance mix- ing Brazilian, African and Indonesian influences with pure modern drumming, electric guitar and haunting vo- cals! Order this deluxe, 45 rpm audiophile disc at $16.98 postpaid direct from Reference Recordings Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107. (408) 289-1462. Free Catalogs! Dealer inquiries invited.

REJA, HEYBOOK, SYSTEMEDEK, DIRECTION, AUDIRE, ARCAM, HARMON KARDON, KENWOOD PUR- IST, KVOCERA, SHERWOOD, CLARKE SYSTEMS, FRIED, ROGERS, BATTERER, ADDCOM, GRACE, GRADO, LINN, PREMIER, SUPEX plus many accessories and more... E.A.R.S., P.O. Box 659, W. Covina, CA 91790. M/C, VISA, MONTHLY SPECIALS

THE WIDERANGE RIBBON SPEAKER SYSTEM

Quite simply, the highest degree of waveform fidelity and the deepest, most tactically three- dimensional stereo image ever achieved in a home loudspeaker system. Two 6½" tall fullrange columns with ribbon transducers from 300Hz to 50KHz; two outdoor Space Boxes, and integral electronic crossover designed specifically for this system by John Curl. In oak walnut or oak finishes $599.50 complete assembled. $4975 kit (including fully assembled cabinets and electronics). See our ads in April/May '83 Audio.

THE VMPS SUBWOOFER

A dual driver, 12" and 15" wide bandwidth 1-3dB, 19Hz and 600Hz+ high efficiency (94dB/1W/1m), low distortion too more than 0.5% THD 22Hz- 600Hz+ high output subwoofer with performance unsurpassed by any competitor regardless of price. Compact (27½" x 21½" x 17½" D, 85 lbs), available in oak, walnut or oak finishes. $375 ea assembled, $225 ea kit (including fully assembled cabinet).

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS

Two new John Curl designs: 6dB/octave continuously variable 60Hz-3000Hz, adjustable output level, lowpass only; with outboard AC power supply $2650. Or: 12dB/oct. transient perfect, low and high pass, continuously adjustable 60Hz- 300Hz, output level control, outboard AC supply, $295.

SPEAKER UPDATE KITS

Any VMPS speaker system purchased since 1974 can be updated to latest factory standards at low cost. Available are: polypropylene woofers and midranges, Wondercap™ crossover networks, our new Superdome hexagonal two-layer vocecoel, ferrofluid-cooled 1" softdome tweeter with 200W ra- ms power handling, ribbon superspeakers, and more. Contact us for details.

Speaker these and other VMPS speaker systems, including the MiniTower II ($3930 ea kit, $4393 ea assem), Tower VII ($4191 ea kit, $5991 ea assem), Super Tower R ($6791 ea kit, $9991 ea assem) at the dealers listed below, or write us for brochures and test reports from Bert Whyte. B.V. Fried, Subwoofer Design, 91790. M/C, VISA, MONTHLY SPECIALS.


VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

div. Itone Audio
1016 Contra Costa Dr, El Cerrito, Ca
94530 (415) 526-7084


Houston and the Gulf Coast

Mark Levinson/Spectral/Briston/Line Acoustat/Magnepan/Dahliquist/Nakamichi.

Hi-Fi News and Record Review. and Hifi electronics. Long Beach Ca: Sounds Unique. San Francisco, CA 94107. (408) 289-1462. Free Catalogs!


Audio Concepts
2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774 Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

Audio/August 1983
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The Argent series of moving coil cartridges was developed to offer the audiophile a state of the art component capable of reproducing acoustical detail with astonishing accuracy and clarity.

**MC410**
Sapphire mounting base — Tapered titanium cantilever — Line contact nude diamond stylus

**MC300**
Boron cantilever — Parabolic nude diamond stylus

**MC310**
Aluminum cantilever — Elliptical nude diamond stylus

Direct Sound Corp. 150 Fifth Ave. Suite 510, New York, N.Y. 10011 (212) 807-1598
FOR SALE

SYMMETRY IN MOTION
Symmetry is on the move. With the introduction of two new products, the ACS-4 Electronic Crossover and the AS-1 Head Amp, Symmetry has also introduced a powerful new concept in audio design: DEFINED OPERATION. The synthesis of sophisticated conventional electronic design, rigorous and exacting critical listening, and computer aided design will do more for your music, by doing less to it. Send a stamped, self-addressed business size envelope to Symmetry, 101 Townsend St., San Francisco Ca. 94107 and learn how Defined Operation makes the difference.

THORENS TD126SME—$795, TD160111B—$199 Call Terry 402-391-3842

THE HELIUS "AURUM" TONEARM: STEREOPHILE SAYS it's the best for its price. For dealer list, contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, New Jersey 08812 or call 201-968-8771.

THORENS TD160111B—$199 Call Terry 402-391-3842

THORENS TD126SME-5195, TD160111B—$199 Call Terry 402-391-3842

THE HELIUS "ORION" TONEARM: JUST AWESOME
It redefines the state of the art for affordable loudspeakers. Its clarity, transient response, imaging, and cabinet construction are virtually second to none. You have been waiting for this one for a long, long time. Literature $3.

FOR $1000. For dealer list, contact IAI, 723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen, NJ 08812, or call 201-968-8771.

SYMMETRY IN MOTION
For Sale

FOR SALE

THE STEREO TRADING CO.—We already sell to over 1,000 dealers! Now we can sell to you direct. TDK SA-90 2.19, Maxell UD XLI-90 2.39 Lowest prices. Lifetime service. Technics SL-B200 Turntable 59.00 All major lines available. Call 1-716-632-8852

THIRSTY EAR—Nakamichi, NAD, harman-kardon, Apt, Holman, Tangber, Thorens, Bang & Olufsen, Daftquist, Poh Audio, Dynavector, Adcom, Mordaunt-Short, Conrad-Johnson. THIRSTY EAR, 9 East Main, Bozeman, MT 59715, (406) 586-8578

THRESHOLD STASIS I POWER AMPS. Only 160 units built and only 30 units in the U.S.A. Threshold 800S power amplifier, only 12 built. Joe Sammut, P.O. Box 214615, Sacramento, Ca, 95821. 916-726-2263

THRESHOLD AUDIO is offering Conrad Johnson, Carver, VSP, Pyramid, PS Audio, Grado, Sony, Marantz, Infinity, Stax, VPI, YSL and more. Prepaid Shipping. Trades Welcome! Stax DA-80M retail $1500, sell $239, Magneplanar IIIB speakers with ribbon tweeters, retail $2200 sell $999. 409 South 22nd Street, Newark, Ohio 43055. (614) 522-3762, or 3520."

TUBE PREAMP MODIFIERS: We have limited quantities of shielded choke, good selector switches, and more. Send 40c stamp for details. Thermionic Designs, Box 342, Athens, GA 30601.

SEE UNDER CATEGORY “WANTED TO BUY” David Yo

WALKER CJS & LINN BASIC LV-V
This is a most agreeable, attractively priced, complete disc system. Visa & MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Call 201-239-1799 SATURDAY TIL 5 pm

See under category “WANTED TO BUY”

International Hi-Fi Distributors, Inc.
MORAVIA CENTER INDUSTRIAL PARK
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21206

VANDERSTEEN-DIMENSIONAL PURITY
VANDERSTEEN in New Jersey demonstrated rightly at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

VANDERSTEEN-DIMENSIONAL PURITY
We offer the remarkable 2C’s at $990 per pair (stands $75). Visa and MC. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-

STereo & video equipment at dealer cost!

Top name brands at prices many dealers pay plus...

No-deposit same day shipping
No-lemon guarantee
Full life time service
Call 9 am-9 pm daily
Saturday til 5 pm
1-301 488-9600

International Hi-Fi Distributors, Inc.

Do your friends believe...

• The more drivers the better?
• The lighter the tracking force the better?
• The more strands the better?
• Weighted rumble figures?
• Lots of watts?
If you’ve risen above the petty mythology of mass-fi and just want good sound and the best value — then AudioQuest products are for you.

audioquest
Premium quality high and low output moving coils with hollow sapphire cantilevers.

GroovDancer
High output moving coils & induced magnet cartridges.

LiveWire
Pure copper & litz speaker cables. True litz interconnecting cables & tone arms cables.

For more information please write AUDIOQUEST
3857 Birch Street, #610, Newport Beach, CA 92660

HOUSTON
Comes of Age
The nation’s fourth-largest city proudly welcomes a truly distinctive audio dealer:

AUDIO PRO PHILES
Fully authorized dealer representing:
Audio Research
Threshold
Counterpoint
PS Audio
Sequoia
Tandberg
B.C.S. / Gestalt
Amber
Harmon Kardon
Nakamichi
Quad
Vandersteen
Thiel
KEF
Mission
Spica
Goldmund
Oggie
CJ. Walker
VR
Sumiko
Lustre
Dynavector
Goldmund Studio/T3B
Sumiko
Tandberg
Bang & Olufsen
VPI
Motorola MI
Kiseki
Stax
Kryocera
Audiotique/Live Wire - Sonex Professional
Pure copper & litz speaker cables.
High output moving coils & induced magnet cartridges.

Hear the finest music system in the entire Southwest:
Quadtet ES-63* / Janis W-1 / AEA subwoofer
Goldmund Studio/T3B / von den Hul EM
Audio Research SP-10 and DTPC electronics
Sequoia FM-1 / Tandberg/EMT 8200 SE tone arm
Sonex Professional "L.E.D.E" training room

audio pro philes inc.
12651 Memorial Drive, between Gessner & W. Belt Houston, Texas 77024 (713) 973-0000

MASTERCARD, VISA and American Express accepted
THE BEATLES, A CATALOG. 40 Pages—Collector items—Reasonable Prices. $1.00 or $2.00 + 2 stamps—Catalog and a Beatle gift—MAH FUZ, 19900 N.W. 27 Ave., A-64, Carol City, FL 33056.

SHEFFIELD S-10 "MISSING LINC". Also Lab-5 Dave Grusin, mint, Both $750., + other Sheffield. 212-263-2564.

LEARN MUSIC THEORY! Write for free details. TECLOR MUSIC SCHOOL, 323 S. Franklin #804, Dept. 5131A, Chicago, IL 60606.

REEL TO REEL TAPES—mostly Ampex, used once, unboxed, 1800'. 50 Reels $48.00; Sample Reel $2.00. Prices included shipping. Free boxes while supply lasts. COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales, Inc. P.O. Box 2022, Joliet, IL 60434, 815/725-9212.

TAPE HEADS RELAPPED. $20. each. E. Maher, 5 Evans Place, Orinda, CA 94563.


RAPPAPORT REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS. Triode Labs, P.O. Box 7717, Ann Arbor, MI 48107. (313) 484-2686.

TAPE HEADS RELAPPED. $20. each. E. Maher, 5 Evans Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

ADVANCED ASSEMBLY/TESTING. P.O. Box 7717, Ann Arbor, MI 48107. (313) 484-2686.

SPEAKERS

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION—BEST PRICES. EAST: (604) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878.

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! Industry presentation/national exposition. 1-800-528-6050.


AUDIOPHILES: Ever buy a lemon? Author seeks your stories of complaints and disappointments. Name the villains! P.O. Box 880411, San Francisco, CA 94188

BACK ISSUES/BOUND EDITIONS/BINDERS

BACK ISSUES

Single copy back issues of AUDIO for 1981 and 1982 are available. (NOTE: Jan-Aug '81 issues are in limited supply.) $5.00 per issue postpaid.

BINDERS/SLIPCASES

Maintain your AUDIO collection in these top quality binders or slipcases. Binders $9.00 each, 3/$26.00, 6/$50.00. Slipcases $7.65 each, 3/$22.00, 6/$40.00. $2.50 per order handling and postage.

TO ORDER: Indicate issue/book/binder/slipcase. Include proper amount for postage and handling. California residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. $15.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD ORDER. Make checks/money orders payable to: Old Del Mar Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1621, Spring Valley, CA 92077. FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-854-2003 EXT. 835 in CALIF. CALL 1-800-522-1500 EXT. 835.
DESIGN INTEGRITY:
WHAT MAKES DENON RECEIVERS UNCOMMON IS HOW MUCH THEY HAVE IN COMMON.

Denon DRA-700 AM/FM Stereo Receiver $549
Non-NFB 0dB Amplifier; Quartz PLL Synthesized FM Tuning; MC Head Amp; 60 Watts* per Channel.

Denon DRA-30C AM/FM Stereo Receiver $299
Non-switching A Amplifier; Quartz PLL Synthesized FM Tuning; 33 Watts* per Channel.

Denon DRA-400 AM/FM Stereo Receiver $399
Non-switching A Amplifier; Quartz PLL Synthesized FM Tuning; MC Head Amp; 45 Watts* per Channel.

The DRA-700 Receiver incorporates the same OdB Non-NFB circuitry that earned Denon special recognition by Audio Video International magazine in their Hi-Fi Grand Prix Competition. This straight-forward circuit design makes the DRA-700 the most electronically sophisticated receiver on the market today.

The DRA-400 actually won the AV/Hi-Fi Grand Prix Award, and was cited for its Non-Switching A Amplifier (which eliminates Switching and Crossover distortions) and Quartz PLL Synthesized FM Tuning System (which improves tuning accuracy and eliminates station drift).

The DRA-300 also offers a Non-Switching A Amplifier and Quartz PLL Synthesized Tuning, but for under $300.

Denon products share more than name alone.

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006.

*Prices for comparison purposes. Side panels optional except on DRA-700. All power ratings: at 8 ohms; 20kHz 20kHz; THD 3.05%, (DRA 700, 0.015%).
No conventional turntable delivers the accuracy and control of this one: Technics SL-6 Programmable Linear Tracking Turntable.

The problem with a conventional turntable tonearm is that it arcs across the record surface. So it is capable of true accuracy at only two points in its arc. Where the stylus is precisely aligned with the record groove.

The Technics SL-6 Linear Tracking Turntable goes beyond that. It actually duplicates the straight-line motion of the cutting arm that originally mastered the record. This enables the Technics SL-6 to deliver true accuracy at every point on the record. First note to last. There is none of the tracking error, skating force error or distortion that accompanies a traditional tonearm.

And the SL-6 ensures this accuracy with some outstanding technological advances. Including a microcomputer controlled system that constantly monitors the stylus-to-groove angle and automatically makes corrections.

But linear tracking is just the beginning. There's the precise control you get with the Technics random access programmable microcomputer. At the touch of a button, you can set the SL-6 to play any selections you want, in any order. You can even repeat or skip selections.

There are still more features that help the Technics SL-6 perform so impeccably. A precision direct-drive motor Sensors that automatically select the correct playing speed.

Our patented K-Mount plug-in cartridge system delivers optimum tonearm/cartridge compatibility along with simplified cartridge installation.

And all of this technology has been neatly placed in a turntable about the size of a record jacket.

Accuracy, control and musical pleasure beyond the conventional. The Technics SL-6 Programmable Linear Tracking Turntable. Just one of the sophisticated and "intelligent" turntables from Technics.